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Abstract
The nucleus pulposus of the intervertebral disc contains two cell types: notochordal (NC) and
chondrocyte‐like mature nucleus pulposus (MNP) cells; the ratio of which changes with
species, age and health. Intervertebral disc (IVDs) that contain predominantly MNP cells are
susceptible to degeneration, while NC cell–rich discs remain healthy. Loss of NC cells is
hypothesized to be initiated by mechanical stress and/or nutrient deprivation. This study
aimed to investigate the phenotypic and functional differences between NC and MNP cells in
response to a range of hydrostatic pressures and glucose concentrations. In this study a
novel isolation method was developed that isolated single MNP cells and NC cell‐clusters
from the same nucleus pulposus. Each cell type was cultured in 3D alginate beads, and
assessed for phenotypic markers and extracellular matrix (ECM) expression on days 1 and 7
of culture. A custom‐built hydrostatic pressure chamber was used to expose each cell type to
low/ physiological (0.6 MPa) and high/ pathological (2 MPa) pressure for 24 hours. To study
the effect of nutrient deprivation, each cell type was cultured in either normal (5.5 mM)
glucose media or glucose‐ deprived (0.55 mM) media. Finally, the combined effect of glucose
deprivation and high pressure was examined. Following isolation, NC cells remained in cell
clusters and expressed NC markers cytokeratin‐8 and brachyury. NC cells expressed
significantly more aggrecan and GAG than MNP cells over the 7 day culture period. MNP
cells responded to low pressure with an increase in total GAG while high pressure resulted in
a significant decrease in aggrecan gene expression. NC cells showed no response in matrix
gene expression or production to either loading regime. Glucose deprivation decreased the
expression of the anti‐catabolic factor TIMP‐1 in NC cells but had no effect on MNP gene
expression. However, the combination of glucose deprivation and high pressure resulted in a
decrease in aggrecan, collagen II and ADAMTS‐5 gene expression in MNP cells. NC cells did
not alter their gene expression response to the combined pathological insult. Together these
findings show that NC cells are the major producers of proteoglycans, and are resistant to
mechanical stress. In contrast, MNP cells produce relatively less proteoglycan and are
susceptible to mechanical stress, which is exacerbated under glucose‐deprived conditions.
This study has shown that NC and MNP cells from the same IVD have dramatically different
responses to two key pathological stimuli, providing insight into the differential roles these
cells play in the pathogenesis of disc degeneration.
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Chapter 1
1.1

Introduction

Back and neck pain are problems that most people will experience in their lifetime. The global
incidence rate is estimated to be 18% 1. In New Zealand, the lifetime prevalence is 80%, with
one in four adults suffering chronically from the condition 2. Lower back pain is the leading
cause of activity limitation and absence from work in the developed world

1,3,4

. In New

Zealand, the Accident Compensation Corporation (ACC) spends $35 million annually on lumbar
spine claims alone 2.
A prominent cause of back and neck pain is the degeneration of the intervertebral discs

1,5,6

.

The intervertebral discs (IVDs) form the joints between the vertebrae of the spine. They are
fibrocartilage pads that lie between the vertebral bodies, anchoring them together while also
allowing the vertebral column to bend and twist. The discs distribute weight over the vertebral
bodies, providing resistance against loading of the spine7. Degenerated discs lose their
proteoglycan content, subsequently altering the mechanics of the spine by increasing the
loading of adjacent structures such as the vertebral bodies, facet joints and ligaments. A
prolapse or herniation of the disc can result in extrusion of disc material, which impinges on
the nerve roots 5,7. Together these events cause pain, numbness and loss of mobility. There are
no approved therapies for the reversal or repair of the degenerated disc and current
treatments involve its removal. The first structure in the disc to degenerate is the nucleus
pulposus (NP), the proteoglycan‐rich centre of the disc that is derived from the embryonic
notochord 8. In the adult human, the NP is composed predominately of chondrocyte‐like cells;
however, recent studies have shown that a small population of notochordal cells do remain in
the adult human disc 9,10. The role that these cells play in both the physiology and pathology of
the adult disc is currently unknown, therefore this study aims to investigate the phenotypic
and functional differences between the chondrocyte‐like mature nucleus pulposus (MNP) cells
and the notochordal (NC) cells.
This first section of this chapter describes the basic biology of the IVD and the changes that
occur in disc degeneration. The second section reviews the current understanding of the role
of the notochordal cells in disc degeneration, discusses the challenges of the research field and
outlines the aims of this thesis.
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1.2

Background

1.2.1 Anatomy and physiology of the IVD
The adult human spine has 33 vertebrae; 7 cervical, 12 thoracic, 5 lumbar, a sacrum of 5 fused
segments and a coccyx of 4 fused segments. There are 23 intervertebral discs separating the
vertebral bodies of the cervical, thoracic and lumbar regions (C2–S1) 5,11. Figure 1.1 illustrates
the regions of the human spine.

Figure 1.1 Model of human spine
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The IVDs account for approximately one third to one quarter of the height of the spine and
provide a constrained mobility to the spine. They are attached superiorly and inferiorly to the
vertebral bodies by thin cartilaginous endplates. The disc itself consists of two main regions;
the firm outer annulus fibrosis (AF) and the soft inner NP

5,11‐13

.

Together, these regions give the joint tensile (annulus) and compressive (nucleus) functions.
Figure 1.2A illustrates the structure of the IVD situated between two vertebrae in a lumbar
motion segment. Figure 1.2B illustrates the transverse view of an IVD in the lumbar region.
The disc has a kidney bean shape; the outer 2/3rds of the disc is dense annulus tissue, while the
central region is the soft nucleus pulposus 12.

Figure 1.2 Schematic of an intervertebral disc
A motion segment of the spine is defined as an IVD and its two adjacent vertebrae. A) Cross sectional view of the
intervertebral disc. B) Transverse view of the intervertebral disc.
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The AF consists of thick bundles of collagen arranged in 15‐25 concentric lamellae that encircle
the nucleus and run obliquely from vertebra to vertebra 11. The fibres within each lamella are
predominately type I collagen, which is strongly aligned. Each lamella is angled at
approximately 120 degrees with respect to the endplate 5,12. The fibres of successive lamellae
are oriented in opposite directions. This alternating arrangement produces a robust cross‐
woven structure 14,15. A bridging network of elastin fibres connects the neighbouring lamellae,
providing structural cohesiveness to the annulus

16

. The peripheral annular fibres extend

beyond the cartilaginous endplates, inserting directly into the bone of the vertebral bodies,
and are known as Sharpey’s fibres 12,17. The fibres of the inner annulus insert into the hyaline
cartilage of the endplate

18

. The lamellar bundle branches out within the cartilaginous

endplate, generating increased surface area, which strengthens the annulus–endplate
connection

18

. The outermost anterior fibres of the annulus merge with the anterior

longitudinal ligament while the posterior fibres blend with the posterior longitudinal ligament
of the spinal column 17.
In contrast to the dense regular arrangement of the annulus, the nucleus pulposus is
composed of a loose and irregular meshwork of type II collagen fibres enriched with
proteoglycans, producing a soft gel‐like tissue. The nucleus pulposus of the adult disc occupies
30‐50% of the total cross‐section area, and is located slightly more posterior than central
11,12,17

. The line of delineation between annulus and nucleus is clear in young individuals but

becomes less so with age. Recent microstructural studies of the nucleus have found that
discrete nodes of collagen fibres from the NP insert into the cartilaginous endplates19. These
nodes branch out into thin collagen fibres in the nucleus. The fibres are extensively convoluted
within the nucleus body, giving the appearance of disorganisation. However, if this region is
sufficiently extended, the fibres are pulled into alignment and display endplate to endplate
continuity through the nucleus

19

. Using this same tensile loading (stretching) approach to

reveal microarchitecture, structural connections (bundles of fibres) can be seen linking the
nucleus to the inner annulus 20. Together these studies show that the nucleus is attached to its
surrounding structures by discrete fibrillar entities. This structural arrangement is likely to
provide a tethered mobility, connecting the nucleus to the surrounding tissue while still
allowing it to deform appropriately in response to mechanical loading in vivo 20.
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The intervertebral discs are attached to the vertebral bodies by thin cartilaginous endplates
(CEP)

13,21

. The endplates are approximately 0.6 mm thick in the adult human disc, with

regions over the annulus being slightly thicker and the regions over the nucleus slightly thinner
21

. The plates cover the perforated vertebral endplates and are composed of hyaline cartilage,

with a similar composition to articular cartilage

21

. The collagen fibres in the cartilage lie

horizontal and parallel to the vertebral face, until they reach the annular region where they
merge with the annular fibres. In adult discs, the cartilage also becomes calcified in this
annular region. This arrangement of collagen fibres imparts tensile strength to resist the
swelling pressure of the NP during loading. Damage to the endplate alters the collagen fibre
alignment, decreasing its tensile strength 21. There is a high density of blood vessels along the
vertebral side of the CEP. Since blood vessels only penetrate into the outer third of the annular
wall, a substantial proportion of the disc’s nutrients diffuse in through the endplates.
Therefore age‐related calcification of the endplate limits the nutrient supply to the disc 21.
1.2.2 Biomechanics
The IVDs allow movement and impart flexibility to the spine. They support the majority of the
compressive load on the spinal column, while the ligaments and facets of the vertebrae
modulate bending moments and axial torsion. The arrangement of the gel‐like NP, bound by
cartilaginous endplates and encircled by the stiff AF, means that compressive loads applied to
the spinal column are converted to hydrostatic pressure within the NP. This pressure causes
the NP to expand against the AF, which converts the compressive load into a tensile load in the
walls of the AF. A healthy NP contains 70 – 85% water (wet weight) 22. The high water content
allows the NP to deform easily in any direction and equalises the stresses applied to it 23. The
NP transmits pressure from one vertebra to the next, acting as the pivot point for spinal
movement

23

. Therefore, in a healthy disc, compressive forces are distributed evenly across

the entire disc 23. Pressure in the in vivo NP is a result of the elastic tension of the AF as well as
the muscle tone and static forces of the adjacent vertebrae and ligaments. The alternating
lamellae of the annulus resist torsion in all directions.
Biomechanics of the bipedal and quadruped spine
Research has shown that the mechanics of a bipedal and quadrupedal spine are similar. Both a
quadruped and bipedal spine are a series of freely hinged segments (vertebrae) which need
support from the surrounding muscles and ligaments to control posture. The collective muscle
6
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forces act to generate an axial compression along the spine even a rest despite the horizontal
position of the quadruped spine

24

. Additionally evidence for the axial compression of the

spine in quadrupeds is the architecture of the trabecular bone in the vertebra. Both humans
and quadrupeds have a trabecular architecture orientated from endplate to endplate, implying
the highest loads are in the axial direction in both spines24.
Analyses of the bending moments in a quadruped (sheep) spine, found that gravitational
forces induce flexion the cervical and sacral regions while generating extension in the lumbar
region24. This is the same pattern as is seen in the human spine. Gravitational force induces
the highest bending moments in regions without surrounding skeletal structures, such as the
rib cage or pelvis24. Despite these bending moments the largest force component is from axial
compression, therefore quadrupeds are considered a sufficient model for studying the cellular
response to mechanical force since the disc of both biped and quadrupeds experience the
same range and direction of force in vivo24,25 .
1.2.3 Development of the IVDs
Gastrulation is the embryologic phase by which the three germ layers; ectoderm, mesoderm
and endoderm are formed and occurs during the 3rd week of human gestation 26. By the end of
week 3, the mesoderm undergoes a subdivision into the axial mesoderm (notochord), and the
paraxial mesoderm. The notochord elongates, forming a rod‐like central axis of the embryo
26,27

. Despite being mesoderm‐derived, due to mesenchymal–epithelial transition, the

notochord displays epithelioid characteristics such as cell polarity and cell–cell contact. The
notochord induces the formation of the somites from the paraxial mesoderm, which lie in
pairs alongside the neural tube

26,28

(Figure 1.3i). During the 4th week, the notochord induces

the migration of the sclerotomal cells towards the midline, separating them from the
dermatomyotomal cell mass of the somites26‐28 (Figure 1.3ii). By week 6, the sclerotomal cells
condense around the notochord and neural tube, while the dermatomyotomal cells migrate to
the periphery. The somites lie in pairs along the notochord, each pair separated by an artery,
providing the guidelines for the architecture of the spine 26‐28.
The dermatomyotomal cell mass further subdivides into the dermatome and myotome, which
will later form the skin and muscles of the back, respectively (Figure 1.3 iii). During weeks 7 to
9, the sclerotomal cells expand and condense in the regions that will become the IVD (Figure
1.3 iv). They remain uncondensed in the regions that will form the vertebral bodies. The
7
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condensed cells that surround the arteries differentiate first into cartilage and then into bone
because of the invading blood supply

26‐28

. The non‐condensed cells, which are furthest from

the blood supply, become the fibrocartilage of the IVDs. These non‐condensed cells apply
pressure to the notochord, forcing the notochord out of non‐condensed regions until it
becomes a segmented structure (Figure 1.3 v and vi). By week 10, the notochord is restricted
to the centre of the IVD region, where it will later form the NP. On its periphery, the
condensed sclerotomal cells begin to elongate into fibroblasts that will become the AF

26‐28

(Figure 1.3 vi). Remnants of notochordal cells within the vertebral bodies are rare; any that do
remain may develop into a chordoma 28.

Figure 1.3 Development of the spinal column and intervertebral discs
i) Notochord (red) positioned under neural tube along the central axis, ii) Migration of sclerotomal cells

toward notochord, iii) Migration of dermatomyotomal cells away from the spinal column, iv)
condensation and expansion of the sclerotome around the notochord, v) condensed/non‐condensed
arrangement of sclerotomal cells squeezes notochordal cells out of vertebral body space. vi) Notochord
cells are restricted to the IVD region.

Once the patterning is complete, the notochord material continues to grow as the whole spine
grows. By birth there is more notochord material in a single disc than there was in the entire
embryo at the time the discs formed

27

. Up until birth, the development of the IVDs is

conserved across mammals. However, after birth the fate of these notochordal cells varies
across species. In humans, with age, the notochord material in the disc begins to either break
down or break into small cell clusters.
8
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The NP then slowly becomes populated with chondrocyte‐like mature nucleus pulposus cells
(MNP cells) and the matrix becomes a homogenous gel supported by a collagen fibre
framework. By skeletal maturity, the NP is composed mainly of a dense irregularly arranged
fibrocartilage with minimal gelatinous content

27

. Figure 1.4 illustrates the remnant

notochordal material seen in a sagittal section of a new‐born lamb disc. The endplates above
and below the notochordal material appear pinched in, showing how the expanding vertebral
cells have forced the notochord material out of the vertebral bodies and into the nucleus
pulposus.

Figure 1.4 Mid‐sagittal section through a new‐born lamb IVD and vertebrae
Notochordal cell clusters circled and notochordal notch in the endplate indicated by arrows.
(Image courtesy of Dr Kelly Wade)

1.2.4 Cells and the extracellular matrix
Cells
The adult intervertebral disc is one of the least cellular tissues in the body. The cells of the
outer annulus are thin and fibroblast‐like, elongated along the collagen bundles of the
lamellae. The cells of the inner annulus are more oval in shape. Both regions of the annulus
have a cell density of approximately 9 x 106 cells/cm3, while the NP has a cell density of around
4 x 106 cells/cm3 13,29,30. The NP contains two distinct populations of cells; large notochordal (NC)
cells and smaller chondrocyte‐like mature nucleus pulposus (MNP) cells. NC cells are relatively
9
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large cells (15‐100 µm in diameter)

31

and are often described as physaliferous due to the

vacuoles/vesicles they contain 32. These cells are present in dense clusters in the centre of the NP
29

. The MNP cells are small spherical chondrocyte‐like cells, which are sparsely distributed

throughout the NP. The ratio of these two cell types in the NP tissue varies across species 33.
Extracellular Matrix (ECM)
The IVD transitions from the stiff tendon‐like AF through to the soft deformable NP. This
transition is due to the change in extracellular ECM composition across the disc. Like other
connective tissues, the disc is composed primarily of collagen, elastin and proteoglycans 34.
Collagen is the main structural protein in the disc, making up 70% of the dry weight

12,30,35

.

Collagen fibres provide the tissue with mechanical resilience and tensile strength. Collagen
also forms the scaffold of the disc structure, connecting the annulus and nucleus to each other
and to the cartilaginous endplates. The tertiary structure of collagen is a triple helix termed
tropocollagen. The collagen type (e.g. collagen type II) is determined by both the primary
structure (peptide sequence) and the combination of α‐chains that form the tropocollagen
molecule. The annulus is composed predominately of collagen type I, while the nucleus is
largely type II35. Collagen types III, V, VI, IX, XI and XIIV are all also present in small amounts
34,35

.

Elastin is found in all regions of the disc, but the arrangement of the fibres differs across the
different regions. Within the NP, the fibres are arranged radially and then transition to a
cross‐hatched pattern in the inner annulus. The elastin fibres in the outer annulus run parallel
to the collagen fibres in the lamellae but are most densely located within the bridging network
between the lamellae

35,36

. It is thought that this vast and complex elastin fibre arrangement

plays a significant role in the disc’s ability to recover from mechanically‐induced structural
deformation 36.
Proteoglycans are composed of a protein core surrounded by glycosaminoglycans (GAG)
molecules. In the IVD, the abundant GAGs are keratan sulphate, chondroitin sulphate and
hyaluronic acid 37. Proteoglycans differ in their core link protein and in the number and type of
GAG side chains. Proteoglycans can be classified by whether or not they aggregate with
hyaluronic acid38,39. Aggrecan and versican are the main aggregating proteoglycans in the disc;
they bind to hyaluronic acid via their globular amino terminals. Link protein is a glycoprotein
10
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that stabilizes the interaction between aggrecan and hyaluronan. Up to 100 molecules can
bind to a single hyaluronan molecule, forming the characteristic “bottle‐brush” macromolecule
with the carboxy termini all positioned outward. This arrangement creates a highly negatively
charged molecule which attracts water 39.
Non‐aggregating proteoglycans of the disc include decorin, biglycan, fibromodulin and
lumican. These lack a globular amino terminal and therefore cannot bind to HA.

The

polyanionic nature of proteoglycans creates the osmotic pressure within the disc 11,30,34,37.
ECM degradation
Extracellular matrix degradation and remodelling in essential for normal tissue homeostasis
and abnormal ECM dynamics can lead loss of tissue integrity and cell death. The majority of
extracellular matrix degradation in the intervertebral disc is mediated by two families of
metalloproteases, matrix metalloproteases (MMPs) and A Disintegrin And Metalloproteinase
with Thrombosporin Motifs (ADAMTS). MMPs are zinc‐dependent endopeptidases and cleave
both collagen and aggrecan. The MMP family consists of 18 members, of these, MMP 1, 2, 3, 9,
and 13 are likely to play the greatest role in IVD ECM remodelling. MMP 3 and 13 are the most
commonly measured in NP in vitro studies 39. MMP 1, 2 and 13 preferentially cleave type II
collagen, but will also cleave collagen types I and III as well as gelatin, therefore cleaving the
breakdown products of other MMPs. MMP 3 cleaves proteoglycans, laminin, fibronectin and
gelatins as well as collagen types II, IV and V. MMP 3 is also able to activate latent MMPs40.
The expression of MMPs is upregulated in disc degeneration, particularly in the early stages of
the disease40. The endogenous disc cells are the main source of MMP synthesis40. The
synthesis of MMPs can be inhibited by corticosteroids, retinoic acid, transforming growth
factor (TGF‐β) and interleukin 1 (IL‐1) 41. The activation of MMPs is mediated by plasmin and
other MMPs 40,42.
ADAMTS are secreted proteolytic enzymes involved in the processing of procollagens and the
cleavage/degradation of aggrecan and versican. ADAMTS‐4 and 5 are the predominant
aggrecanases in cartilage and the IVD, and are up‐regulated in degeneration41,43‐45. Inhibiting
ADAMTS‐5 using small interfering RNA has been shown to prevent IVD degradation of in vivo
models46.
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Tissue inhibitors of metalloproteinase (TIMPs) are regulatory proteins; they bind noncovalently
to active MMPs in a 1:1 ratio and inhibit their enzymatic activity41. TIMPs are mediated by
inflammatory cytokines. TIMP‐1 inhibits MMP 3; its expression can often be upregulated in
disc degeneration and in inflammatory models

41

. Therefore TIMP 1/ MMP 3 ratio has been

suggested to be a more useful marker of degeneration 47,48.
Additionally, MMP and ADAMTS activity can be regulated at the transcriptional, activation or
degradation stages of the enzymes life cycle by inflammatory mediators. Inflammatory
cytokines in the disc are produced by both the IVD cells themselves and from tissue resident
macrophages49,50. Secreted pro‐inflammatory cytokines associated with disc degeneration
include TNF‐α, IL‐1β, IL‐6, IL‐17, PGE2 and IFN‐γ50‐53. These pro‐inflammatory factors enhance
matrix degradation49,50. The effects of TNF‐α and IL‐1β are the most studied and both are
associated with both decreased proteoglycan production and increased catabolic enzyme
expression54,55. The decreased proteoglycan production combined with the increase in
catabolic enzyme expression, lead to a net decrease in proteoglycans in the NP which
detrimentally alters the structural integrity of the NP making it more prone to failure.
1.2.5 Nutrition
The intervertebral disc is largely avascular; the endplates and the outer third of the annulus
have a capillary supply, while the rest of the disc relies on diffusion for solute transport 56. Cells
in the centre of the NP can be up to 10 mm from the nearest capillary. Thus, there is a
distinctive nutrient gradient across the human disc, with glucose concentrations ranging from
5.5 mM (normal blood glucose) to 0.55 mM or lower within the centre of the human nucleus
57

. The size of the disc is the primary factor that influences the solute gradient; however, other

factors such as blood vessel penetration, bone density and endplate cartilage thickness can
also play a role.

With ageing and disease the endplates calcify, decreasing porosity,

permeability and vascularisation, further limiting the disc’s nutrient supply.
Figure 1.5 illustrates the blood supply to the vertebral bodies, cartilaginous endplates, outer
annulus, and the resulting glucose gradient 56.
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Figure 1.5 Blood supply and glucose concentration on the IVD
A) Schematic illustrating the blood supply through the vertebrae to the intervertebral dis. B) Schematic illustrating
the glucose gradient in the disc as a result of its avascular nature, green to red gradient represents 5.5mM –
0.5mM glucose gradient.

Oxygen is also limited in the disc, with concentrations being between 5%‐10% of that found in
arterial blood 58. The amount of oxygen in the disc is affected by loading, as loading increases
pressure, which drives oxygen into the disc 58,59. Due to these low oxygen conditions, the cells
of the NP metabolise predominantly by anaerobic glycolysis. Hypoxia induced factor 1α (HIF‐
1α) is highly expressed in NP cells in vivo and in vitro under normoxia (21% O2) and hypoxia
(1% O2). As a result of this, even in normoxic conditions respiration is by glycolysis 60. Hypoxia
has been shown to promote collagen type II and aggrecan expression in vitro and
constitutively expressed HIF‐α is considered a marker for NP cells 61.
In conjunction with limited glucose and low oxygen diffusion into the NP, there is also limited
diffusion of metabolites, such as lactic acid, out of the NP. As a result, the pH of the NP can be
as is low as 5.7, with the normal range expected to between pH 6 ‐7 57,62,63
In vitro studies examining the effects of serum, glucose, pH and oxygen on NP cell viability
have showed strong interactions between these factors and cell metabolism. Bibby et al.
found a negative Pasteur‐effect for bovine NP cells, i.e. oxygen consumption, glucose
consumption and lactic acid production all decreased at low substrate concentrations
Viability was only significantly decreased in 0 mM glucose at pH <7.3 57,63.
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An in vivo study investigating the effect of disrupting the nutrition pathway of the disc,
injected bone cement into one vertebra of a porcine spine, above the endplates, and found
that the disc became severely degenerated

64

. In humans, there is a correlation between

diabetes mellitus and the incidence of disc degeneration

65,66

. While diabetes is associated

with high blood glucose, the negative impact on the disc is believed to arise due to damage to
the microvasculatuer in the vertebra and cartilaginous endplates. This microangiopathy leads
to a decrease in nutrient transport in the discs of these individuals 67.
Together these findings suggest that the cells in the NP have adapted to their low nutrient
environment, and can survive short‐term nutrient deprivation

56

. However further nutrient

deprivation maybe be an important initiation factor for disc degeneration.
1.2.6 Osmolality
The high proteoglycan content of the NP means that it is a highly hydrated tissue; however this
water content varies with load. The disc has a diurnal osmotic pattern and can lose 20% of its
fluid over the course of a day 68. The changes affect the microenvironment of the cells, altering
osmotic pressure and ionic composition of extracellular milieu and this has been shown to
69‐71

. The rate of proteoglycan synthesis in both bovine MNP and

regulate ECM production

canine NC cells is highest at 400mOsm, which is the osmolality of a healthy young disc 68,70,72.
This effect is dependent on osmotic pressure rather than ionic concentration, as the same
effect was observed with NaCl and sucrose solutions 68. Hyperosmotic (≥ 500mOsm) stress has
been shown to induce apoptosis via activated p53

73,74

. Once again this response is seen

regardless of the ionic composition of the media, suggesting that the cell volume change is the
cause of the cell death

73

. Loss of proteoglycans during disc degeneration leads to a loss of

bound fluid, thereby increasing the osmolality of the disc and inhibiting proteoglycan synthesis
in a positive feedback mechanism

32

. Notochordal cell clustering and phenotypic marker

expression has been shown to be best preserved in vitro in 400mOsm culture media72. Since
NC cells contain vacuoles, it is hypothesised that they are resistant to osmotic stress; however,
experiments by Hunter et al. found that, in the normal physiological range, the vacuoles retain
their contents. Only in extreme conditions (31mOsm) were the vacuoles lysed

32

. The cells

shrink and swell across physiological 210 ‐550 mOsm range, without the vacuoles emptying.
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Therefore, Hunter et al proposed that the notochordal vesicle may not play a large
osmoregulatory role under physiological conditions but instead be a residual structure, left
over from the embryonic requirement of straightening and stiffening of the notochord 32.
1.2.7 Mechanobiology
Mechanical force is an important regulator of ECM synthesis in many connective tissues.
Mechanical stimulation is required for normal connective tissue development and
maintenance, while excess loads can lead to tissue failure or malformation

75

. Mechanical

stress is believed to be a key factor in the initiation of disc degeneration 7. In vivo, the NP is
restrained peripherally by the annulus fibrosis and superiorly and inferiorly by the vertebral
bodies. This prevents nucleus displacement and restricts swelling. Therefore, when a
compressive load is applied to the spinal column, the NP attempts to expand outward, placing
tensile stress on the surrounding structures. These reaction forces produce a hydrostatic
pressure within the NP, as illustrated in Figure 1.6 33. Therefore, the primary mechanical force
experienced by the cells of the NP is hydrostatic pressure.

Figure 1.6 Mechanical loading in the IVD
Compressive load is converted to hydrostatic pressure within the nucleus pulposus.

The amount of pressure in the disc is a combination of forces generated from body weight,
muscle and ligament tension, as well as any applied external weight. In humans, the
physiological range of pressures in the lumbar discs is between 0.1 and 2.3 MPa. Normal daily
activity, such as sitting, standing and walking generates pressures in the range of 0.2 to 1 MPa
15
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76,77

. The combination of bending and lifting increases the pressure in the NP up to 1 ‐ 2 MPa76.

Lumbar discs of both (human) and quadrupeds (cattle and sheep) experience similar pressures
78

. In large quadrupeds, the forces in the lumbar spine are high in the absence of external load

due to ligament and muscle tension. Stabilizing a horizontal spine requires higher muscle
forces and passive tension than stabilizing a vertical stacked spinal column

25

. These higher

forces result in much higher vertebral bone density in cattle and sheep compared to humans.
Small animals require smaller ligament forces to stabilize the spine 25.
To study the effects of mechanical stress on the NP cells, one needs to recreate appropriate
physiologically relevant loading conditions in vitro. Generating hydrostatic pressure for in vitro
studies requires custom‐built reactors; therefore there have only been a small number of
studies that have investigated the response of NP cells to hydrostatic pressure. Table 1.1
summarises the in vitro hydrostatic pressure studies published in the last 20 years. For
simplicity, the table shows only the changes in collagen and proteoglycan expression in
response to hydrostatic pressure. It is believed that increased proteoglycan expression and
decreased collagen expression promotes a healthy disc matrix. The three studies highlighted in
blue found that higher pressures (≥1 MPa) promoted healthy matrix synthesis. In contrast, the
remaining seven showed that lower pressures (≤ 1 MPa) promoted a healthy matrix. Therefore
the overall consensus is that low level dynamic pressure promotes a healthy NP ECM.
However, due to variations in each study’s animal model, culture system, loading regime
(magnitude, frequency and duration) and assay methods (e.g. hydroxyproline assay vs rt‐PCR),
it is difficult to draw a convincing conclusion from the literature. A systemic review by Chan et
al. 2006 concluded that pressures in the range of 0.2‐0.8 MPa at approximately 1 Hz (i.e. low
range physiological pressures consistent with walking), promote healthy disc matrix synthesis,
while pressures outside this range lead to the production of a fibrous ECM and NP cell
apoptosis 79,80 .
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Table 1.1. Summary of findings from in vitro studies of NP cells under hydrostatic pressure
Reference

Animal
(predominate
cell type)

Pressures (MPa)
range applied

Summary of results

Collagen
Hutton 2001

81

Dog (NC)

0.35 & 1

with 0.35 MPa
__with 1 MPa

MacLean 200482

Rat (NC)

0.2 & 1

No change 0.2 or 1 MPa

Purmessur 2013 83

Pig (NC)

0.5‐2

No change

Ishihara 1996 84

Bovine (MNP)

2.5‐10

Not measured

Proteoglycan
with 0.35 MPa
__with 1MPa
with 1MPa

PG staining but no
change in aggrecan
gene expression
proteoglycan with
increasing pressure
(2‐ 10MPa)

Kasra 200385

Rabbit (NC)

0.75 ‐3

no change 0.75‐2.5 MPa

Not measured

__3MPa
Gokorsch 2004

Pig (NC)

0.4,3.4,6.0

with 0.4 MPa
__6 MPa

Neidlinger‐Wilke

Bovine (MNP)

0.25 & 2.5

with 0.25 MPa

2006 86
Neidlinger‐Wilke

__with 2.5 MPa

_with 3.4 & 6 MPa
with 0.25 MPa
__with 2.5 MPa

Human (MNP)

0.25 & 2.5

Wang 2007 87

Rabbit (NC)

0.5 & 1

with 0.5 &1 MPa

with 0.5 &1 MPa

Sowa 2011 88

Rabbit (NC)

0.7, 2 & 4

Not measured

with 0.7 MPa

2006

No change

with 0.4MPA

with 2.5 MPa

86

No change at 2 or 4
MPa
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The effect of hydrostatic pressure on articular cartilage
Like the nucleus pulposus, the articular cartilage of synovial joints (such as the knee and hip) is
a proteoglycan rich and highly hydrated tissue. Since water is incompressible, the compression
forces on the joint surface are translated into hydrostatic pressure in the middle and deep
zone of underlying cartilage while the surface experiences compression and some shear forces
89

. While the in vivo pressures in the nucleus pulposus range from 0.2 to 3 MPa, in articular

cartilage the in vivo pressures are much higher, ranging from 3‐10 MPa 89. In vitro studies on
isolated chondrocytes have found cartilage specific physiological range of magnitudes and
frequency loading (e.g. 5‐10MPa at 0.5‐1Hz) promotes collagen and proteoglycan synthesis,
while high pressure (> 20MPa) or static loading decreases proteoglycan synthesis and can
induce cell death

89‐93

. Parkkinen et al cultured both tissue explants and isolated cells and

found that but conditions had the highest proteoglycan synthesis rate at 0.5 Hz and the lowest
rates at 0.25 Hz, although the absolute values where different. This finding suggests that the
response is dependant of both cell type and the surrounding ECM 90.
The effect of hydrostatic pressure on chondrogenesis
Hydrostatic pressure stimulation has been used to induce chondrogenesis from various stem
or progenitor cell sources including, bone marrow mesenchymal stem cells
fat‐pad

95,96

, adipocytes 96 and costochondral

97

94,95

, intrapatellar

cells. Physiological magnitude pressures have

been shown to stimulate chondrogenic phenotype in these progenitor cell types. The
mechanisms behind mechanotransduction in chondrocytes has been hypothesised to be
primarily through intracellular Ca2+ signalling. Since depleting intracellular Ca2+ stores
suppressed the beneficial effect of HP on chondrogenesis, indicating that Ca2+ mobility may
play an important role in the mechanotransduction of HP. Additionally studies into
mechanotransduction mechanism have found that pressure >7.5 MPa inhibit the function of
Na+/K+, Na+ /H+ and Na+/K+/Cl‐ channels in isolated bovine chondrocytes98. The net effect of
the ion channel inhibit is hypothesised to be cell swelling, which in turn will alter intracellular
ionic concentration (e.g. Ca2+) which will disrupt gene expression 98. It has not yet been shown
if NP cells have the same mechanotransduction mechanisms.
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1.2.8 Characteristics of disc aging and disease
Disc aging is characterised by a decrease in disc proteoglycan and a corresponding increase in
collagen content. There is also a change in the structure and deposition of the collagen. The
fine type II fibres of the inner annulus are replaced by type I fibres and the type I fibres
throughout the whole disc become coarser 7,23.
Adams et al. 20067 defined the underlying cause of disc degeneration as tissue weakening
occurring primarily from genetic inheritance, aging, nutritional compromise, and loading
history7. A number of genes have been implication in the predisposition to IVD degeneration
including polymorphisms in collagen I

99

, collagen IX

100

, IL‐1

101

, aggrecan

102

, vitamin D

receptor 103 and MMP‐3 104. Smoking has been shown in animals to induce disc degeneration
by decreasing the number and size of the vascular buds and vascular lumens in the
cartilaginous endplate; this, in turn, inhibits nutrient transport into the disc and decreases
proteoglycan synthesis105. In addition to altering cellular behaviour, physical labour and injury
can directly damage the disc tissue microstructure106. Lifelong physical labour acts
incrementally and breaks down disc microstructures such as lamella bridges, while traumatic
injury can separate lamellae allowing the disc to tear away from the endplates 51,107,108.
The Thompson grading system is the most commonly adopted scheme used to classify the
degree of disc degeneration based on gross disc morphology. Table 1.2 details the grading
criteria. A grade I disc is characterised by a gelatinous NP, clearly defined annular fibres and
uniformly thick cartilaginous endplates. With increasing grade, the nucleus becomes more
fibrous, the annular lamellae are disrupted and lesions appear in the endplates. The disc
begins to collapse, which changes the forces on the surrounding structures that attempt to
compensate by thickening the surrounding ligaments, which in turn calcify with enthesophytes
osteophytes from the vertebrae which can impinge on the surround structures causing pain
109

.
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Table 1.2. Thompson grading system for disc degeneration
Grade

Nucleus

Annulus

End‐plate

Vertebral body

I

Bulging gel

Discrete fibrous
lamella

Hyaline,
uniformly thick

Margins rounded

II

White fibrous tissue
peripherally

Mucinous material
between lamella

Thickness
irregular

Margins pointed

III

Consolidated fibrous
tissue

Focal defects in
cartilage

Early chondrophytes
or osteophytes at
margins

IV

Horizontal clefts
parallel to endplate

Extensive
mucinous
infiltration; loss of
annular‐nuclear
demarcation
Focal disruptions

Irregular and
focal sclerosis in
subchondral
bone
Diffuse sclerosis

Osteophytes < 2mm

V

Clefts extend through nucleus and annulus

Osteophytes > 2mm

Reduced matrix turnover with age allows cross‐linking between collagen fibrils, which further
inhibits matrix turnover and results in the retention of damaged macromolecules. These
microstructural changes result in the disc’s water content decreasing with age, particularly in
the NP. Therefore the hydrostatic pressure is reduced and the whole disc acts as a fibrous solid
to resist loads directly

7,23

. In a physically disrupted disc, the fibrous tissue is unevenly

distributed and therefore transfers loads in an uneven manner 7,23.
Endplate permeability also decreases with age, further limiting oxygen and nutrient viability.
Endplate damage can lead to further degeneration due to an inflammatory response induced
when blood enters a previously immunologically privileged tissue. In healthy discs nerve
innervation is restricted to the outer 3mm of the disc; however during degeneration, the
innervation progresses toward the nuclear region, causing increased nociception and
therefore increased pain 7,23.
Treatment of disc degeneration
Treatments aim to relieve pain and to stabilise and restore function/mobility to the spine. The
first phase of treatment is conservative and includes analgesics and anti‐inflammatory
medication, and in severe cases epidural steroid injection. Physical manipulation (e.g.
chiropractic) and physiotherapy is used to relieve pressure and strengthen the surrounding
20
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muscles stabilising the spine. Spontaneous resorption of disc bulging and protrusion have been
reported in up to 40% of cases in response to conservative treatment 110. However, surgery is
required for patients who have disc degeneration that is causing severe pain and chronic
disability due to nerve impingement. Removal of the disc (discectomy) is followed by either a
vertebral fusion or total disc replacement 111.
Fusion surgery uses a bone graft to stimulate the growing together of two adjacent vertebrae.
This allows for a re‐alignment of the motion segment so that the associated nerves are free
from impingement. The major disadvantage of fusion is the loss of mobility. Fusions are
sometimes difficult to achieve in patients with osteoporosis. Bone morphogenic protein‐2
(BMP‐2) is used to increase the success rate of fusion. However, there is an increased risk of
osteophyte formation and a small increase in the risk of several common cancers

112

. The

alternative to fusion is a total disc replacement (TDR) with a prosthetic disc.
Prosthetic disc designs fall into two broad categories: 1) Endplates with gel core, such as;
Mobi – C® (LDR), Bryan disc® (Medtronic), and Charité® (DePuy Spine), which use elastomeric
polyurethane in conjunction with metallic components to help preserve flexibility. Or 2) Metal
on metal which include; FlexiCore ™ (Stryker Spine), Maverick™ (Medtronic) and Prodisc L®
(Synthes Spine), which use low friction surfaces to allow maximum range of motion.113,114 The
advantages of a prosthetic over a fusion is the preservation of motion in the affected spinal
segment. The Swiss Spine Registry has reported significant improvements in back and leg pain,
reduced pain medication consumption, and improved quality of life for TDR patients over
Anterior Lumbar Fusion (ALF) patients at 5 year follow up

115

. Despite the evidence, many

surgeons remain suspicious of TDR devices; in a Cochrane review surgeons concluded better
outcomes for TDR group over fusion, but still warned against the use of TDR devices for fear of
yet undiscovered side effects 111. Known risks include allergic reaction to the implant material,
implants bending, breaking, loosening, or moving and producing wear debris over time. The
long‐term effects of wear debris on the spine are currently unknown 111,114,116.
Adjacent segment disease
Adjacent segment disease (ASD) is a term which refers to the situation where the discs that are
above or below the initial degenerated disc become degenerate themselves. ASD is the major
consequence of spinal fusion and also occurs to a lesser extent with disc replacements.117,118
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It is thought to be a consequence of the spinal fusion altering the mechanics of the spinal
column, which increases pressure in the discs above and below the fused segment. These
motion segments also experience an increase in motion in an attempt to compensate for the
lack of motion in the central segment. This, in turn, increases the loads experienced by the
facet joints. These factors contribute to accelerated disc degeneration and osteoarthritis in the
motion segments 117,118 .
Biological treatments
Generally, biological therapies aim to restore or protect the matrix of the disc and include
growth factors such as BMP‐2, growth and differentiated factor 5 (GDF5) and transforming
growth factor‐β (TGF‐β), all of which increase proteoglycan production in disc cells in vitro 119.
Other proteins that regulate matrix turnover such as TIMP 1, Link N protein or the anti‐
inflammatory factor resveratrol, have all been trialled with mild success

119

. Platelet‐rich

plasma (PRP) contains functional platelets that are capable of releasing multiple growth
factors, and has been shown to stimulate cell proliferation and healing in many tissues. Several
in vitro studies have shown favourable results, such as increased expression of aggrecan and
an increase in disc height in response to PRP injection into the IVD. PRP is an autologous
treatment and therefore avoids the possibility of disease transmission or immunological
reactions. 119‐121
Cell‐based therapies
Mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs), articular chondrocytes and autologous disc cells from
herniated disc material have all been proposed as sources of replacement disc cells. To date
there have been two pilot studies testing the effectiveness of MSCs and autologous disc cells
in human patients. These studies isolated MSCs from the iliac crest bone marrow followed by
monolayer expansion before injecting them into the affected disc. Both studies showed an
increase in disc water content and a significant improvement in patient symptoms lasting up to
2 years

122,123

. Animal studies that used this method found that the injected MSCs stimulate

the resident cell population and adopt a similar morphology to native cells whether they are
the MNP or NC cell type124,125. However, full characterisation has not been carried out. An
additional study injected primary bone marrow cells directly into the disc, but found no
improvement in patient symptoms at 1 year and the study was discontinued 126.
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A potential side effect of MSC transplantation is the risk of leakage and subsequent neoplasm.
Osteophyte formation has been reported in animal studies 127 . The “EuroDisc” study was the
first study to use human autologous disc cells. Following discectomy, the herniated tissue was
collected and cells were isolated by collagenase digestion. The cells were then monolayer
expanded in media supplemented with autologous serum. Following 12 weeks of culture, the
cells were injected into the diseased disc. At 2 year follow up, the transplant group had lower
Oswestry pain disability scores compared to the control group and there was no loss of height
over time for the adjacent discs 128,129. However, no follow up study beyond 2 years has been
published.
Overall, while cell‐based therapies have many advantages over fusion or disc replacement
strategies, more research is required before they will be an ethical and safe clinical option.

1.3

Role of NC cells in disc physiology and pathology

1.3.1 Cellular origin debate
For all mammals the notochord is the developmental precursor to the nucleus pulposus. Up
until birth the notochordal cells are the predominant cell type in the NP for all species13,33.
However after birth, the NC to MNP cell type ratio varies across species. In small animals such
as rats and mice, NC cells are retained throughout life33. However, if the disc is traumatically
injured (needle puncture or static compression), the large vacuolated NC cells begin to be
replaced with smaller chondrocyte‐like cells

46,48,80

. In larger animals such as cattle and in

humans, the NC cell population gradually decreases with age, while the MNP population
increases. The presence and numbers of NC cells in large animals has only recently begun to
be characterised10. The major limiting factor has been the lack of a NC cell‐specific marker. The
notochordal transcription factor, brachyury (T) and epithelial cytoskeletal protein cytokeratin‐
8, have been identified as the most robust NC cell markers

130,131

. Cytokeratin‐8 staining has

been used to identify clusters of NC cells in adult bovine and human specimens

130

.

Immunhistochemical staining of human cadaveric discs suggests that the size of this remnant
NC population is highly variable across individuals 9,10.
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The ontogeny of the small chondrocyte‐like MNP cells is unclear; they may either be derived
from differentiation of the notochordal cells, or they may come from the surrounding
structure (AF or CEP) and invade into the NP as the NC cells die 28. In an attempt to understand
this process, fate mapping studies have been carried out using Cre mice, with a LacZ reporter
gene inserted under either the homeobox gene Noto (Noto‐Cre mouse) or sonic hedgehog
gene (Shh‐cre mice). These studies found that all cells within the adult NP were of notochordal
origin

80,132,133

. However, it should be noted that these studies were conducted on mice,

animals that have always been considered to retain their notochordal cells throughout life,
making the fate mapping data largely redundant. No fate mapping studies have been
conducted on animals that contain a mix of NC and MNP cells within the NP tissue. However,
transcriptional profiling has shown that when comparing bovine MNP cells, NC cells (size‐
separated) with AF cells and articular chondrocytes, MNP cells and NC cells had more
similarities than MNP cells and articular chondrocytes 134. Building on the fate mapping data,
Tanaka et al. tagged NC cells with green fluorescent protein (GFP) under a protein 0 (myelin
glycolprotein) promoter in vivo and found that the cells which invaded the NP following a
needle injury were not GFP tagged and therefore claimed that they were non‐notochordal in
origin 135. However, the validity of protein 0 as a notochordal specific marker is debatable 136.
Contradicting the findings of Tanaka et al. is the study by Purmessur et al. 2013, which
exposed isolated porcine NP tissue to pressure and found a shift from a large (NC) cell
population to small cell population, suggesting a differentiation of the NC cells. However, they
found no change in gene expression of any NC markers to correlate the morphological data,
leaving open the possibility that this apparent change in cell type may simply be a change in
cell size from the emptying of vacuoles in response to osmotic stress during cell isolation.
Table 1.3 presents a summary of the evidence for and against NC cell differentiation into MNP
cells. The evidence for chondrocyte invasion is qualitative (histological) 132, while the evidence
for NC differentiation is quantitative

83,131,133,137

. There is evidence of apoptosis occurring in

both MNP and NC cells following disc injury 138,139. Therefore there is a stronger argument for
NC cells differentiating into MNP under moderate mechanical stimulation, while high
mechanical stimulation will cause the death of both NC and MNP cells.
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Table 1.3. Ontogeny of MNP cells
Reference

Details of study

Verdict

McCann 2012 133

Fate mapping of Noto‐cre mice

NC cells differentiating

Choi 2008137

Fate mapping of Shh–cre mice

NC cells differentiating

Purmessur 201383

Isolated porcine tissue subjected to
hydrostatic pressure

NC cells differentiating

Hirata 2013 138

Apoptotic death in non‐NC cells of
compressed discs of rats.

NC cells differentiating

Kim 2003132

Histological examination of a rabbit
intervertebral disc

Invading chondrocytes

Yurube 2014139

Apoptosis of NC cells in compressed discs
of rats.

Invading chondrocytes

Even if NC and MNP cells are of the same lineage, they clearly co‐exist as two different cell
types within the NP for several decades in humans. Therefore MNP and NC cells can be
expected to have different functions within the IVD.
1.3.2 Loss of NC cells in disc degeneration
Traditionally humans were believed to lose all their NC cells by adolescence; however, two
recent studies have identified remnant NC cells in healthy and degenerate adult human discs,
with a correlation between worsening disc grade and fewer NC cells 9,10. The percentage of NC
cells in the tissues varied from 5‐50% depending on specimen and cell markers used. This
challenges the traditional view of human NP phenotype and leads to the question of the role
of NC cells in human disc physiology and pathology 9,10. Animals that retain a full complement
of NC cells have a proteoglycan‐rich NP tissue, while animals that lose NC cells have a more
fibrocartilaginous NP. However, whether these differences are due to genotypic or phenotypic
differences has been difficult to elucidate. Due the correlation between the presence of NC
cells and a proteoglycan rich NP, the loss of NC cells has been hypothesised to be the cause of
disc degeneration. However, many species retain sufficient disc height and subsequently
healthy disc function, despite having low NC cell incidence suggesting that NC may not be
essential for disc health but may play a protective function against pathological insult.
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Studies which have compared GAG production of NC and MNP cells have traditionally used
cells from different animals. The first study to do this was Aguiar et al., who compared MNP
cells from bovine discs to NC cells from non‐chondrodystrophic dogs, and found that MNP cells
produced more GAG than NC cells

140

. Cappello et al. compared NP cells from two breeds of

dogs and found that cells from non‐chondrodystrophic dogs (NC cells) produced more GAGs
than the chondrodystrophic dogs (MNP cells) 141. Whereas, Miyayaki et al. compared NP cells
isolated from rats, rabbits and cattle and found that rat cells produced more GAG per cell than
rabbit cells, while bovine cells produce the least

142

. Together these studies suggest that

species (genotype) and not cell‐type is a critical predictor for proteoglycan levels.
Therefore to fully understand the role of NC cells in disc physiology, it is essential to
compare NC cells to MNP cells from the same species.
Notochordal cell conditioned media
Due to the signalling role the notochord plays during embryogenesis, NC cells have been
hypothesised to also have a signalling role in the postnatal disc. The seminal paper by Aguiar
et al. was the first to show that NC cells can stimulate MNP cells to produce more GAGs

140

.

Notochordal cell conditioned media (NCCM) has been shown to contain aggrecan, Cu/Zn
superoxide dismutase, fibronectin, and connective tissue growth factor (CTGF) precursor.
NCCM up‐regulates aggrecan expression in MNP cells and this response can be replicated by
treating cells with CTGF, suggesting that this is the key signalling molecule for NC:MNP
interactions

143

. CTGF in NCCM is also believed to be responsible for the differentiation of

mesenchymal stem cells into a NP‐like cell type 144,145.
In addition to the upregulation of anabolic factors, NCCM has been shown to protect against
Fas‐mediated apoptosis by suppressing the activation of caspase‐3 and 9, suggesting that NC
cells are critical for both cell function and survival 146. The NCCM studies all focus on how NC
cells affect MNP cells; however, in vivo, the signalling is likely to be bi‐directional. A study by
Gantenbein‐Ritter et al. found that the co‐culture of porcine NC cells with bovine NP cells
resulted in an increase in GAG production for the NP cells and an increase in aggrecan and
collagen II expression for the NC cells 147. While the evidence for the anabolic effects of NCCM
is consistent, these studies all have the same caveat: they are performed using NC cells from
young animals. Thus, the growth factors they produce may be a function of the age of the
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animal. Studies of the choroid plexus have found that age reduces the neuroprotective
capacity of the cells

148

. Therefore the potential protective capacity of NC cells from adult

animals requires further investigation.
1.3.3 IVD stem cells
Several groups have described a population of stem/progenitor cells in the adult IVD that
exhibit mesenchymal stem cell properties. Henriksson et al. used in vivo BRdU labelling and
immunocytochemistry against Notch1, Stro‐1, C‐KIT, CD105, and CD166 to locate the stem
niche to the AF border/ ligament zone and the perichondrial region in rabbits 149. Risbud et al.
used flow cytometry to isolate stem cells from human intervertebral discs. The cells were
isolated based on mesenchymal stem cell cluster of differentiation (CD) markers (CD105,
CD166, CD63, CD49a, CD90, CD73) 150. Stem cells were found in both the AF and the NP.
The cells were all found to be osteogenic, adipogenic and chondrogenic. Blanco et al.
compared stem cells isolated from NP tissue to bone marrow cells isolated from the same
patient and found the cells to have similar molecular fingerprints

151

. However, they differed

from the bone marrow‐derived cells in that they were not adipogenic. Sakai et al. isolated
spheroid colony forming cells, which were Tie2 and GD2 +ve from both mouse and human IVD
tissue. These cells were found throughout the mouse and human discs, and their incidence
decreased with age and disc degeneration grade

152

. The cells were also found to be

osteogenic, adipogenic and chondrogenic 152.
While the existence of these stem cells is well known, the origin of the stem cells is currently
unknown. Erwin et al. isolated colony forming cells from non‐chondrodystrophic canine NP
tissue (NC cell‐rich tissue) and found that the colony forming cells expressed pluripotent stem
cell markers, Sox2, Oct3/4, Nanog, CD133, Nestin and NCAM

153

. The cells were found to be

chondrogenic and adipogenic as well as neurogenic, differentiating into multiple neural cell
types. However, the cells did not express the notochordal marker brachyury or the neural
crest marker protein 0.
Together these results suggest that there is a population of stem cells in the adult disc that
could be targeted for therapeutic purposes. However, the origin of these cells is currently
contentious. Additionally the factors which drive these cells toward a “discogenic” phenotype
rather than a chondrogenic phenotype are currently unknown.
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1.4

Challenges of NP cell research

Due to the central role the nucleus pulposus plays in intervertebral disc disease, the biology of
the nucleus pulposus has been the focus of intense research for many years. However, it is a
complicated tissue to study, chiefly due to species variation and the difficulty of recreating the
in situ microenvironment of the cells in an in vitro system. The section below describes
common animal models and in vitro systems used to study IVDs.
1.4.1 Animal models
Human IVD tissue is of limited availability and healthy human tissue is even rarer; therefore,
animal models are used to study disc denegation. The most important difference between
mammals for the study of disc degeneration is whether the animal retains its NC cells into
adulthood or if they are replaced with MNP cells. Common animal models include rats, mice,
rabbits, dogs, sheep and cows. Rodents, rabbits and pigs retain their NC cells well beyond
skeletal maturity, while sheep and cattle progressively lose their cells with age. Sheep and
cattle are also closer to human discs in both size and ECM biology 25,154 .
Experiments on laboratory animals are generally carried out on sexually mature animals;
however, this does not necessarily mean they are skeletally mature

25,33

. Porcine, bovine and

ovine tissue is usually taken from animals at the age that they are slaughtered for
consumption. The age/ skeletal maturity of the animals is important not only because of the
cell population variation but because of the presence or absence of innate growth factors,
which could play a major role in the behaviour of the cells 155 .
Figure 1.7 illustrates the relationship between cell type and tissue composition. Animals which
contain predominately NC cells have a gelatinous NP while those which are composed of
chondrocyte‐like MNP cells have a more solid NP. The images in Figure 1.7 are all of healthy
discs, sampled from different breeds of dogs 156.
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Figure 1.7 Effect of cell type on NP tissue density
Macroscopic sagittal view of motion segments from 3 breeds of dog with corresponding histology to show
correlation between cell type and tissue hydration156. A) Young mongrel dog NP. B) Old mongrel dog NP. C) Young
beagle NP. CLC = “Chondrocyte‐like cell”. Image from Smolders et al. 2013.

Most laboratory animals (rats, mice and rabbits) retain notochordal cell‐rich NP tissue
throughout life; therefore they are not an ideal model for the adult human IVD. However, they
have the advantage of being suitable for genetic studies 25. Dogs have been used extensively in
IVD research due to the existence of chondrodystrophic and non‐chondrodystrophic breeds.
Chondrodystrophy is a genetic disorder that results in cartilage abnormalities and growth plate
problems (i.e. a form of dwarfism)

157

. A mutation in the gene encoding fibroblast growth

factor‐4 (FGF4) is the most common cause of the condition 158. The condition is characterised
by long trunks and short limbs, and the loss of NC cells before birth. Breeds include
dachshunds, bull dogs and basset hounds 157.
Smolders et al 2013 investigated the genetics of NC cell retention and compared the gene
expression of NP cells of chondrodystrophic (MNP‐rich) and non‐chondrodystrophic (NC‐rich)
dogs. The study identified changes in gene expression for components of the Wnt β‐catenin
pathway. Caveolin‐1, an inhibitor of Wnt signalling and reinforcer of cell adhesion, was
significantly higher in NC cells156. Down regulation of Wnt signalling may inhibit cell
differentiation or tissue development pathways. This study additionally looked at a caveolin‐1
knock out mouse (Caveolin‐1 KO‐mice (Cavtm1Mls , JAX®) and found that these mice had an MNP
cell‐rich rather than NC cell‐rich disc, however the discs had no signs of degeneration. These
findings suggest that caveolin‐1 is involved in NC retention but not directly in disc
degeneration.
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While cells taken from different breeds of dog have repeatedly been used to investigate the
141

differences between NC and MNP cells

, investigators often overlook the different genetic

backgrounds of each species (i.e. a mutation in FGF4), which may alter the behaviour of the
cells.
Another species difference is the ossification centre of the vertebral bodies. The central core
of the vertebral body is the primary ossification centre in most mammals, with secondary
centres forming at the cranial and caudal ends 13. This results in an epiphyseal plate or growth
plate. In humans however, this ossification is restricted to the circumferential portion of the
vertebrae forming an epiphyseal ring 13. In humans the base of the cartilaginous endplate acts
as a growth region for the vertebral body and the ring fuses at approximately age 25. In
animals such as rats, mice and rabbits the epiphyseal plates never fuse

25,159

. The molecular

signalling or genetic cause of this phenomenon may be related to the retention of NC cells.
Diffusion properties
Almost all animal discs used in research are smaller than human discs. Disc height is the
primary determinant of solute diffusion; therefore, small animals in particular, have greater
diffusion and are an inappropriate model for disc nutrition studies.
1.4.2 Culture systems
In addition to animal models, disc cell research can be carried out in different culture systems
e.g. in vivo, ex vivo, and in vitro studies. In vivo models are in theory the most accurate for
maintaining cell phenotype; however due to cost and practicality, they are typically limited to
small animals, which are the furthest away from the human IVD phenotype. Ex vivo (organ
culture) studies performed on whole discs with or without endplates offer the environmental
control of an in vitro study but the cells remain in their native microenvironment with the ECM
intact. These studies can be performed with large animal models and are capable of keeping
whole discs viable for several weeks

160

. This provides a more relevant model. However, this

does not allow cell population manipulation (e.g. separation).
In vitro model systems are the easiest system to control. Cells are removed from their ECM
and grown in either 2D or 3D cultures. Cells can be separated and sorted. Stimuli, nutrients,
growth factors or oxygen can be easily manipulated. However, IVD cells behave differently in
2D versus 3D culture. When cells from each region of the disc are grown in 2D, they all begin
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to behave like AF cells; they become elongated and increase expression of collagen type I.
When they were grown in 3D, all cells begin to behave like NP cells, they round up and up‐
regulate their expression of type II collagen and aggrecan

161

. Therefore, AF cells are best

cultured in 2D while NP cells are best cultured in 3D. The effect of monolayer expansion of NP
cell phenotype before 3D culture has not been investigated.
Since each animal and culture model has its own advantages and disadvantages, care must be
taken in experimental design and caution in the interpretation of results, in order to decipher
the biology of the intervertebral disc.

1.5

Overall aims and rationale for study design

It is well established that animals which retain their NC cells maintain a healthy hydrated NP,
while animals that develop a MNP cell‐rich NP are susceptible to disc degeneration, currently
there is no consensus as to why this is. Previous studies that have compared the ECM
production of both cells types have yielded conflicting results.
A prominent hypothesis for the loss of NC cells in larger animals is that the high mechanical
forces in the NP cause NC cells to die and be replaced with cells which invade the NP from the
surrounding tissues. Alternatively, fate mapping studies suggest that NC cells differentiate into
MNP cells in response to mechanical stimulation.
An emerging hypothesis for the initial cause of disc degeneration in large animals is nutrient
deprivation due to the avascular nature of the disc and endplate calcification with aging.
Differences in nutrient availability due to disc height and endplate porosity has also been
proposed as a cause NC: MNP cell ratio differences across species.
Therefore, the overall aim of this thesis was to investigate the functional difference between
MNP and NC cells, to increase understanding of each phenotype and study how each cell type
responds to key pathological stimuli of hydrostatic pressure and nutrient deprivation.
A greater understanding of the environmental conditions that influence each cell type’s
behaviour will help devise in vitro culture conditions for the maintenance of cell phenotype
and develop cell‐type specific therapies for restoring disc health.
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Research questions:
1.

Do NC cells produce more proteoglycan than MNP cells?

2.

Do NC cells die under high hydrostatic pressure?

3.

Does hydrostatic pressure alter the ECM production of MNP or NC cells?

4.

Are NC cells more susceptible to glucose deprivation than MNP cells?

5.

Does glucose restriction affect how MNP and NC cells respond to hydrostatic
pressure?

Objectives:
1.

Develop a method to isolate MNP and NC cells from the same piece of tissue

2.

Examine phenotypic differences between MNP and NC cells

3.

Examine the effect of hydrostatic pressure on isolated MNP and NC cells

4.

Examine the effect of glucose deprivation alone and in combination with
hydrostatic pressure on isolated MNP and NC cells

1. Develop a method to isolate MNP and NC cells from the same IVD

To eliminate species or age variation between the cell types, a procedure was developed to
isolate both MNP and NC cells from the same piece of tissue. A bovine model was chosen
because bovine discs are similar to adult human disc in that they are largely a MNP cell‐rich
tissue. Bovine caudal discs are a widely used model in IVD research, making the results
relevant to many researchers. In order to retain the characteristic NC‐cell‐cluster arrangement,
Chapter 2 describes the development of an isolation procedure that maintains NC cell‐clusters
rather than requiring a single cell suspension. To preserve the NC cell‐clusters, cells were not
monolayer expanded.
2.

Examine phenotypic differences between MNP and NC cells

Chapter 3 describes the characterisation of the basic phenotypic differences between MNP
and NC cells. To assist in the maintenance of nucleus pulposus phenotype, the cells are
cultured in alginate beads to create a 3D architecture. To mimic the chemical
microenvironment of the NP, cells were cultured in physiologically normal (5.5 mM glucose)
media adjusted to 400 mOsm.
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Following encapsulation in alginate and after 7 days in culture, each cell fraction was assessed
for the expression of established phenotypic markers, cytokeratin‐8 and brachyury.
Additionally, viability, proliferation, GAG production and gene expression of key ECM
components were measured.
3.

Examine the effect of hydrostatic pressure on isolated MNP and NC cells

In vivo the predominant force experienced by nucleus pulposus cells is hydrostatic pressure.
Chapter 4 describes a study in which isolated MNP and NC cells were exposed to physiological
and pathological levels of pressure within a custom‐built hydrostatic pressure chamber.
Following 24 hours of treatment, cells were assessed for viability, type of cell death
proliferation, phenotypic markers, GAG production and ECM gene expression.
4. Examine the effect of glucose deprivation have on isolated MNP and NC cells

In vivo the glucose concentration ranges from 5.5 mM to 0.5 mM from the periphery to the
centre of the nucleus pulposus. Chapter 5 describes a study in which isolated MNP and NC
cells were cultured in either 5.5 mM or 0.55 mM glucose media under control (atmospheric)
and pathological levels of hydrostatic pressure. Following 24 hours of treatment, cells were
assessed for viability, type of cell death, proliferation, phenotypic markers, GAG production
and ECM gene expression.
The data generated in this thesis provides a basic understanding of the functional
differences between the two cell populations of the NP. By understanding these
fundamental differences, therapeutic targets specific to each cell type can be developed.
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Chapter 2
Isolation of NP cells from bovine discs
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2.1

Introduction

Traditionally, NC cells have been distinguished from MNP cells solely on morphological
differences: in general NC cells are larger and usually contain vacuoles, while MNP cells are
relatively small and “chondrocyte‐like” without vacuoles

13,27,162‐164

. However, since NC cells

empty their vacuoles in response to osmotic stress 32, this broad morphological classification
may not be suitable for robust quantification studies. Several cell markers have been
suggested, including CD24, galectin‐3, brachury and cytokeratin‐8

130,131

. The transcriptional

study by Minogue et al. and the proteomic study by Gilson et al. found that cytokeratin‐8 is a
robust marker for NC cells in bovine discs

130,131

. Gilson et al. reported that NC cells

represent approximately 8% of the total nucleus pulposus cell population 130. Cytokeratins are
intermediate filaments of the cytoskeleton typically associated with epithelial cells.
Vimentin is another intermediate filament; however it is considered a marker of
mesenchymal cells

165,166

. A study in 1988 by Stosiek et al. was the first to identify both

cytokeratin and vimentin expression in notochordal cells within the nucleus pulposus of
humans

166

. Recent human studies have confirmed the presence of a small number of

cytokeratin‐8 positive NC cells in adult human discs up to the age of 60 9,10, with a decrease
in NC cell number correlating with intervertebral disc degeneration

10

. Based on these

findings Sun et al. suggested that the remnant NC population in human discs play a role in disc
degeneration 10.
Morphological studies by Hunter et al. have shown that in situ NC cells are found in dense
cell clusters, with connexin‐43 gap‐junctions between cells. Subsequent fluorescence
recovery after photobleaching (FRAP) experiments indicated that the cells within the
clusters are functionally coupled

162,167

. T herefore Hunter et al. hypothesised that t h e

disruption of these cell clusters during cell isolation would be detrimental to notochordal
phenotype. In another study investigating the effect of cell isolation by mechanical versus
enzymatic digestion on NC cell viability, enzymatic digestion significantly increased apoptosis
compared to mechanical digestion

167

. For these reasons, this chapter aimed to develop a

method to isolate the intact NC cell clusters to preserve cellular architecture.
Hunter et al. conducted studies on young non‐chondrodystrophoid dogs, where the NP is
composed almost exclusively of NC cells therefore the whole NP is gelatinous

162,167

.

However, since b oth humans and cattle have only a small percentage of NC cells the NP
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tissue is dense and fibrous. Bearing in mind these considerations, this study used a bovine
model to develop a mechanical isolation protocol, whereby intact NC cells clusters can be
isolated from dense NP tissue.
While previous studies investigating differences between MNP and NC cells have used cells
from different species

142,163

, breeds

168

or animals of difference ages

140

, this study aimed

to isolate both cell types from the same IVD, to remove any effects of age and species.
Aguiar et al. and Erwin et al. described a protocol using Percoll (silica particles) gradient
centrifugation to facilitate NC cell isolation

140,168

. The large vacuoles in the NC cells are

hypothesised to make these cells more buoyant than the smaller MNP cells, allowing them to
be separated by a density gradient. Therefore this study examined the use of a Percoll gradient
to facilitate the separation of NC and MNP cells.
2.2

Aims and objectives

Aim
Develop a novel cell separation procedure to isolate NC cell‐clusters and MNP cells from the
same disc for in vitro experiments.
Objectives


Identify the NC cell population of the bovine nucleus pulposus in situ



Determine the numbers of NC and MNP cells that can be extracted from a bovine caudal
disc



Determine the effect of disc level (ccy 3‐4 vs ccy 4‐5) on cell yield for each cell type



Assess the effectiveness of a Percoll gradient for NC cell cluster isolation



Assess the morphology of MNP and NC cells in vitro
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2.3

Methods

Source information for all chemical and reagents are listed in Appendix A.
2.3.1 Preparation of tissue for histology and immunohistochemistry
Bovine tails (ox‐tails) were obtained from the local abattoir within 3h of slaughter. The animals
were between the ages of 18 and 30 months at the time of slaughter. The two most proximal
coccygeal discs (ccy3‐4 and ccy4‐5) were removed and rinsed in phosphate buffered saline
(PBS) and then were submerged in Optimal Cutting Temperature (OCT) compound and flash
frozen with liquid nitrogen in the presence of isopentane vapour. The embedded disc blocks
were cryosectioned to obtain 12 µm transverse slices. The sections were transferred to
glass slides and air dried for 16‐24 h.
2.3.2

Histology

For histological staining, the air‐dried cryosections were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA)
for 25 min at room temperature, washed 3 x 5 min in PBS and once in distilled water.
The sections were then stained with haematoxylin and eosin, followed by sequential
dehydration in ethanol through to xylene and mounted in dibutyl phthalate Xylene (DPX).
Histology performed by Satya Amirapu, senior histologist, Department of Anatomy with
Radiology.
2.3.3

Immunohistochemistry

For immunohistochemical staining the fresh‐frozen air dried cryosections were rehydrated in
phosphate buffered saline (PBS). Sections were permeabilised in 0.5% v/v Triton‐100 for 5 min
then washed for 3 x 5 min in a 0.1% solution of bovine serum albumin (BSA) in PBS (herein
termed solution A). The sections were blocked with 5% goat serum in solution A for 30 min at
room temperature. The goat serum solution was removed and the sections incubated in
mouse anti‐human cytokeratin‐8 antibody, diluted 1:200 in solution A, overnight at 4°C.
Negative controls were incubated in goat serum diluted 1:200 in solution A. The following day,
sections were washed for 3 x 15 min in solution A, before application of secondary antibody
Dylight goat‐ anti‐mouse 594 (1:200) for 3 h at room temperature. Sections were then washed
3 x 15 min in solution A, followed by 5% donkey serum for 30 min. Goat anti‐human vimentin
antibody (1:200) was applied overnight at 4°C. The following day, the sections were washed 3
x 15 min in solution A, followed by secondary antibody, donkey anti‐goat Dylight 488 (1:200),
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for 3 h at room temperature. Sections were once again washed 3 x 15 min in solution A,
followed by 30 min in Hoechst 33258 nuclear stain (1:500) at room temperature.
Sections were washed 3 x 5 min in solution A, rinsed once in milli‐Q water and fixed in 4% PFA
for 30 min. Sections were washed again, mounted in Prolong Gold mounting media under a
#1.5 coverslip and imaged with brightfield and fluorescence microscopy on a Zeiss Axio Imager
Z2 with MetaCyte acquisition software (Metasystems V‐slide scanner).
2.3.4 Cell culture media
A physiological (400mOsm/iso‐osmotic) medium was used for the maintenance of all cells in
vitro. Low glucose (5mM) Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s Medium (DMEM) was supplemented
with 10% v/v foetal bovine serum, 100 units/mL penicillin/streptomycin, 0.5 mg/L fungizone,
85 µM ascorbate, 1.85 g/L NaHCO3 and 19 g/L mannitol. The pH was adjusted to 7.2 with
HCl. Serum‐free media was used for enzymatic solutions.
2.3.5

Tissue dissection and cell separation procedure

To determine the number of each cell type in the nucleus pulposus, cells were isolated from
the tissue either as a total cell population or as separated cell fractions. For each cell
population, two IVDs from each of four bovine tails were used (N = 8). Discs were removed
under aseptic conditions and weighed. Figure 2.1 illustrates the experimental design used to
generate the three populations; total NP, NC and MNP cell fractions. The nucleus pulposus
of each disc was separated from its surrounding annulus weighed again and finely minced.
To isolate the full NP cell population, minced tissue was sequentially enzymatically digested
with gentle agitation in a solution of pronase (8 units/ml) for 45 min, then in collagenase (245
units/ml) for 2.5 h at 37°C. The resulting solution was strained through a 0.5 mm stainless
steel mesh sieve, washed and resuspended in 2 mL media. Figure 2.2 illustrates the
mechanical dissociation and straining procedures used to isolate NC‐clusters and MNP cells.
The minced NP tissue was placed in a 50 mL Falcon tube and mechanically dissociated by
disrupting the tissue with a metal spatula for 5 min, to release the NC cell clusters from the
NP matrix. The mixture was then strained through a 0.5 mm stainless steel sieve to separate
the NC cell‐rich liquid fraction from the tissue. The tissue was then sequentially
enzymatically digested in pronase and collagenase a s described above, to isolate the
remaining cells.
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Figure 2.1 Isolation of cell populations
Flow chart illustrating the sequence of procedures that were conducted to obtain three cell fractions; total NP, NC and MNP.
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For this initial experiment, the isolated NC cell fraction was also enzymatically digested to yield
a single‐cell suspension so that the number of cytokeratin‐8 positive cells could be easily
counted. All cell fractions were brought to the same final volume and aliquots were taken for
cell counting (by DNA assay as described in 2.3.7) and immunocytochemistry (as described in
2.3.9).

Figure 2.2 Schematic of isolation prodecure
Schematic of the sequential mechanical and enzymatic digestion procedure used to separate NC
and MNP cells. NC cells coloured red for illustration purposes.
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2.3.6 Percoll purification of NC clusters
In an additional experiment (illustrated in Figure 2.3), NP tissue from 4 discs was extracted,
finely minced, mechanically dissociated and strained as described in section 2.3.5. The
mechanically dissociated NC cell‐rich fraction was then layered on top of a 1.014 mg/L
solution of Percoll in media and was centrifuged at 250g for 15 min following the protocol
described by Aguiar et al. and Erwin et al.140,168. The solution was then aspirated into 3 x 10 mL
aliquots ( top, middle and bottom layer ). The number of cells in each fraction was counted and
stained for cytokeratin‐8.

Figure 2.3 Procedure used for Percoll assisted purification trial
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2.3.7 DNA assay for cell counting
SYBR green fluorescent spectrophotometric DNA quantification assay was used in this study
to calculate cell number. SYBR green binds to double stranded DNA, the resulting DNA‐dye‐
complex absorbs light at 497 nm and emits light at 520 nm169 . For DNA quantification, the
“total NP” and MNP cell fractions were diluted 1:25, and the NC cell fraction was diluted
1:2 in papain digest buffer (appendix A) to give a final volume of 490 µL. To aid cell lysis, 10
µL of 10% v/v Triton‐x‐100 was then added to each sample. Samples were mixed by inversion,
incubated at 37°C for 3h and then vortexed thoroughly. DNA was then precipitated by
adding 500 µL of chilled isopropanol to each sample followed by incubation at room
temperature for 30 min. Samples were then centrifuged at 12000g for 15 min to pellet the
DNA.
The supernatant was aspirated and the pellet was washed in 70% ethanol, and centrifuged
once again at 12000g for 15 min. The ethanol was aspirated and the pellet was left to air dry
for 15 min. The DNA pellet was then re‐suspended in 100 µL SYBR green solution (diluted
1:1000 in Tris‐EDTA buffer), transferred to a black 96‐well plate and incubated for 45 min in
the dark at room temperature. A standard curve was produced using bovine thymus DNA
diluted in Tris‐EDTA buffer to produce an eight point dilution series from 50 ‐ 0.156 ng.
Fluorescence was measured in a Biotek BioSynergy‐2 plate reader using 485 nm excitation
and 530 nm emission. Given that a bovine chondrocyte contains 7 pg of DNA 170, the amount
of DNA per sample was converted into cells per µL of sample. This was then used to calculate
number of cells per disc and per gram of tissue.
2.3.8

3D culture in alginate beads

For immunocytochemistry, cells were encapsulated in alginate by mixing the cell suspension
50:50 with 2.5 % (w/v) solution of alginate gel, then expelling the mixture drop‐wise into a
saline solution containing 100 mM CaCl2 to form small spherical constructs/beads. Each
bead was approximately 10 µL in volume. The beads were left to polymerise for 10 min at
37°C then washed 2 x 10 min in serum‐free media. The beads were then placed in
physiological media to equilibrate overnight (~14 hr) in a 37°C, 5% CO2 humidified incubator.
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2.3.9

Immunocytochemistry for the detection of cytokeratin‐8 in vitro

Following overnight incubation, constructs were cross‐linked in a saline solution containing
100 mM BaCl2 for 10 min at room temperature. The beads were then fixed in 4% PFA for 30
min at 37 °C, washed 2 x 5 min in saline and stored in 100 mM CaCl2. For immunostaining
the beads were washed in saline for 10 min, permeabilised in 0.5% v/v Triton‐x‐100 for 5 min
and washed for 3 x 5 min in solution A. The beads were blocked with 5% goat serum in
solution A for 30 min at room temperature. The goat serum solution was aspirated and
the sections were incubated overnight at 4°C in cytokeratin‐8 antibody, diluted 1:200 in
solution A. Negative controls were incubated overnight in goat serum diluted 1:200 in solution
A. The following day the beads were washed for 3 x 15 min in Sol A, before application of
the secondary antibody; Dylight goat‐anti‐mouse 594 (diluted 1:200) for 3 h at room
temperature. The secondary antibody solution was aspirated, the beads were washed 3 x 15
min in solution A and incubated for 15 min in Hoechst 33258 nuclear stain (1:500) at room
temperature. Beads were washed 3 x 5 min in solution A, rinsed once in milli‐Q water and
mounted in Prolong Gold mounting media under a #1.5 coverslip.
Samples were imaged on a fluorescence microscope (Leica DMR) using 300‐400 nm/415‐
570 nm and 530‐584/601‐800 nm excitation/emission band pass filter sets. A minimum of
250 cells for each sample were counted and the number of cytokeratin‐8 positive cells was
expressed as a percentage of total number of cells (nuclei) in each sample.

2.3.10 Statistical analysis
All data are expressed as mean ± standard deviation. Differences between the groups was
analysed by ANOVA or student t‐tests as appropriate using GraphPad Prism statistical
software (v 6). P values < 0.05 were considered statistically significant.
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2.4 Results
2.4.1 Tissue histology
The nucleus pulposus of a bovine IVD consisted of an irregular matrix with a low cell density.
H&E stained sections showed single cells dispersed evenly throughout the tissue, (Figure 2.4
top row). However, in the centre of the nucleus pulposus there were small but distinct regions
of high cell density, where cells were grouped together in clusters or islands. These islands
appeared only loosely connected to the rest of the NP ECM and contained large cells grouped
together in dense clusters. The clusters of cells were surrounded by fissures in the ECM matrix,
suggesting that the ECM around the clusters had differentially shrunk during the histological
preparation/dehydration process. Immunohistochemical staining showed that these cells
expressed both vimentin (green) and cytokeratin‐8 (red) appearing yellow in merged images.
These were identified as notochordal (NC) cells (Figure 2.4 bottom row). The small singular
cells dispersed throughout the rest of the NP ECM only expressed vimentin and were therefore
concluded to be the chondrocyte‐like mature nucleus pulposus (MNP) cells.
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Figure 2.4 NC cells in situ.
Top row: H&E stained transverse sections of a bovine caudal disc, images taken with 0.5x – 10x objective lenses.
Bottom row: Corresponding immunofluorescent images labelled against cytokeratin‐8 (red), vimentin (green) and Hoechst (blue).
Scale bars =1000 µm, 200 µm, 100 µm and 50 µm
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2.4.2 Cell yield
The mean (± SD) caudal disc weight was 3.93 ± 0.63 g, and the isolated NP tissue was 1.17 ±
0.26 g. Figure 2.5 shows the cell yield for each fraction per disc (A) and per gram NP tissue
(B). The discs from which the total NP cell population was isolated have a total cell yield of
693 ± 138 x 103 per disc. For the discs from which the two cells types were isolated, the MNP
fraction contained 609 ± 146 x 103 cells per disc while the NC fraction accounted for 49 ± 17
x 103 cells. The ratio of NC: MNP cells was 1:14, or a NC cell incidence of 7%.

Figure 2.5 Cell yield
A) Cell yield (x103) per disc. B) cell yield per gram NP tissue for each cell fraction .
Data represents mean ± SD; N = 4).
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2.4.3 Effect of disc level on cell yield
For this study the two most proximal discs from bovine tails were used (ccy 3‐4 and ccy 4‐5).
The effect of disc level on cell yield was examined for each cell type. Figure 2.6 shows that
there was no significant difference in cell yield between ccy3‐4 and ccy 4‐5 for any cell
fraction. A summary of all p‐values is presented in Appendix B.2.

Figure 2.6 Effect of disc level on cell yield
Cell yield per gram of NP tissue as a function of disc level (ccy34 and ccy 4‐5 ). Data represents mean ± SD; N = 2.
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2.4.4

Fraction purity

Fluorescent immunocytochemistry demonstrated that in the total NP population, 9.3 ± 4.4 %
of cells were cytokeratin‐8 (CK8) positive. In the NC cell‐rich fraction, 89 ± 1.5% of the cells
were CK8 positive, while the MNP fraction contained 3.3± 1.9% CK8 positive cells (Figure 2.7).

Figure 2.7 Percentage CK8 positive cells in each cell fraction
Data represents mean ± SD; n = 4.
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2.4.5 Percoll separation
Percoll gradient centrifugation did not improve the purity or yield of the NC cell‐fraction. NC
cells were found in all three layers, with the most cells in the bottom layer, p = 0.0026
(Figure 2.8 A). The top layer contained the least contaminating cells, as 94 % of the cells in
this layer were CK8 positive. All three layers contained NC clusters.

Figure 2.8 Percoll gradient cell separation experiment
A) Cell yield in each of the 3 layers of the percoll separated NC fraction. B) Percentage CK8 positive cells in each
of the 3 layers of percoll separated NC fraction (Mean ± SD, n = 4) ** = p< 0.01.
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2.4.6 Immunocytochemistry of separated MNP and NC cells in vitro
Figure 2.9 illustrates MNP and NC cells embedded in the alginate beads. The MNP cells
are small and do not express cytokeratin‐8. Following mechanical digestion, the NC cells
were found in large cell clusters, which expressed abundant cytokeratin‐8.

Figure 2.9 Isolated MNP and NC cells cultured in alginate beads for 12 hours
Labelled against CK8 (red) and nuclei labelled with Hoechst (blue). Scale bar = 100µm.
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2.5

Discussion

For this study the two most proximal discs from bovine tails were used. Since the tapering
of the tail means that the discs further along are much smaller and the annulus‐nucleus
border is less distinct, the discs from the rest of the tail were not used. There was no
difference in the cell yield of either cell type between disc ccy 3‐4 or ccy 4‐5; therefore in
further experiments in this thesis the cells from the two discs were able to be pooled.
Mechanical dissociation / digestion of NP tissue is a favourable alternative to enzymatic
digestion as it avoids the use of harsh enzymatic solutions that can strip the cells of surface
proteins171 . Studies by both Hunter et al. and Rastogi et al. found that the NC cells from
rat discs survive better when isolated by mechanical digestion

167,172

. Additionally, since

mechanical digestion breaks the tissue into smaller pieces, enzymatic digestion times are
much shorter than that used by other investigators (3 h in this current study compared
to 18 h) at a similar enzyme concentration 173.
In agreement with the finding of Gilson et al., all the cells of the NP expressed vimentin
but only the notochordal cells expressed cytokeratin‐8

130

. NC cells represented 7‐9% of

the total cell population. As evident from both the H&E and immunohistochemically
labelled sections, these cytokeratin‐8 expressing NC cells are found in dense clusters in the
centre of the disc. This arrangement reflects the embryonic position of the notochord
down the central axis of the disc

27

. These clusters did not appear to be fully

integrated with the surrounding matrix. The clusters appear to be encapsulated within
their own matrix, which is only loosely connected to the rest of the NP matrix. In the H&E
sections in particular, the clusters appear to have pulled away from the surrounding
tissue and there were large empty spaces, suggesting that some clusters were lost during
histological processing. Hunter et al. has shown that, in dogs, there are functional gap‐
junctions between NC cells

167

. Together these findings suggest that the clusters are likely

to be functional units. The apparent lack of integration between the NC clusters and the
surrounding matrix led to the hypothesis that these clusters could be extracted intact using
mechanical digestion.
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Mechanical digestion is used in cartilage research to extract whole chondrons, retaining the
pericellular matrix around the cells 174. In this study the mechanical digestion isolated a NC
cell‐rich population, with the cells predominately contained in large clusters. The presence
of CK8 cells in the MNP cell‐rich fraction demonstrates that not all the NC cells were
extracted during the mechanical digestion step. Therefore the isolation procedure is not
perfect but rather allows us to isolate NC and MNP cell–rich fractions.
The short enzymatic digestion of the remaining tissue generated a single cell suspension,
which contained predominately MNP cells. This MNP cell fraction had 14 times as many
cells as the NC cell fraction. While previous studies have used a Percoll gradient to improve
the fraction purity, this study found that Percoll gradient centrifugation did not
successfully separate NC from MNP cells, with too many NC cells falling into the bottom
layer.
The isolated MNP and NC cells had the same morphologies in vitro as they did in situ.
Notably in this model there were no large vacuoles in the NC cells in situ or in vitro.
The absence of vacuoles in the bovine NC cells has also been reported by Gilson et al.
130

Therefore it appears that bovine NC cells have a slightly different morphology to NC

cells from pigs, rabbits or dogs but are similar to adult humans.
The matrix surrounding the NC cells appeared different from that which makes up the rest
of the NP matrix. The make‐up of the ECM produced by NC cells is currently poorly defined
141

, but is believed to be important for the maintenance of the NC phenotype

The composition of NC cell ECM is an area worthy of further investigation.
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2.6

Conclusion

The findings in this chapter support those of Gilson et al. that cytokeratin‐8 positive NC cells
persist in the adult bovine disc and represent 7‐9 % of the total cell population. Additionally
this study has shown that NC cell clusters can be isolated from NP tissue by mechanical
dissociation, allowing the NC cells to be isolated in their native cluster arrangement.
Enzymatic digestion was used to isolate the MNP cell‐rich population. The separation
procedure yielded a NC cell fraction purity of 89% and MNP cell fraction purity of 97% and
were therefore deemed NC and MNP cell‐rich fractions rather than pure cell populations.
Isolated cells retained their unique morphologies in vitro. This chapter has developed an in
vitro model of NC and MNP cells from the same IVD, which will be used for phenotypic
characterisation and functional studies throughout this thesis.
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Chapter 3
Phenotypic comparison of isolated
MNP and NC cells
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3.1

Introduction

The existence of NC cells in adult human disc has been known for more than 25 years

166

.

However, it is only in the last 5 years that there has been a renewed interest in
understanding the differences between NC and MNP cells in order to discern the criteria of
a “healthy nucleus pulposus” 130,175‐183.
Histological evidence shows a clear correlation between the hydrated /gel‐like tissue of the
NP and the presence of NC cells

33,156,157,163

. However, in vitro studies assessing GAG

production have yielded conflicting results 140,141. For example, the seminal paper by Aguair
et al. reported that canine NC cells produce less GAG over time in culture than bovine MNP
cells, despite the canine NCs originating from a gelatinous ECM 140. In contrast, Cappello et
al.

measured

proteoglycan

synthesis

from

chondrodystrophoid

and

non‐

chondrodystrophoid dogs and found that the NC‐rich non‐chondrodystrophoid cells
produced the most proteoglycan

141

. The more comprehensive study by Miyazaki et al.

showed that GAG production was dependent on both species and cell type, with rat (NC)
cells producing more GAG than rabbit (NC) cells, and bovine (MNP) cells producing the least
amount of GAG 142.
There is a clear need for a more thorough understanding of the function of these cells with
more defined and specific markers, along with more careful considerations of cell source
and age. A review by Risbud et al. defined a number of markers that relate to the physiology
of a healthy nucleus pulposus including the expression of HIF‐1α, Glucose transporter 1
(GLUT‐1), brachyury, cytokeratins 18/9/8, CD24, and an aggrecan/collagen II ratio of > 20179.
However, this review described these as “markers of a young healthy NP” rather than as
markers of NC cells alone179. Emerging evidence suggests that NC and MNP cells can co‐exist
in the adult human disc for decades9,10,166. Biological therapies aiming to repair or
regenerate the NP focus on repopulating this tissue with cells capable of producing healthy
ECM28. Therefore an understanding of characteristics of both cells types is necessary to
guide regenerative cell‐based therapies.
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To remove the variables of species and age‐dependent changes in cell behaviour, this study
used NC and MNP cells isolated from the same animal to characterise a basic cellular
phenotype using previously published markers of NC cells/ NP cells 130,166. NC and MNP cell‐
rich fractions were cultured in a physiological microenvironment of 400mOsm, low glucose
media in alginate beads for seven days. On day 1 and day 7, cells were analysed for viability,
proliferation, GAG/DNA ratio, matrix gene expression and NC marker expression.
3.2

Aims
1) To examine the phenotypic differences between MNP and NC cells including
notochordal markers, relative ECM gene expression and GAG production.
2) Assess the phenotypic stability of the two cell types over time, in order to determine
the suitability of the culture model for studying functional differences between MNP
and NC cells.

Objectives
1) Assess cell growth by measuring viability and proliferation over time
2) Measure ECM component expression, including GAG production and gene
expression of ACAN, Col2α1, ADAMTS‐5 and MMP‐3
3) Determine NC phenotypic marker stability over time by examining CK8 protein
expression using semi‐quantitative immunocytochemistry and quantitative
brachyury gene expression.
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3.3

Methods

3.3.1 Cell isolation and culture conditions
The cells from two caudal discs (ccy 3‐4 and ccy 4‐5) from three tails were pooled for each
experiment (i.e. n = 6 discs per experiment). Each experiment was repeated on at least
three separate occasions (N = 3). Discs were removed from three bovine tails under aseptic
conditions. The NC and MNP fractions were isolated by sequential mechanical and
enzymatic digestion as described in section 2.3.5. For the current study, the NC fraction was
not enzymatically digested, so that the NC cells remained in their clusters. The cell
suspensions from all discs were pooled and each fraction was brought to 1 mL in
physiological media (Chapter 2.3.4). The MNP cell suspension was counted using trypan blue
exclusion stain and a haemocytometer. The volume of the MNP suspension was then
adjusted to give a concentration of 8 x 106 cells per mL. The NC cell fraction was then
adjusted to the same volume, to maintain the physiological cell ratio. The cell suspensions
were then each mixed 1:1 with a 2.5% solution of alginate and formed into beads as
described in chapter 2.2. The MNP beads had a seeding density of ~ 40,000 cells each, while
the NC beads had a seeding density of ~ 2800 cells each. Cell‐free alginate beads were made
by mixing physiological media 1:1 with 2.5% alginate solution. The beads were placed in
physiological media (5 mL per 40‐50 beads) and cultured overnight (~14 h) or for 7 days at
37°C and 5% CO2.
Beads were collected and assayed for viability, proliferation (DNA content), GAG content,
cytokeratin 8 protein expression and ECM gene expression
3.3.2 Viability
Cell death was assessed using an Apoptotic & Necrotic & Healthy Cells Quantification Kit
(Biotium, Inc.). The kit contained FITC‐conjugated Annexin V, Ethidium Homodimer III,
Hoechst 33342 and a 5x binding buffer. The binding buffer was diluted 1:5 with Milli Q
water to yield a 1x working solution. To create the trichrome staining solution 5 μL of each
stain (FITC‐Annexin V, Ethidium Homodimer and Hoechst) was added to 105 μL of working
buffer. Alginate beads (3 from each cell type) were placed in a 24‐well plate for staining.
Beads were rinsed once in PBS and incubated in 100 μL 1x binding buffer for 5 min at 37°C.
They were then incubated in the trichrome stain solution for 15 min at 37°C, followed by 2 x
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5 min washes in 1x binding buffer at 37°C. Beads were then washed in 10 mM CaCl2 PBS
solution for 10 min at 37°C, placed on a glass microscope slide and flattened under a
coverslip. Slides were imaged immediately on a Nikon TE2000E inverted fluorescence
microscope using 300‐400 nm/415‐570 nm, 440‐500/513‐572 nm and 530‐584/601‐800 nm
excitation/emission band pass filter sets. Images were taken with a 20x objective lens. Cells
labelled only blue (Hoechst) were considered to be healthy; cells labelled green (Annexin V)
and blue were considered to be apoptotic; cells labelled blue and red (ethidium homodimer)
were considered to be necrotic; and cells labelled blue, green and red were considered to
be late stage apoptotic cells. Cell viability was determined by dividing the number of dead
(apoptotic plus necrotic) cells by the total number of cells. For each sample, at least 3 fields
of view were imaged. Images from the three channels were merged for analysis using Image
J software (NIH, USA).
3.3.3 GAG/DNA ratio
For GAG and DNA assays, 2 beads for each MNP and NC cell sample were placed in 1 mL of
papain alginate‐digest buffer (Appendix A) and incubated at 60°C for 6 h. Samples were
vortexed thoroughly, then stored at ‐20°C.
Dimethylmethylene blue (DMMB) assay was used to measure GAG content. The dye 1, 9‐
dimethylmethylene blue complexes with sulphated GAGs causing a metachromatic shift in
the absorbance maximum from 600 to 535nm. Bovine chondroitin‐4‐sulphate was used to
create 11 standard concentrations, ranging from 0 – 55 µg/mL. Digested beads were further
diluted 1:40 in papain digest buffer. 40µL of each diluted sample and each standard was
pipetted into a 96 well plate in duplicate. 250µL DMMB reagent was then added to all wells.
The plate was immediately transferred to the plate reader and read at an absorbance of 535
nm. A standard curve was created by plotting the mean absorbance against the
concentration for each standard. Readings from cell‐free beads were used for background
subtraction. GAG concentration in each sample was then calculated from the standard
curve.
A SYBR green DNA quantification assay was used to measure DNA content of each sample.
The DNA assay was performed as detailed in Chapter 2.3.7
GAG content was normalised to DNA content (cell number) within each sample.
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3.3.4 Cytokeratin‐8 and vimentin expression
For immunocytochemistry, beads were first rinsed in PBS then placed in 4 mL of 100 mM
BaCl2 solution and incubated at 37°C for 10 min to stabilise the alginate polymerisation.
The beads were then fixed in 4% (paraformaldehyde) PFA for 25 min at 37°C and then
washed twice in 10 mM CaCl2 PBS for 5 min. Fixed samples were stored in 10mM CaCl2 at
4°C.
Immunocytochemistry on alginate‐cell beads was performed in a 24‐well plate with 2 ‐ 4
beads per well. Fixed constructs were rinsed once in 10 mM CaCl2 /PBS then incubated for 5
min in 0.5% triton X‐100 and washed 3 x 5 min in a solution of PBS containing 10mM CaCl2
and 0.1% BSA (sol A.1). The beads were then incubated in 5% goat serum for 30 min at room
temperature. The goat serum was removed and beads were incubated in cytokeratin‐ 8
antibody (1:200) overnight at 4°C. Beads were subsequently washed 3 x 15 min in Sol A.1
and then incubated for 3 h in secondary antibody (goat anti‐mouse Dylight 594, 1:200) at
room temperature. Beads were then washed 3 x 10 min in sol A.1, 5% donkey serum for 30
min at room temperature. The donkey serum was removed and beads were incubated in
vimentin antibody (1:200) overnight at 4°C. They following day beads were then washed 3 x
10 min in sol A.1, then incubated for 3 h in secondary antibody (donkey anti‐goat Dylight
488, 1:200) at room temperature. Beads were again washed 3 x 10 min in sol A.1, then
incubated in Hoescht (1:500) for 30 min at room temperature. Beads were washed 3 x 5 min
in sol A.1, then rinsed once in milli Q water. Finally, beads were flattened onto a glass slide
using a small metal spatula and mounted in Prolong Gold under a #1.5 coverslips.
Negative controls were treated with goat or donkey serum as appropriate in place of
primary antibody.
Images were captured using a Leica DMR fluorescent microscope using either 25x or 40x
objective lenses for blue, green and red channels. For each sample, a minimum of 3 fields of
view / 100 cells were imaged. Images from the three channels were merged for analysis
using Image J software (NIH, USA).
3.3.5 Gene expression
Sample storage: ~ 40 beads per NC and MNP group were placed in 500 µl of RNA Later
solution (Life Technologies) and stored at ‐20°C for ≤ 3 weeks.
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RNA extraction
RNA extraction was performed using an adapted TRIzol‐chloroform extraction protocol.
Optimisation of RNA extraction from alginate beads is presented in Appendix C. Frozen
samples where dissolved in 9 mL of chelation buffer (appendix A) on a rotator for 15 min at
4°C. Samples were then centrifuged at 2000g for 10 min to pellet the cells. The cell pellets
were washed once in Dulbecco's PBS (dPBS) and centrifuged at 2000g for 5 min. The
supernatant was removed and 1 mL of Trizol was added. The cell pellets were homogenised
in Trizol using a syringe and 22G needle. Samples were then transferred to 2 mL Eppendorf
tubes, vortexed thoroughly and frozen at ‐80°C overnight to ensure cell lysis. Samples were
defrosted on ice, and then brought to room temperature. Then 200 µl of chloroform was
added and the samples were shaken vigorously for 30 sec followed by 4 min incubation at
room temperature. Samples were centrifuged at 12000g for 15 min at 4°C to separate
aqueous and organic phases. The aqueous phase was transferred to a 1.5 mL tube and 2 μL
of glycogen was added. To precipitate the RNA, 500 μL of ice‐cold isopropanol was added to
each sample. Samples were mixed by gentle inversion and incubated on ice for 1 h. Samples
were then centrifuged at 12000g for 10 min to pellet the RNA. The supernatant was
removed and the pellet washed twice in ice‐cold 75% ethanol and centrifuged at 7500g for 5
min in between washes. The ethanol was then aspirated off and the RNA pellet was air‐
dried for 10‐15 min. The RNA was re‐suspended in 15 μL RNAse‐free water. RNA quantity
and purity was assessed using a Nanodrop 2000 (Thermo scientific).
DNase treatment
To remove contaminating genomic DNA, RNA samples were treated with TURBO DNase kit
(Life Technologies) with an adapted protocol. RNA samples were diluted in distilled water to
give a final concentration of ≤200ug/µL, then 1 µL of 10x DNase buffer and 1 µL of TURBO
DNase enzyme was added to 8 µL of RNA. Samples were incubated at 37°C for 30 min, and
then 2 µL of DNase inactivation reagent was added. Samples were thoroughly mixed and
incubated at room temperature for 5 min. Samples were then centrifuged at 10,000g for 1
min, then 4 µl of RNase‐free water was added and the samples were centrifuged again for 1
min to pellet the inactivation reagent. 12 µL of RNA solution was aspirated off and
transferred to a clean RNase‐free tube.
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cDNA synthesis
cDNA synthesis was carried out using a “Superscript III First Strand Synthesis kit” (Life
Technologies) with an optimised protocol. The RNA was diluted ≤ 2µg in 6 µL, then 1 µL of
random primers, 1 µL and oligonucleotides and 2 µL of deoxynucleotide triphosphates
(dNTPs) were added. Samples were thoroughly mixed, spun down and incubated at 65°C for
7 min. Samples were placed on ice for 2 min to condensate, then spun down again. 10 µL
cDNA synthesis mix (4 µL MgCl2 buffer, 2 µL DMT, 1 µL Superscript enzyme, 1 µL RNAse out
enzyme) was then added. Samples were placed in a Thermocycler and heated to 25°C for 5
min, 50°C for 50 min, 85°C for 5 min then 12°C for 5 min. Samples were removed, placed on
ice for 2 min, spun down, then 1 µL of RNase H enzyme was added and incubated for 20 min
at 37°C. Finally, samples were incubated on ice for 3 min, spun down then frozen at ‐20°C.
qRT‐PCR
Taqman gene expression assays were used to measure the relative expression of key ECM
component genes, listed in Table 3.1. The tyrosine activation protein YWHAZ and ribosomal
18s were used as reference genes (highlighted in blue)83,160.
Table 3.1 Commercial Taqman primers‐probe assays
Protein

Gene

Taqman assay gene reference

Collagen type II

COL2a1

Bt03251861_m1

Aggrecan

ACAN

Bt03212186_m1

ADAMTS‐5

ADAMTS 5

Bt04230785_m1

Matrix metalloproteinase 3

MMP 3

Bt04259490_m1

Matrix metalloproteinase 13

MMP 13

Bt03214050_m1

Brachury

T

Bt04313978_m1

Ribosomal RNA 18s

r18s

4319413E / X03205.1

Tyrosine activation protein 14‐3‐3

YWHAZ

Bt03216375_g1

MNP cDNA samples were diluted 1:10 and NC cDNA samples were diluted 1:4 in distilled
water to give an estimated concentration of 3 ‐ 4ng/µL. For each gene of interest, a PCR
master mix solution was prepared according to the formula in Table 3.2. Samples from each
cell type plus a no‐template‐control (NTC) were plated in duplicate for each gene.
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Table 3.2 PCR master mix
Reagent

Amount per 10uL reaction

Taqman gene expression master mix

5µL

VIC primer/probe (r18S)

0.5µL

FAM primer/probe (gene of interest)

0.5µL

RNase free water

2µL

Total

8µL

8 µL of each gene of interest specific master mix was pipetted into the wells of a 384‐well
PCR plate. 2 µL of cDNA was added to each well, the no‐template controls received 2µL of
distilled water. The plate was then sealed under an optical adhesive film and centrifuged at
1200g for 1 minute.
The plate was transferred to an ABI PRISM 7900HT Real‐time sequence detection machine
(SDS, Applied Biosystems). The initial incubation was 50°C for 2 min, then denaturation at
95°C for 10 min, followed by 40 amplification cycles of 95°C for 15 s + 60°C for 1 min.
SDS software (v 2.3) was used to define a cycle threshold that intersected the logarithm
phase of the amplification curve in each sample. This intersection point was the threshold
cycle (Ct value) used as a relative measure of gene expression. Expression was calculated
relative to the mean expression of r18s and YWHAZ in each sample. If gene expression was
not detected, the Ct value was set to 40 to enable statistical analysis.
3.3.6

Statistical analysis

All data are expressed as mean ± standard deviation (SD) from a minimum of 3 biological
repeats. All molecular assays were conducted with a minimum of 2 technical repeats.
Statistical significance within and between cell types was determined using two tailed t‐tests
with Holm‐Sidak multiple comparison correction. A p‐value of < 0.05 was considered
significant. Details of all p‐values are presented in Appendix B.3.
Note: Cell culture and the cell viability and GAG assays for day 7 samples were conducted by
Prutha Redey (see co‐authorship form)
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3.4

Results

3.4.1 Viability
Both MNP and NC cells had ≥ 75% viability over the 7 day culture period (Figure 3.1). MNP
cells had a viability of 90 ± 13 % and 94 ± 8 % on day 1 and day 7, respectively. NC cells had a
viability of 78 ± 16% and 82 ± 17% on day 1 and day 7, respectively. There was no significant
difference in MNP and NC viability at either time point, or within cell type over time.

Figure 3.1 Percentage viability of MNP and NC cells after 1 and 7 days of culture
Data shown represents the mean ± standard deviation of a minimum of 3 biological repeats.
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3.4.2 Cell density
The MNP cell‐rich fraction was seeded at 4 x 106 cells/mL, and formed into beads with a
volume of approximately 10 µL. MNP beads contained 41 x 103 and 45 x 103 cells on day 1
and day 7, respectively (Figure 3.2A). The NC cell‐rich fraction was seeded at approximately
0.28 x 106 cells/mL to maintain the in situ cell ratio of 14:1 calculated in Chapter 2. NC
beads were found to contain 3.6 x 103 and 3.1 x 103 cells on days 1 and 7, respectively
(Figure 3.2.B). Neither cell type showed a significant change in cell number over time.

Figure 3.2 Cell density per bead after 1 and 7 days in culture.
A) MNP cell‐rich fraction. B) NC cell‐rich fraction. Data shown represents the mean ± standard deviation of a
minimum of 3 biological repeats.
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3.4.3 GAG content
Figure 3.3 shows that the NC cell‐rich fraction was associated with a significantly higher
GAG/DNA ratio than the MNP cells on day 1 (p = 0.009) and day 7 (p = 0.0126). After 7 days,
GAG content increased from 33 µg/ng to 60 µg/ng (p = 0.0042) in NC cell‐rich beads. There
was no change GAG levels in MNP cell‐rich beads over the culture period.

Figure 3.3 GAG/DNA ratio for MNP and NC cell‐rich fractions on day 1 and day 7
Data shown represents the mean ± standard deviation of a minimum of 3 biological repeats. **/## p = ≤ 0.01.
Hash ‐ within cell type, asterisk ‐ between cell types.
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3.4.4 Immunocytochemistry
Both MNP and NC cells maintained their distinctive morphologies over the 7 day culture
period. MNP cells remained as singular spherical cells and expressed vimentin (Figure 3.5;
green) but not CK8. NC cells were maintained in clusters on both day 1 and day 7.
Pericellular material was often visible surrounding and connecting the cells. Within the
clusters, the NC cells had an elongated spindle‐like morphology and expressed both
vimentin and CK8 (Figure 3.5).
The percentage of CK8 positive cells in each fraction remained constant over the culture
period (Fig 3.4). On day 1, 2.3 ± 2% of the MNP cell fraction was CK8 positive, while 90 ± 4%
of the NC fraction was CK8 positive. On day 7, 3 ± 1.5% of the MNP cell‐rich fraction was CK8
positive, while 85 ± 5% of the NC cell‐rich fraction was CK8 positive.

Figure 3.4 Percentage of CK8 positive cells in MNP and NC cell‐rich fractions on day 1 and
day 7.
Data shown represents the mean ± standard deviation of 3 biological repeats.
A minimum 100 cells were counted for each biological repeat.
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Figure 3.5 Immunocytochemistry on MNP and NC cells on day 1 and day 7.
Cells were labelled against both vimentin (green) and CK8 (red) and counterstained with Hoechst (blue). Phase
contrast images show the pericellular matrix. Scale bar = 20µm.
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3.4.5 Gene expression
NC cell‐rich fractions expressed the notochordal marker, brachyury (T) at significantly
greater levels than MNP cell‐rich fraction on day 1 and day 7 (p = 0.015 and p = 0.028,
respectively; Figure 3.6A). Both MNP and NC cells expressed high levels of type II collagen
(Col2a1) and aggrecan (ACAN) compared to the reference genes YWHAZ and r18s. There
was no difference in Col2a1 expression for MNP and NC cell fractions on day 1 or day 7. In
contrast, NC cells expressed significantly more aggrecan than MNP cells on day 1 (p =
0.0036). However by day 7, aggrecan expression in NC cells was dramatically reduced (p =
0.014); while MNP aggrecan expression increased leaving no measurable difference
between the cell types (Figure 3.6C).The NC cell‐rich fraction had an ACAN/ Col2a1 ratio of
10:1 on day 1, decreasing to 2:1 on day 7. The MNP cell fraction had a ratio of 2:3 on day 1
and 2:1 on day 7.
MMP 3 and ADAMTS 5 were expressed at very low levels in both cell types (Figure 3.6D and
3.6 E). MNP cells expressed significantly more MMP‐3 than NC cells on day 7 (p = 0.042;
Figure 3.6D). MMP 13 was below the reliable detection threshold in both cell types.
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Figure 3.6 Relative gene expression for MNP and NC cells on day 1 and day 7.
A) Brachyury (T), B) Collagen type II (Col2a1), C) Aggrecan (ACAN), D) MMP 3, E) ADAMTS5. Gene expression is
relative to mean YWHAZ/r18s expressed in each sample. Data shown represents the mean ± standard deviation
of 3 biological repeats. * p≤0.05 between cell type, # p≤0.05 over time, ** p ≤0.01.
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3.5

Discussion

While much is known about the morphological differences between NC and MNP cells, the
functional and phenotypical differences between these two cell types remains unclear.
Previous studies investigating differences in NC and MNP cells have yielded conflicting
results, with some reporting that NC cells produce the majority of GAGs 141,142 while others
report that MNP cells are the main source

140

. The few studies which have attempted to

study NC and MNP cells from the same species did not find differences between the cell
types. To address this discrepancy, this chapter used NC and MNP cells isolated from the
same nucleus pulposus to examine phenotypic differences in culture over time.
3.5.1 Cell numbers
Both NC and MNP cells had a viability of over 75% over the course of the culture period. In
vivo, the cells of the IVD are slowly proliferating cells due to the avascular environment 184
consequently non‐proliferating cells are a better model for studying age‐related disease
states

185

. In this study, DNA measurements showed no evidence of cell proliferation for

either cell type over 7 days. Although specific proliferation markers, such as Ki67 were not
examined. These results suggest that the cells have limited proliferation capacity under
these culture conditions and the culture environment provides similar conditions to that in
vivo.
3.5.2 Matrix production
The NC cell fraction was associated with 20 times more GAG that the MNP cell fraction on
day 1. This is most likely because the NC cells retained their pericellular matrix following
isolation as intact clusters. However by day 7, there was a 2 fold increase in GAG suggesting
de novo GAG synthesis in culture between day 1 and day 7. In contrast, MNP cells showed
no significant increase in their GAG/DNA ratio over time.
An advantage of the model described in this thesis is that NC cells are maintained as clusters
mimicking the in situ microenvironment. However, although the pericelluar matrix of NC cell
clusters has not yet been characterised, the baseline GAG values on day 1 suggest the
presence of sulphated GAGs (as shown in Figure 3.5), preventing a meaningful comparison
between cell types on day 1. To definitively measure GAG production radiolabeled sulphate
[35S] uptake assay could have been be used 186.
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To gain a better understanding of the ECM profile of each cell type, real‐time PCR was used
to measure the expression of key ECM components. NC cells expressed 4‐fold more
aggrecan than MNP cells; and NC cell aggrecan expression was higher than all other genes
measured. However, by day 7, aggrecan expression had dramatically decreased and was
similar to that of MNP cells. There was no difference between MNP and NC collagen type II
expression on either day 1 or day 7. Mwale et al. found that there is a distinction in
GAG/collagen ratio between NP tissue and hyaline cartilage. They found NP tissue had a
ratio of around 20:1, while cartilage was 3:1 at the protein level, (using the DMMB GAG and
hydroxyproline collagen assays) 187. In this chapter, only GAG and not collagen protein was
measured. However, the real‐time PCR analysis found that, on day 1, NC cells had a relative
ACAN/Col2a1 expression ratio of 10:1, while MNP cells a ratio of 2:3, showing that there is a
dramatic difference between the cell types and phenotypic drift over time in culture. This
effect was also seen by Spillekom et al., when examining cultured canine NC cell clusters 72.
They found that, GAG/DNA ratio increased over time even though aggrecan gene expression
decreased

72

. This may be due to the use of DMMB assay which uses a cationic dye that

binds to sulphated glycosaminoglycans and is not specific to aggrecan.
Chen et al examined the gene expression of “large” and “small” porcine NP cells and found
that aggrecan expression was not significantly different but the large cells produced
significantly more biglycan (a small proteoglycan). Given the discord between aggrecan gene
expression and GAG production in the current study, biglycan production could have a
significant contribution to the proteoglycan content of the NC cell matrix. Kim et al.
compared “large” and “small” NP cells from rabbits, under the assumption that the large
cells were NC cells, while the small cells were MNP cells

31

. The cells were monolayer

expanded thereby disrupting the NC cell‐clusters. They found no difference between large
and small cell aggrecan or collagen II expression. The lack of any differences between cells
could mean that the cells were actually the same population, since difference in size could
simply be from the loss of the vacuole during the isolation procedure. Alternatively, the
destruction of the NC cell‐cluster environment may alter the cells expression profile. Rastogi
et al. compared gene expression from rat NC cells in clusters and digested NC cells against
fresh NP tissue 172. They found that the cells in clusters had comparable levels of collagen II
to fresh tissue, while digested cells had increased collagen II expression 172.
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3.5.3 Phenotypic markers
Brachyury expression was significantly higher in the NC cell fraction than the MNP cell
fraction on both day 1 and day 7. Immunocytochemistry showed that the MNP fraction
contained between 2‐3% CK8 positive cells on both day 1 and 7 of culture. While the NC cell
fraction contained 90 and 85%, respectively. These results show that the isolation procedure
does not generate 100% pure cell populations and therefore there are a small number of
contaminating cells in each fraction that could have affected the cumulative gene
expression levels. However, there was no significant change in marker expression over the
culture period, indicating that the cell phenotype was stable under these culture conditions.
In addition to being phenotypic markers, CK8 and vimentin labelling reveals cellular
morphology.

NC cells are distinctively identified as cell clusters but CK8 also allows

identification of NC cells that are present as single cells within the beads. Within the
clusters, the cells had an elongated spindle shape and small vacuoles were present in some
of the cells. Pericellular material was often visible linking the cells together. NC cell
morphology did not change over the course of the culture period. MNP cells were seen as
rounded cells with no vacuoles and no obvious pericellular material. For both NC and MNP
cells, cell morphology was similar to in situ (Chapter 2, histological images Figure 2.4)
Overall this chapter has shown that the phenotype of both cell types is stable over the 7
days at the protein level. These findings are in agreement with the canine NC cell study by
Spillekom et al., that found decreased aggrecan and brachyury gene expression on day 7,
while, by day 28 expression began to return to day 1 levels 72. Together the results suggest
that NC cells produce significantly greater levels of GAG and that NC cell phenotype is
relatively stable in culture when the NC clusters remain intact 72,172,188.
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3.6

Future directions

While this study used isolated MNP and NC cells in order to understand the differences
between the cell types, the cells co‐exist in situ and there is substantial evidence to suggest
a paracrine signalling function of NC cells

144‐146,189‐191

. Therefore, to fully elucidate their

phenotype and stability in culture, co‐culture experiments would provide a more
physiologically relevant model. Gantenbein‐Ritter et al. co‐cultured porcine NC cells and
bovine MNP cells and showed evidence for bidirectional signalling

147

. At a 50:50 NC:MNP

co‐culture ratio, MNP GAG production was significantly increased, and NC cell aggrecan and
collagen II gene expression were increased, suggesting a synergestic relationship between
the two cell types

147

. Using the model developed in this thesis, a similar co‐culture

experiment but using the 14:1 MNP:NC cell ratios of cells found in situ (as presented in
Chapter 2) would tell us if the same relationship existed between autologous cells.

3.7

Conclusions

This chapter has shown that in addition to morphological differences, NC cells can be
distinguished from MNP cells by their expression of cytokeratin 8, brachyury and
significantly higher proteoglycan levels. These phenotypic differences are maintained for at
least 7 days in 3D culture. It highlights the importance of using cells from the same species
given the incongruent results of other studies that have used cells from different animals.
The results of this chapter provide a baseline phenotypic characterisation onto which
functional studies can follow. Understanding the differences between MNP and NC cells will
allow us to establish clear criteria for use in regenerative medicine approaches in the
development of NC cell‐targeted therapeutics.
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Chapter 4
Effect of dynamic hydrostatic pressure
on isolated MNP and NC cells
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4.1

Introduction

During normal daily activity, the nucleus pulposus experiences dynamic hydrostatic
pressure. In humans, these pressures range from 0.1 MPa in a supine resting posture, up to
2 MPa when lifting heavy objects with a rounded back

76

. The lumbar discs of cattle and

sheep experience slightly higher pressures, ranging from 2 ‐ 3 MPa during normal activity
78,192

. Lumbar discs experience the highest pressures in human and the lumbar discs of

quadruped’s experiences experience similar pressures

78

. The pressure range for bovine

caudal discs is not specifically known; however, upper caudal discs (ccy1‐ccy6) are
surrounded by considerable muscle mass which supports the proximal portion of the tail to
a horizontal position and generates tail movement. A caudal disc from a freshly slaughtered
animal is under a pressure of approximately 0.2 MPa 78,192. Thus, it is postulated that these
discs generally experience constant low‐ magnitude pressures during life 154.
Disc clamp studies have shown that NC cells disappear both with age and under excessive
mechanical stress, suggesting that NC cells are particularly sensitive to high hydrostatic
pressure

48,80,138,193

. The alternate hypothesis is that high pressure causes NC cells to

differentiate into MNP cells as a result of mechanical stimulation 83. Previous studies have
shown that bovine NP cells respond to high pressure loading with a decrease in the
expression of anabolic genes and an increase the expression of catabolic enzymes

86,194

.

Studies that used cells isolated from NC cell‐rich tissue, have had inconsistent results with
reports of both low and high pressure increasing proteoglycan expression (see Table 1.1 ,
Chapter 1) 87,88,195,196. However, no study to date has compared the mechanical response of
NC and MNP cells isolated from the same IVD. Therefore, this chapter uses a custom‐built
hydrostatic pressure rig to investigate how isolated MNP and NC cells respond to both low
(physiological range) and high (supraphysiological / pathological range) dynamic hydrostatic
pressures.
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4.2

Hypothesis

This chapter aims to test the hypothesis that low pressure loading will promote
proteoglycan expression in MNP cells and NC cells. While high pressure will decrease the
expression of proteoglycans in MNP cells and increase cell death in NC cells and/or cause NC
cell differentiation.
4.3

Aims


Expose isolated NC and MNP cells to 24 h of dynamic low and high magnitude
hydrostatic pressure

Objectives


Assess cell viability and proliferation.



Measure ECM component expression, including GAG production and gene
expression of ACAN, Col1α1, Col2α1, HAPLN‐1, TIMP ‐1 , ADAMTS‐5 and MMP‐3



Determine NC phenotypic marker stability by examining CK8 protein expression
using semi‐quantitative immunocytochemistry and quantitative brachyury gene
expression.
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4.4

Material and Methods

The sources and catalogue numbers of all media components is detailed in Appendix A.
4.4.1 Media
4.4.1.1 Physiological media for overnight culture
Low glucose (5.5 mM), no NaHCO3, no phenol red, DMEM was supplemented with 10% v/v
foetal bovine serum, 100 units/mL penicillin/streptomycin, 0.5 mg/L fungizone, 85 µM
ascorbate, 1.85 g/L NaHCO3 and 19 g/L mannitol. The pH was adjusted to 7.2 with HCl, and
media was sterilised by filtration.
4.4.1.2 Serum‐free buffer‐free media for pressurisation experiment
Low glucose (5.5 mM), no NaHCO3, no phenol red, DMEM was supplemented with 100
units/mL penicillin/streptomycin, 0.5 mg/L fungizone, 85 µM ascorbate and 19 g/L mannitol.
No serum was added to this media. The pH of the media was adjusted to 7.0 with HCL and
media was sterilised by filtration.
4.4.2 Cell culture system compatible with hydrostatic pressure conditions
Primary NC and MNP cell fractions were isolated and seeded into alginate beads as
described in Chapter 2.3.5 and 3.3.1. The cells from two caudal discs from three tails were
pooled for each experiment (i.e. n = 6 discs per experiment). Each experiment was repeated
on at least three separate occasions (N = 3). As an additional control, cell‐free beads were
made from physiological media mixed with alginate solution.
All beads were cultured in physiological media at 37°C and 5% CO2 for 14 h (overnight) to
equilibrate. The next day, beads were divided into control and pressurisation groups (~50
beads per group). The beads were placed in pouches made from high‐density polyethylene
film (Figure 4.1). Pouches were 50 x 50 x 20 mm and contained 5mL of media. The pouches
were filled with serum‐free buffer‐free culture media, then sealed with a heat‐sealer. The
air was removed from the pouches during the sealing process to ensure equal distribution of
pressure.
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Figure 4.1 Hydrostatic pressure‐compatible cell culture system.
Photograph (left) and schematic (right) of cell–alginate beads (dyed blue for illustration purposes) in a media‐
filled soft plastic pouch with a 5mm wide heat‐sealed edge.

4.4.3 Hydrostatic pressure rig
The pressure rig consisted of a pressure vessel (Figure 4.2A) connected by a hose to a
hydraulic piston (Figure 4.2B), which was attached to an Instron Electropuls E3000TM
Materials Testing Machine (Norwood, MA, USA) (Figure 4.2 B & C). The cyclic compressive
forces generated by the Instron were translated via the fluid‐filled piston into an oscillating
hydrostatic pressure within the water‐filled pressure vessel. The vessel was 1 L in volume
and was constructed in‐house (Faculty of Engineering, University of Auckland) from 316
grade stainless steel with 20 mm thick walls. The vessel had an O‐ring and screw lid to
ensure an airtight seal. An analogue pressure gauge was used to determine the pressure
inside the vessel throughout the duration of the experiment. The vessel was placed in a 37°C
temperature controlled water bath for 24 h prior to and for the duration of the pressure
treatment to maintain optimal culture temperature. Bleed ports and valves were included
in the lid of the pressure vessel and in the piston to allow the removal of trapped air. Before
each experiment, a small load was applied through the piston to force the trapped air to
these ports and the valves, which were then opened, allowing the air to escape. Once all the
air had been removed, significant pressure could be generated inside the pressure vessel.
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Figure 4.2. Hydrostatic pressure rig.
A) Pressure vessel B) Hydraulic piston connected to the Electropuls cross‐head C) Full rig set‐up; pressure vessel
in water bath, connected with hose to hydraulic piston attached to the Instron ElectroplusTM.
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4.4.4 Loading conditions
Since there was only one pressure vessel, each pressurisation experiment was conducted on
a separate occasion with a paired atmospheric control. Atmospheric control samples were
placed in a closed 1 L glass bottle of 37°C water to create a no‐gas‐exchange environment
equivalent to the conditions inside the pressure vessel. The pressurised groups were placed
in the water filled pre‐warmed pressure vessel. Instron Blue hill 2 and Wave Matrix software
(Instron) where used to produce the loading regimes detailed in Table 4.1. Each experiment
had two phases to mimic a 24 h diurnal cycle; an 8 h rest phase at 0.2 MPa and a 16 h
exercise phase. For the pseudo‐static rest phase of the experiment, a load controlled
compression protocol was used to maintain the vessel at 0.2 ± 0.1 MPa. A tri‐modal testing
protocol was used to generate a cyclic loading regime for the dynamic, 1 Hz oscillating
pressure phase of the treatment.

All pressures are stated as gauge pressure; i.e.

atmospheric pressure = 0 MPa gauge pressure.
Table 4.1. Loading regimes for low and high pressure studies
Rest (8 h)
Control

Exercise (16 h)

Atmospheric pressure (0 MPa)

Low Pressure

0.2 MPa

0.4 ‐ 0.8 MPa, 1Hz

High Pressure

0.2 MPa

1.6 ‐ 2.4 MPa, 1 Hz

Following pressurisation, the pouches were removed from the vessel, and the media was
removed from the pouches using a needle and syringe. The pH of the media was measured
immediately, using a digital handheld pH meter. The pouches were then cut open and the
beads were removed and processed for viability, proliferation, GAG content, cytokeratin 8
and brachyury expression, and matrix gene expression as described in Chapters 2 and 3
(Table 4.2.). In addition to cell viability, the type of cell death was quantified using the
tricolour staining assay described in Chapter 3.3.2. Apoptotic cells were identified by
annexin V labelling. Necrotic cells were identified by ethidium homodimer staining.
Table 4.3 lists the details of additional TaqMan ® gene expression assays which were used
for matrix gene expression measurement in this chapter. Table 4.4 details how many beads
were used for each assay.
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Table 4.2. Assay conducted in this Chapter with reference to full experimental methods
Outcome

Assay

Reference

Cell viability

Healthy, Necrotic, Apoptotic

Chapter 3.3.2

live cell staining assay
Cell density

SYBR DNA assay

Chapter 2.3.7

GAG content

DMMB GAG assay

Chapter 3.3.3

Gene expression

qRT PCR

Chapter 3.3.5

Cytokeratin 8 expression

Immunocytochemistry

Chapter 3.3.4

Table 4.3. Additional TaqMan primers and probes
Protein

Gene

Taqman assay gene reference

Collagen type I

Col 1a1

Bt03225322_m1

Hyaluronan and proteoglycan link

HAPLN 1

Bt03213713_m1

TIMP 1

Bt03223720_m1

protein 1
Tissue inhibitor of metalloproteinases 1

Table 4.4. Allocation of cell‐alginate beads per experiment
Assay

Approximate Number of beads used

Live cell staining (Cell viability)

5

GAG/DNA

5

Fixed for immunocytochemisty

15

Real‐time PCR

25

Total

50

Molecular assay controls: Media from the cell‐free beads was used as an additional control
for pH measurements. Digested cell‐free beads were used for background subtraction in
GAG calculations.
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4.4.5 Statistical analysis
GAG measurements were normalised to DNA content within each sample to give GAG/DNA
(µg/ng) ratio. GAG/DNA ratios were then normalised to atmospheric control, i.e. each
pressurised sample was normalised to its paired atmospheric control sample ((Treatment –
control)/control + 1) to calculate relative change. Mean relative change was then calculated
from the 3 biological repeats. Statistical significance was determined from change from
paired control using a one‐sample t‐test. Differences between treatment groups were
compared using Sidak’s multiple comparisons test.
Gene expression data was analysed using the Livak et al. 2‐ΔΔ Ct method where target gene
expression is normalised to averaged reference gene expression (r18s + YWHAZ/2) and
normalised again to the paired atmospheric control, to allow the data to be expressed as
fold‐change from control (i.e. expression relative to atmospheric control level, where y = 1).
Differences between treatment groups were compared using Sidak’s multiple comparisons
test.
For all other assays, data was expressed as mean ± standard deviation for atmospheric
control, low and high pressure groups. Data from atmospheric controls was pooled (i.e. N =
6 repeats) and compared with low and high pressure groups (N = 3 repeats). Differences
between control and pressurised groups within and across cell type were analysed using
Tukey’s multiple comparison test.

A difference of p < 0.05 was considered statistically

significant.
All statistical analysis was performed using GraphPad Prism® statistical software (v 6.01)
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4.5

Results

4.5.1 Media pH
The pH of the serum‐free buffer free media was initially 7.0 ± 0.1. Table 4.5 shows that
following 24 h of culture in no‐gas‐exchange conditions, the cell‐free control showed a shift
to from pH 7.0 to 7.2. All MNP cell samples had lower media pH than the cell‐free control.
For the MNP cells under atmospheric control, there was a statistically significant decrease in
pH (p = 0.0357). While there were non‐significant increases pH for all the NC cell samples.
Table 4.5. Media pH following 24 h culture in no‐gas‐exchange conditions
Cell‐free

MNP

NC

Atmospheric control

7.2 ± 0.1

6.9 ± 0.2 *

7.3 ± 0.1

Low pressure

7.2 ± 0.1

6.9 ± 0.1

7.3 ± 0.2

High pressure

7.2 ± 0.1

7.0 ± 0.1

7.4 ± 0.1
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4.5.2 Cell viability
Figure 4.3 illustrates that the viability of both cell types across all conditions was ≥ 75%. For
MNP cells the mean viability was 89%, 88% and 75% for atmospheric control, low and high
pressure groups, respectively. The NC cell groups had a mean viability of 78%, 77% and 92%
for atmospheric control, low and high pressure groups, respectively. There was no
significant difference in viabilities in response to pressurisation for either cell type compared
to atmospheric control.

Figure 4.3. Viability of cells following hydrostatic pressure treatment.
Viability of MNP and NC cells under atmospheric control, low pressure and high pressure conditions. Data
presented as mean ± SD, N = 3‐6.
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4.5.3 Type of cell death
Figure 4.4 illustrates the percentage of apoptotic and necrotic cells in each condition.
Neither low, nor high pressure loading regimes had any effect on annexin V expression
levels in either cell type (Figure 4.4). Under atmospheric (control) conditions, the NC cell
fraction had a significantly greater percentage of necrotic cells than the MNP cell fraction.
High pressure significantly increased the number of necrotic cells in the MNP cell population
compared to atmospheric control, p = 0.021. There was no significant change in percentage
of necrotic cells for NC cells with either pressure treatment.

Figure 4.4. Type of cell death.
Percentage of apoptotic and necrotic cells in MNP and NC fractions under control, low pressure and high
pressure conditions. Data presented as mean ± SD, N= 3‐6.
* p ≤ 0.05 within cell type, # p ≤ 0.05 between cell type.
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4.5.4 Cell density
Initial cell seeding densities were 40 x 103 and 3.2 x 103 cells per bead for MNP and NC cell
fractions, respectively. Over the 24 hour culture period there was no significant change in
cell density per bead for either cell type following low or high pressure loading regimes
(Figure 4.5 A and B). These results indicate that neither MNP nor NC cells undergo
significant proliferation under pressurised culture conditions.

Figure 4.5. Cell density per bead.
A) MNP cells and B) NC cell number per bead under atmospheric control, low and high pressure loading
regimes. Data presented as mean ± SD, N= 3‐6.
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4.5.5 GAG /DNA
Change in GAG/DNA ratio was calculated relative to atmospheric controls. Following low
pressure loading, the MNP cell‐rich fraction had a significant 1.4 fold increase in GAG/DNA
ratio (p = 0.0250), while high pressure loading had no significant effect on GAG/DNA ratio
(Figure 4.6 A). Neither low nor high pressure loading significantly altered the NC cell rich
fraction GAG/DNA ratio (Figure 4.6B).

Figure 4.6. Change in GAG/DNA ratio.
Change in GAG/DNA ratio for A) MNP and B) NC cell‐rich fractions normalised to atmospheric control for low
and high pressure loading. Data presented as mean ± SD, N= 3.
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4.5.6 Immunocytochemistry
Cell–alginate beads were immunolabelled against vimentin and cytokeratin‐8 to examine
cell morphology and phenotype (Figure 4.7). Following pressurisation, both cell types
maintained their distinctive cell morphologies. MNP cells were seen as small individual
spherical cells which only expressed vimentin. NC cells were present as dense clusters which
expressed both vimentin and CK8. The cytoplasm of the NC cells was generally large and the
cells had an elongated shape.

Figure 4.7. Cytokeratin 8 and vimentin expression.
Merged immunofluorescent images of MNP and NC cells cultured in alginate beads for 24h under either
atmospheric control or low or high pressure loading regimes. Cells labelled against CK8 (red), vimentin (green)
and nuclei stained with Hoechst (blue). Scale bar = 25µm.
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For the MNP cell fraction, the level of cytokeratin‐8 expression ranged from 2.3 ‐ 2.7%. The
NC fraction contained 89%, 97% and 94% CK8‐positive cells for control, low and high
pressure groups, respectively (Figure 4.8). Neither low nor high pressure loading
significantly altered CK‐8 expression for either cell type.

Figure 4.8. Cytokeratin‐8 expression.
Percentage cytokeratin‐8 (CK8) positive cells in MNP and NC cell‐rich fractions under atmospheric control, low
and high pressure conditions. Data presented as mean ± SD, N= 3 – 6.
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4.5.7 Gene expression
For MNP cells, there was a non‐significant but general trend that low pressure increased
gene expression compared to high pressure for all genes except ADAMTS 5 (Figure 4.9 A‐H).
High pressure treatment resulted in a significant decrease in aggrecan gene expression for
MNP cells compared to atmospheric control, p = 0.0478, (Figure 4.9 C). Table of p‐values all
is presented in Appendix B.4
NC cells showed a more mixed pattern of expression with no obvious trend as a result of
pressure. There was no significant change in gene expression for any of the target genes
studied when comparing pressurised to atmospheric control or when comparing between
low to high pressure groups (Figure 4.10 I‐P). A table of all p‐values is presented in Appendix
B.4
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Figure 4.9. Relative fold‐change in gene expression for MNP (A‐H) and NC cells (I‐P).
Fold‐change compared to atmospheric control (Dotted line at y = 1 represents normalised control.). Data shown
represents the mean ± standard deviation of 3 biological repeats, with 6 discs in each repeat.
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4.6

Discussion

In this study, a custom‐built hydrostatic pressure rig was used to culture isolated MNP and
NC cells under dynamic hydrostatic pressure for 24 h. The two loading protocols were
designed to generate physiologically relevant mechanical stimulation. The low pressure
protocol (0.4 ‐ 0.8 MPa) was designed to mimic the magnitude and frequency of loads
experienced during walking, while the high pressure protocol (1.6 ‐ 2.4 MPa ) was designed
to mimic highest naturally occurring loads 76.
4.6.1 Cell metabolism
The pressure vessel was, by necessity, a closed air‐tight system, to maintain pressure.
Therefore, there was no gas exchange between the vessel and the surrounding air. As such,
the culture media was not buffered with NaHCO3 as the absence of CO2 would result in an
increase in pH. Starting culture media was made up at pH 7.0, however, a sealed cell‐free
control sample shifted from pH 7.0 to 7.2 after 24 h, suggesting that there is a baseline
change in media pH with time, most likely due to breakdown of media components. The
MNP cells caused an acid pH shift under all conditions; for the atmospheric MNP cell groups,
this decrease was statistically significant. All NC cell conditions caused a basic pH change in
the media, but the differences were not significantly different from the cell‐free control. The
differences are most likely a reflection of the difference in cell seeding density between the
two cell populations. All populations remained in the physiological normal range for disc
cells

62,63

. These results demonstrate that the buffer‐free media is suitable for the no‐gas‐

exchange conditions within the pressure vessel for limited time course experiments.
4.6.2 Viability and proliferation
Both MNP and NC cells had a viability of 75% or greater across all conditions. Neither low
nor high hydrostatic pressure had any significant effect on cell viability for either cell type.
However, there was an increase in necrotic cell death for MNP cells under high pressure;
this group also had the lowest viability. Together these findings suggest that high pressure
induces necrotic cells death, which may cause significant changes to cell viability over a
longer time course.
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While, studies have shown that notochordal cell conditioned media can protect MNP cells
from Fas‐L mediated apoptosis146, it is currently unknown if conditioned media can prevent
necrosis of MNP cells.
There was no measurable cell proliferation for either cell type under any condition,
suggesting that the culture system used was an appropriate model of the adult disc where
cells are non‐proliferating 184.
4.6.3 Matrix production
GAG/DNA ratios for MNP and NC cells were similar to day 1 levels presented in Chapter 3.
Low hydrostatic pressure loading resulted in a small but significant increase in MNP
GAG/DNA ratio, while high pressure loading had no significant effect. Neither loading
regime had a measurable effect on GAG/DNA ratio in the NC cell‐rich.
Real‐time PCR results showed that low pressure loading caused a non‐significant increase in
all genes for MNP cells compared to controls. While high pressure loading resulted in a
significant decrease in aggrecan gene expression compared to atmospheric controls. A study
by Neidlinger‐Wilke et al., used bovine and human NP cell populations (both MNP cell‐rich)
and exposed the cells to low (0.25 MPa) or high (2.5 MPa) for 30 min and also found non‐
significant increases with low pressure and significant decreases in aggrecan expression
following high pressure loading 86 . The study also showed a significant decrease in collagen
type II expression with high pressure; however, results in this chapter showed a non‐
significant decrease in collagen type II. Interestingly, Neidlinger‐Wilke et al. only loaded cells
for 30 minutes, yet they found a bigger reduction in anabolic gene expression than seen in
the present study with 24 h of loading, suggesting that the cells might be adapting to the
pressure over time. Alternatively, the presence of NC cells in the total NP population test by
Neidlinger‐Wilke et al. may have altered the outcome.
NC cells were unaffected by either high or low pressure regimes for any of the outcomes
measured in this study. A study by Kasra et al. indicated that NC cells may be more
responsive to frequency rather than magnitude85,197. This may explain why no response was
observed in this study, where only a change in loading magnitude was investigated.
Alternatively, the pericelluar environment may affect the cells ability to sense HP. Steward
et al. showed that the stiffness and topography of the encapsulating material alters the way
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in which bone marrow mesenchymal stem cells respond to hydrostatic pressure198,199. The
interaction appears to be mediated through integrins (α5β1)

199

. Almost all studies

investigating the effect of hydrostatic pressure on NC cells have used enzymatically digested
cells, while this study used NC cells with intact pericellular matrix. It is therefore possible
that the pericellular matrix is shielding the NC cells from sensing pressure. A study by
Purmessur et al. used porcine NP tissue (NC cell‐rich) and found no change in aggrecan or
collagen II gene expression following 8 days of 2h/day hydrostatic pressure treatment

83

.

However, they reported a dramatic change in tissue structure, with an increase in dense
proteoglycan‐rich matrix, accompanied with a decrease in the number of vacuolated cells 83.
This finding is contradictory to the hypothesis that NC cells produce a proteoglycan rich
matrix. A possible explanation for the lack of change in NC gene expression is that the NC
cells are responding to pressure with changes in expression of genes other than those
examined by Purmessur et al. or the current study. Additionally, loss of NC cells may only
occur as a secondary event following the matrix changes initiated by the MNP cells, this
would not have occurred in the current study of isolated cell populations.
4.6.4 Phenotypic markers
There was no observable change in cell phenotype for either cell type under either pressure
regime. The cells retained their distinct morphologies; NC cells were found in dense cell
clusters while MNP cell remained as single cells. The NC cell‐rich fractions contained ≥ 88%
CK8 positive under all conditions while MNP cell‐rich fractions were between 1‐3 %. There
was also no change in brachyury gene expression compared to controls for either cell type.
MNP brachury expression was barely detectable (ct = 37‐40) for all conditions suggesting
that the reading is likely to be from the small number of NC cells contaminating the MNP
cell fraction. These results suggest that NC cells are not undergoing differentiation in
response to loading regimes used in this study. However, the current study only examined
the response following 24 h of pressure; a relatively short time to detect cellular changes at
the protein level. However the loading regimes used were substantially longer than many
other studies that used either 30 min86 or 2 hour loading protocols84. A longer time course
might be required to detect a change in matrix composition, as seen in the study by
Purmessur et al. or in disc clamp studies 80,83,138.
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Overall, the results presented in this chapter indicate, that for MNP cells, high pressure
loading is detrimental to cell health and function with an increase in necrotic cell death and
a significant decrease in aggrecan gene expression. While low pressure may promote GAG
production. In contrast to the MNP cells, the NC cells did not significantly alter viability,
matrix gene expression or phenotype under either low or high pressure, suggesting that NC
cells are not responsive to hydrostatic pressure.
4.6.5 Future directions
Notochordal cell conditioned media has been shown to protect MNP cells from chemical
stress146. It would therefore be interesting to investigate if NCCM can protect MNP cells
from mechanical stress. Alternatively, since MNP cells and NC cells co‐exist in situ, it is
possible that the MNP cells could negatively influence the NC cells under high pressure
loading. Co‐culture experiments under high pressure loading would begin to investigate
these questions.
4.7

Conclusion

MNP cells responded to low magnitude dynamic hydrostatic pressure with a small but
significant increase in GAG content, while they responded to high hydrostatic pressure with
a significant decrease in aggrecan expression. This is in agreement with the hypothesis that
physiological

levels

of

mechanical

stimulation

increase

anabolic

factors

while

pathophysiological levels decrease anabolic factors. NC cells did not show any measurable
response to either low or high pressure, suggesting that NC cells are insensitive to the
hydrostatic pressure range and exposure times used in this study. These results suggest that
MNP and NC cells are functionally different and could explain the difference in disc
degeneration susceptibility between individuals and across species.
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Chapter 5
The effect of glucose deprivation and
high hydrostatic pressure on isolated
MNP and NC cells
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5.1

Introduction

Due to the avascular nature of the IVD, nutrients are transported in and metabolic waste
out, by both diffusion and convection. Most of the NP cells rely on nutrients supplied
through the cartilaginous endplates, while cells in the central AF depend on the peripheral
AF vasculature. The glucose concentration gradient in a healthy adult human disc ranges
from 5.5 mM at the endplates to 0.5 mM in the centre of the NP

56,57,200

. Glucose

concentration is primarily determined by the distance from capillaries; however, other
factors including endplate porosity can affect the glucose supply to the disc

201

and disc degeneration, endplates calcify and glucose concentrations decrease

. With age

56,201,202

. As

the vertebral column develops, the intersegmental arteries involute away from the IVDs and
into the vertebrae
loss of NC cells

203

203

. In humans, this reduction in blood supply to the disc coincides with

. Therefore it has been suggested that glucose deprivation is one of the

initiating factors for NC cell loss 201.
Guehring et al. measured energy consumption of NC cells from pigs and MNP cells from
cattle and found that porcine NC cells consumed twice as much glucose as the bovine MNP
cells, and that glucose deprivation decreased NC cell, but not MNP cell viability 204. They also
showed that the porcine endplate is more porous than the bovine endplate. Based on these
findings, the authors suggest that NC cells require more glucose to survive and only survive
in animals with porous endplates which can support the energy demand of these cells

204

.

This hypothesis is also supported by the observation that smaller animals, with shorter disc
diffusion distances, are more often associated with NC cell‐rich NP tissue 33,163.
In vivo, moderate exercise/motion in the disc increases solute transport
pressures or high loading rates decrease solute diffusion

58

205

, while high

. In degenerative disc disease,

high mechanical loading and a decrease in glucose supply often occur concurrently

56

.

Neidlinger‐Wilke et al. investigated the response of bovine NP cells to combined glucose
deprivation and high hydrostatic pressure and found a decrease in anabolic gene expression
as a result of glucose deprivation 194. However, hydrostatic pressure alone had no significant
effect of gene expression, suggesting that glucose deprivation is the key pathological
stimulus for MNP cells.
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Since the results presented in Chapter 4 showed that bovine NC and MNP cells responded
differently to high hydrostatic pressure, this chapter aimed to investigate the effect of
glucose deprivation and the effect of glucose deprivation combined with high hydrostatic
pressure on NC and MNP cells isolated from same IVD.
5.2

Aims

This chapter aimed to expose isolated NC and MNP cell‐rich fractions to 24 h of glucose
deprivation (0.55 mM) or glucose deprivation combined with high magnitude dynamic
hydrostatic pressure to test the hypothesis that glucose deprivation causes NC cell death
and decreases ECM production in MNP cells. Specifically, changes in cell viability,
proliferation, GAG and ECM gene expression as well as phenotypic markers were assessed.
5.3

Methods

The sources and catalogue numbers of all media components is detailed in Appendix A.
5.3.1 Glucose‐free, serum‐free, buffer‐free culture media
The base culture media was made using “No glucose” DMEM powder (Sigma‐Aldrich). The
media was supplemented with 100 units/mL penicillin/streptomycin, 0.5 mg/L fungizone, 85
µM ascorbate and 19 g/L mannitol.


For physiological normal/ control condition of 5.5 mM glucose, 1000 mg/L glucose
was added to the base media.



For the glucose‐deprived condition of 0.55 mM glucose, 100 mg/l glucose was added
to the base media.

Media pH was adjusted to 7.0 with HCl and sterilised by filtration. Source information for all
media components can be found in appendix A.
5.3.2 Isolation and culture of MNP and NC cell‐rich fractions
Primary NC cell clusters and isolated MNP cells were separated as described in Chapter 2,
section 2.3.5. The cell fractions from two caudal discs from three tails were pooled for each
experiment (i.e. n = 6 discs per experimental), for each of the three biological replicates (N =
3).

Following cell isolation, alginate‐cell beads were cultured in physiological media

(Chapter 2.3.4) at 37°C and 5% CO2 for 14h (overnight) to equilibrate. Cell‐free beads were
used as additional controls.
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The following day, the beads from each cell type were divided into two groups; control (5.5
mM glucose) and treatment groups as detailed to Table 5.1, with ~50 beads per group. Due
to limited cell numbers and there being only one pressure vessel, each experiment was
conducted on a separate occasion with a paired control (5.5 mM glucose atmospheric
pressure). The beads were placed in pouches filled with the appropriate media and sealed
as described in Chapter 4.3. The atmospheric pressure samples were placed in a 1L glass
bottle of 37°C water as described in Chapter 4.3.
Table 5.1 Summary of experimental conditions
Group
Control

Glucose
5.5 mM

Pressure
Atmospheric

Time (h)
24

High pressure

5.5 mM

Glucose deprivation

0.55 mM

0.2 MPa , static
+
1.6 ‐ 2.4 MPa , 1 Hz
Atmospheric

8
+
16
24

Glucose deprivation +
high pressure

0.55 mM

0.2 MPa , static
+
1.6 ‐ 2.4 MPa , 1 Hz

8
+
16

After the 24 h treatment period, the culture media was collected from the pouches using a
needle and syringe. The pH of the media was measured immediately, and the beads were
removed and processed for viability, proliferation (DNA content), GAG content, cytokeratin‐
8 protein expression, and ECM gene expression, as described in Chapters 2 and 3,
summarised below in Table 5.2. Cell‐free samples were used as additional controls for
media pH comparison and background subtraction in the GAG assay.
Table 5.2 . Assay conducted in this Chapter with reference to full experimental methods
Endpoint

Assay

Reference

Cell viability

Chapter 3.3.2

Cell proliferation

Healthy, Necrotic, Apoptotic &
live cell staining assay
SYBR DNA assay

GAG content

DMMB GAG assay

Chapter 3.3.3

Gene expression

qRT PCR

Chapter 3.3.5

Cytokeratin 8 expression

Immunocytochemistry

Chapter 3.3.4
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5.3.3 Statistical analysis
Data from the high hydrostatic pressure group (Chapter 4) was used as the 5.5 mM glucose
control to compare against the 0.5 mM + HP group in this chapter.
GAG measurements were normalised to DNA content within each sample to give GAG/DNA
(µg/ng) ratio. GAG/DNA was then normalised to the atmospheric control, i.e. each
pressurised sample was normalised to its paired atmospheric control sample ((Treatment –
control)/control + 1) to calculate relative change. Mean relative change was then calculated
from the 3 biological repeats and statistical significance was tested compared to control
using a one‐sample t‐test, differences between treatment groups were compared using
Sidak’s multiple comparisons test.
Gene expression data was analysed using the Livak et al. 2‐ΔΔ Ct method where target gene
expression is normalised to averaged reference gene expression (r18s + YWHAZ/2) and
normalised again to the paired atmospheric control, to allow the data to be expressed as
fold‐change from control (i.e. expression relative to atmospheric control level, y = 1).
Differences between treatment groups were compared using Sidak’s multiple comparisons
test.
For all other assays, data is expressed as mean ± standard deviation for each group. Data
from 5.5 mM glucose atmospheric controls was pooled (N = 9) and compared with 0.55 mM
glucose atmospheric pressure, 0.55 mM + HP and 5.5 mM + HP groups (N = 3). Differences
between control and pressurised groups within and across cell type were analysed using
Tukey’s multiple comparison test.

A difference of p < 0.05 was considered statistically

significant. A complete list of all comparisons and p‐values is presented in Appendix B.5.
All statistical analysis was performed using GraphPad Prism® statistical software (v 6.01)
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5.4

Results

5.4.1 Media pH
Initial media pH was 7.0 ± 0.5 for both 5.5 mM and 0.55 mM glucose media. Following 24
hours in the no‐gas‐exchange environment of the pressure vessel, pH levels in the
unbuffered media showed a slight acid shift for MNP cell samples. For the MNP cells under
atmospheric pressure in both 5.5 mM and 0.55 mM glucose media , there was a statistically
significant decrease in pH, p = 0.014 for both conditions. NC cell samples had a slight basic
shift in media pH, however, none of the groups were statistically significantly different from
the cell free control, and glucose concentration had no effect. All pH values remained
within the physiological range.

Table 5.3 Effect of glucose conc. and pressurisation on media pH from MNP and NC cells.
Glucose conc.

Pressure

Cell‐free

MNP

NC

5.5 mM

Atmospheric

7.2 ± 0.2

6.8 ± 0.05 *

7.2 ± 0.2

0.55 mM

Atmospheric

7.2 ± 0.2

6.8 ± 0.2 *

7.1 ± 0.1

5.5 mM

High pressure

7.2 ± 0.2

7.0 ± 0.1

7.4 ± 0.1

0.55 mM

High pressure

7.2 ± 0.2

7.0 ± 0.1

7.3 ± 0.1

Values represent mean ± SD, N= 3 ‐ 9
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5.4.2 Cell viability
MNP cell viability ranged from 75% to 91% across all conditions (Figure 5.1 A). NC cells
showed greater variability, ranging from 63% in the 0.55 mM group to 92% in the 5.5 mM
+HP group (Figure 5.1 B). Despite these fluctuations, neither glucose concentration, nor high
pressure had a statistically significant effect on cell viability for either MNP or NC cells
compared to control conditions.

Figure 5.1 Cell viability
Viability of A) MNP and B) NC cells cultured in 5.5 mM glucose, 0.55 mM glucose, 5.5 mM + high pressure and
0.55 mM + high pressure . Data presented as mean ± SD, N ≥ 3 biological repeats (6 discs in each repeat).
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5.4.3 Type of cell death
Both MNP and NC cells were susceptible to apoptotic and necrotic cell death. The incidence
of both apoptotic and necrotic cells was highly variable across replicates. Within each cell
type, necrotic and apoptotic death occurred at a similar incidence across all conditions.
Glucose concentration with or without high pressure had no effect on the incidence of
apoptosis or necrosis for either cell type (Figure 5.2).

Figure 5.2 Type of cell death.
Percentage of apoptotic and necrotic cells for A) MNP cell‐rich and B) NC cell‐rich fractions. Cells cultured in 5.5
mM glucose, 0.55 mM glucose, 5.5 mM + high pressure and 0.55 mM + high pressure conditions. Data
presented as mean ± SD, N ≥ 3 biological repeats (with 6 discs in each repeat).
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5.4.4 Cell density
Initial cell seeding densities were 40 x 103 and 3.2 x 103 cells per bead for MNP and NC cell
fractions, respectively. Over the 24 hour culture period, there was no significant change in
cell density per bead for either cell type following glucose deprivation or glucose deprivation
combined with high hydrostatic pressure (Figure 5.3.).

Figure 5.3 Cell density per bead.
Cell number per bead for MNP and NC cells in 5.5 mM glucose, 0.55 mM glucose, 5.5 mM + high pressure and
0.55 mM + high pressure conditions. Data presented as mean ± SD, N≥3 biological repeats (with 6 discs in
each repeat).
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5.4.5 GAG/DNA
Total GAG content was measured using a DMMB assay and normalised to DNA content for
each sample. Change in GAG/DNA ratio was calculated relative to 5.5 mM atmospheric
controls. MNP cells under 5.5mM glucose and HP showed very variable GAG/DNA ratios
however, neither glucose deprivation alone nor glucose deprivation + high hydrostatic
pressure had any statistically significant effect on GAG/DNA ratio for either cell type.

Figure 5.4 GAG/DNA ratios.
Normalised GAG/DNA ratios for MNP and NC cells cultured in 5.5 mM glucose, 0.55 mM glucose, 5.5 mM +
high pressure and 0.55 mM + high pressure conditions. Data presented as mean ± SD, N≥3 biological repeats
(with 6 discs in each repeat).
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5.4.6 Immunocytochemistry
Glucose deprivation had no obvious effect of cell morphology. NC cells were still found in
clusters expressing both vimentin and CK8, while the MNP cells remained as single cells
expressing vimentin only (Figure 5.5).

Figure 5.5. Cytokeratin 8 and vimentin expression.
Merged immunofluorescent images of MNP and NC cells in vitro after 24 h in 5.5 mM glucose, 0.55 mM
glucose, 5.5 mM + high pressure and 0.55 mM + high pressure conditions. Labelled against CK8 (red), vimentin
(green) and nuclei stained with Hoechst (blue). Scale bar = 40µm.
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A small number of contaminating CK8 positive cells were found in all MNP groups, 2‐3 %
across all conditions. The NC cell fractions had an incidence of 82% ‐ 91%, 82%, CK8 positive
cells (Figure 5.6). Neither glucose deprivation nor high pressure had an effect on CK8
expression levels for either cell type.

Figure 5.6. Cytokeratin 8 expression
Percentage CK 8 positive MNP and NC cells cultured in 5.5 mM glucose, 0.55 mM glucose, 5.5 mM + high
pressure and 0.55 mM + high pressure conditions. Data presented as mean ± SD, N ≥ 3 biological repeats (with
6 discs in each repeat).
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5.4.7 Gene expression
Figure 5.7 A‐H, illustrates the fold‐change in expression of each gene of interest in response
to glucose deprivation (0.55 mM), glucose deprivation combined with high pressure and
normal glucose (5.5 mM ) combined with high pressure for the MNP cells relative to paired
atmospheric controls.
MNP cells showed no change in gene expression as a result of glucose deprivation alone.
However, in combination with high hydrostatic pressure, there was a significant decrease in
the expression of collagen type II (p = 0.0274), aggrecan (p = 0.0251), and a highly significant
decrease in ADAMTS‐5 expression (p = 0.0087) compared to control (5.5 mM glucose
atmospheric pressure). Collagen II and ADAMTS 5 expression in the 0.55 mM plus high
pressure group was significantly lower compared with the 0.55 mM glucose atmospheric
pressure group.
Figure 5.7 I–P illustrates the fold‐change in gene expression for NC cells under glucose‐
deprived and glucose deprivation combined with high pressure, relative to paired controls.
The 0.55 mM glucose atmospheric group, NC cells showed a significant decrease TIMP‐1
expression compared to control (p = 0.0198). However, in the combined glucose deprivation
and high hydrostatic pressure group, TIMP‐1 expression levels returned to control levels. A
complete list of comparisons and p‐values in presented is Appendix B.5.
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Figure 5.7 Relative fold‐change in gene expression for MNP (A‐H) and NC cells (I‐P).
Fold‐change compared to paired controls (Dotted line at y = 1 represents normalised control). Data shown
represents the mean ± standard deviation of 3 biological repeats, with 6 discs in each repeat * p <0.05
compared to control, # p < 0.05 between groups.
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5.5

Discussion

In this study, isolated MNP and NC cell‐rich fractions were cultured in media containing
physiological relevant glucose concentrations56,57,63. The control condition was 5.5 mM,
representing the upper limit of the glucose concentration range in a healthy adult human
disc, while the glucose‐deprived condition was 0.55 mM to represent the lower range, as
used by previous studies57,63,194. Cells were also cultured under high hydrostatic pressure
combined with glucose deprivation to investigate the interaction of these two pathological
stimuli.
5.5.1 Cell metabolism, viability and proliferation
The MNP cell‐rich fraction caused a decrease in media pH (more acidic) compared to NC
cells media and the cell‐free control media. However, it remained within the physiological
range for the disc (i.e. pH 6.3 ‐ 7.3). It is possible that if the culture period was extended this
may have decreased further and influenced cell viability. In the current study, neither media
from MNP nor NC cell cultures was significantly affected by glucose deprivation or
hydrostatic pressure.
MNP cells had high viability under all conditions. NC cell viability was more variable, falling
to 63% for the 0.55 mM glucose condition; however this was a non‐significant decrease
compared to control. Guehring et al. found significantly decreased NC cell viability at
glucose concentrations ≤ 0.5 mM but only after 3 days of exposure. Additionally, Guehring
et al. studied isolated NC cells, where the disruption of the clusters could have also altered
cell metabolism174. Bibby et al. 2004 reported a glucose‐dependent decrease in cell viability
in bovine NP cells after 24 h, when cultured in pH ≤ 6.7. Since the NC cells in this study were
cultured in slightly basic (pH 7.2) media, it would be interesting to investigate if increasing
pH would increase the incidence of cell death for NC cells.
5.5.2 Matrix expression
Consistent with the results presented in Chapters 3 and 4, NC cells were associated with
significantly more GAG than MNP cells. Neither cell type exhibited an altered GAG/DNA
ratio under 0.55 mM glucose or 0.55 mM glucose + high pressure conditions. Real‐time PCR
results showed that glucose deprivation alone had no effect on MNP gene expression
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compared to controls. However, the combination of glucose deprivation and hydrostatic
pressure significantly reduced the expression of collagen type II, aggrecan and ADAMTS 5.
These results follows on from the data presented in Chapter 4, where collagen II was non‐
significantly decreased while aggrecan expression was significantly decreased in response to
high hydrostatic pressure.
The results of the current study conflict with the findings by Neidlinger‐Wilke et al., who
also investigated the response of bovine NP cells to glucose deprivation (0.5 mM) and
combined glucose deprivation and high hydrostatic pressure (2.5 MPa)

194

. They found a

decrease in aggrecan, collagen I and collagen II gene expression as a result of glucose
deprivation, and no significant changes in response to hydrostatic pressure

194

. These

findings contradicted their previous study in 2006, where high pressure loading in 5.5 mM
glucose induced a significant decrease in both aggrecan and collagen II gene expression86.
However, a major difference between the two studies was that the pressure system was
different, i.e. in 2006, Neidlinger‐Wilke et al.86 used media filled soft plastic pouches,
whereas in 2012, Neidlinger‐Wilke et al. 194 used a hard plastic syringe to house the alginate
beads. It is possible that the pressure applied to the fluid outside the syringe was not
sufficiently transferred to the inside of the syringe; therefore the cells did not experience
sufficient pressure to generate a response.
Real‐time PCR results from the NC cells‐rich fraction found that under 0.55 mM glucose
conditions, TIMP‐1 expression was significantly decreased compared to controls. However,
in the 0.55 mM + high pressure group TIMP‐1 expression was unchanged from controls. All
other genes remained unaffected under 0.55 mM glucose alone and 0.55 mM + high
pressure conditions.
In vivo, cyclic low rate loading increases fluid flow and solute transport into the disc 205. It is
possible that the oscillating hydrostatic pressure condition used in this study increased
glucose diffusion into the NC clusters, increasing the availability of glucose to the cells
compared to the atmospheric controls.
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5.5.3 Phenotypic markers
There was no observable change in cell phenotype for either cell type under either the 0.55
mM glucose or the 0.55 mM glucose + high pressure condition. The cells retained their
distinct morphologies; NC cells were found in dense cell clusters while MNP cell remained as
single cells. The NC cell fractions were ≥ 82% CK8 positive under all conditions while MNP
cell fractions were between 1‐3 %. There was no change in brachyury gene expression
compared to controls for either cell type under either 0.55 mM glucose or 0.55 mM + HP
conditions.
These results suggest that NC cells are not undergoing differentiation in response to glucose
deprivation. However, this study only examined the response following 24 hours of glucose
deprivation and further studies with longer culture periods are required.
Overall, this study found that glucose deprivation alone did not affect MNP viability, ECM
production or phenotype. However, glucose deprivation appears to have had an additive
effect with high hydrostatic pressure.
The response of the NC cells was more complex, with glucose deprivation alone having a
slight negative effect, decreasing viability and significantly decreasing the expression of the
anti‐catabolic gene TIMP‐1. In contrast, the combination of 0.55 mM glucose plus high
pressure appeared to have no effect of NC cells. Further studies are needed to confirm the
long term detrimental effects of glucose deprivation on NC cells reported by Guehring et al.
204

. Alternatively, the correlation between endplate porosity and NC cell survival may be

due to the availability of other nutrients such as oxygen or glutamine or growth factors such
as BMPs 206‐208.
Hydrostatic pressure has been shown to reduce glucose uptake in chondrocytes by
inhibiting glucose transporter (GLUT) function

209

. However, osmotic pressure has been

shown to increase glucose uptake in a number of other cell types including; skeletal
muscle210, hepatocytes211 and adipocytes212. GLUT1 and GLUT4 are hypothesized to be
regulated by osmotic pressure213. GLUT1 is known to be highly expressed in both the rat and
human NP60,214, and has been shown to increase in the early stage of disc degeneration214.
However, no studies to date have specifically examined differences between MNP and NC
cells. High glucose has also been shown to induce apoptosis in NC cells. Therefore, further
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investigations into the environmental conditions which are conducive to maintaining NC cell
phenotype are required to understand the relationship between glucose and mechanical
stress.
5.5.4 Future directions
To further investigate the role of nutrient deprivation on NC cell viability and behaviour,
longer time course experiments are required. A number of additional factors have been
shown to influence MNP cell metabolism including pH and oxygen concentration. Studying
the role of these factors on NC cell metabolism would provide a better understanding of
how endplate porosity may affect NC viability. In vivo, bovine NC cells are found in the
centre of the NP underneath the notochordal notch in the cartilaginous endplate. Guehring
et al. did not consider the presence of NC cells in bovine discs and only showed a small area
of bovine endplate. It would be interesting to examine the porosity of the bovine endplate
across all regions to see if porosity correlates with the associated cell type. Additionally,
characterising the expression of glucose transporters and HIF family of transcription factors
in MNP and NC cells could reveal the mechanism behind NC cell glucose sensitivity.
5.6

Conclusions

For MNP cells, glucose deprivation and mechanical stress had an additive effect,
exacerbating the decrease in anabolic gene expression. NC cells showed some sensitivity to
glucose deprivation alone, but this response was not observed when the cells were
subjected to dynamic hydrostatic pressure. This suggests that NC cells are more resistant to
both nutrient deprivation and mechanical stress which may explain why animals that retain
NC cells do not develop disc degeneration.
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6.1

Motivation

Over the past 15 years there has been increasing interest in the role of NC cells in disc
development, health and disease6‐8,28,33,178,179,182. Previously, humans were believed to lose
all their NC cells by age 10 215, however recent studies have now shown that humans retain
a small population of NC cells throughout life 9,10. While there is mounting evidence that NC
cells differentiate into MNP cells

131,137,28,133

,there is substantial evidence that NC cells are

not merely an embryonic remnant, but instead have a distinct function in the adult
intervertebral disc and co‐exist with MNP cells in the NP for many decades 10,140,147,168.
Despite the correlation between NC‐rich NP tissue and proteoglycan‐rich NP tissue, previous
studies investigating phenotypic differences between NC and MNP cells have failed to find
consistent differences in ECM expression between the two cell types

140,142,216

. However,

these studies have all used cells isolated from different animals, adding genetic variation.
Also, these studies have suffered from a lack of NC‐specific markers, mainly relying on cell
morphology. In bovine IVDs, cytokeratin‐8 and brachyury have been identified as robust NC
markers 130, therefore in the current study these were both used to determine cell type.
6.2

Aims

The aim of this thesis was to understand the phenotypic and functional differences between
NC and MNP cells. The first objective was to develop a procedure which allowed NC and
MNP cells to be isolated from the same disc while preserving the NC‐cell clusters. Bovine
discs were used because they are similar to human discs in size, matrix and cell type
composition. Many factors can initiate the onset of disc degeneration; mechanical stress
80,217

and nutrient deprivation56,204 have been identified as key pathological stimuli. In vivo

NP cells are exposed to dynamic hydrostatic pressure ranging from 0.2‐3 MPa 76. Therefore
the second objective was to investigate how each cell type responds to mechanical stress. A
hydrostatic pressure vessel was designed and built in collaboration with the Faculty of
Engineering (University of Auckland) to expose cells to physiological (low) and
pathophysiological (high) dynamic hydrostatic pressure. Since there is also mounting
evidence that with age, the cartilaginous endplates become calcified. Thus thus decreasing
glucose diffusion into the disc; co‐morbidities such as diabetes increase this process67.
Glucose deprivation has also been reported to increase NC cell death more than MNP cell
death in vitro.

204

. Therefore, the final objective of this study was to examine how NC and
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MNP cells responded to glucose deprivation alone and in combination with high pressure
loading.
6.3

Summary of findings

Initial histological staining on transverse sections of a bovine caudal disc revealed a region in
the centre of the NP containing cells in dense clusters (Figure 2.4). The matrix around these
cells was discontinuous with the surrounding NP matrix. Immunohistochemical analysis
revealed that these cell clusters expressed both vimentin and cytokeratin‐8 and were
therefore determined to be NC cells. The surrounding single cells were only positive for
vimentin and were embedded in a dense homogenous matrix (Figure 2.4). These were
deemed the MNP cell population. When the whole NP tissue was enzymatically digested
and the isolated cells immunolabelled and counted, CK8 positive cells accounted for 8% of
all the NP cells, in agreement with the findings from Gilson et al.

130

. By mechanically

digesting the tissue, intact NC cell clusters were isolated from the surrounding NP tissue
(Figure 2.9). The remaining tissue was then enzymatically digested to isolate the MNP cells.
This sequential procedure allowed isolation of both cell types from the same disc while also
allowing NC cell clusters to remain intact, a feature believed to be important in NC
phenotype stability

172,173

. The isolation procedure did not produce 100% pure cell

populations; but instead produced NC and MNP cell‐rich fractions which were ≥ 89% pure.
Both cells types retained their distinctive in situ morphology in vitro; the NC cells were
spindle shaped cells clustered together with a pericellular matrix, while MNP cells were
small singular spherical cells (Figure 2.9).
The isolated MNP and NC cells were cultured in 3D alginate beads in iso‐osmotic media for 7
days. On day 1, the NC cell‐rich fraction was associated with 20 times more GAG than the
MNP cell fraction. This associated GAG was most likely due in part to the pericellular matrix
which was observed around the NC cell clusters following extraction. The NC cell‐rich
fraction had significantly higher brachyury and aggrecan gene expression than MNP cells on
day 1. After 7 days in culture, brachyury expression was still significantly higher in the NC
cell fraction. However, aggrecan expression significantly decreased, whereas the GAG/DNA
ratio had increased significantly by day 7. In contrast, in the MNP cell‐rich fraction, the
GAG/DNA ratio remained unchanged over the entire 7 day culture period.
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Both cell types retained their distinctive morphologies and there was no significant change
in the percentage of CK8‐positive cells in either cell fraction after 7 days in vitro (Figure 3.5).
These results show that NC cells produce more proteoglycan than MNP cells and that the
phenotypes are stable at the protein level for both cell types in vitro for up to 7 days. These
findings support the hypothesis that NC cells are primarily responsible for the production of
a proteoglycan‐rich matrix. The findings also reinforce the hypothesis that the cluster
configuration is important in the maintenance of NC phenotype in vitro. There was no
significant death or proliferation in either cell population over the culture period suggesting
that the culture conditions sufficiently simulated the in situ healthy adult disc environment.
To investigate functional differences between MNP and NC cells, the isolated cell‐rich
fractions were cultured under both low and high range dynamic hydrostatic pressure for 24
hours in a custom built chamber. The pressure ranges used were designed to mimic
physiologically relevant loads: the low pressure regime was intended to approximate the
forces generated during walking, while the high pressure regime was at the upper limit of
physiological loads

76

. Neither the low nor high pressure loading regime had a significant

effect on cell viability, phenotypic markers, or GAG production for either cell type. MNP cells
responded to high pressure with a significant decrease in aggrecan gene expression (Figure
4.9). In contrast, there was no measurable change in gene expression in response to either
low or high magnitude pressurisation compared to atmospheric controls in the NC cell‐rich
fraction (Figure 4. 9). The results from the MNP cells were in agreement with the work of
Niedlinger‐Wilke et al., who studied the combined NP cell population from bovine discs
under similar loading and culture conditions and reported that high pressure loading
resulted in decreased aggrecan and collagen II gene expression86. The findings relating to
NC cell behaviour in this study do not support the hypothesis that NC cells are more
susceptible to mechanical stress than MNP cells80,139.
The effect of glucose deprivation alone, and combined with high hydrostatic pressure was
examined. NC cells showed some evidence of increased cell death, and a significant
decrease in gene expression of the anti‐catabolic factor TIMP‐1 in response to glucose
deprivation alone. However, this response was not observed under the combined glucose
deprivation and high pressure loading regime. Glucose deprivation alone had no effect on
MNP cells, however the combination of glucose deprivation and high pressure loading
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resulted in significant decreases in aggrecan, collagen II and ADAMTS 5 gene expression.
These results indicate that for MNP cells, glucose deprivation exacerbates the effects of
mechanical stress. Aggrecan and collagen type II were both abundantly expressed while
ADAMTS 5, a catabolic factor had a low level of expression in MNP cells, therefore the
overall effect would be a decrease in anabolic matrix components.
In summary, this study was the first to examine the functional differences between MNP
and NC cells isolated from the same animal. The results indicate that NC cells produced
more proteoglycans than MNP cells, and appear to be resistant to mechanical stress. MNP
cells produced relatively less proteoglycans initially and were negatively affected by high
magnitude pressure and glucose deprivation increased this response. These two findings
could explain why animals which retain NC cells have a more proteoglycan‐rich discs and do
additionally are less prone to disc degeneration. The findings suggest that regenerating the
NC cell population should be a therapeutic target; however a better understanding of
factors required for NC phenotype maintenance is needed.
6.4

Limitations of the current study

6.4.1 Pericellular matrix
One of the main advantages of this study was that the NC cells were isolated with their
pericellular matrix (PCM) intact, retaining cellular and pericellular microarchitecture.
However, enzymatic digestion was required to isolate the MNP cells, meaning that most, if
not all the PCM was stripped from these cells. One disadvantage of this model was that the
pericellular matrix interfered with the GAG assay for the NC cells, producing a high baseline
reading. PCM has been shown by Rastogi et al. 172, Spillekom et al. 72 and Hunter et al. 167 to
be important in NC viability and phenotypic stability. However, no investigations on the
effects of PCM on the MNP cell phenotype exist. In chondrocytes, the PCM shields cells from
compression‐induced death218. Allowing the MNP cells to regenerate their PCM in vitro may
alter how the MNP cells respond to pressure.
In the current study, alginate gel was used to create a 3D culture environment. Since
alginate is a polyanionic molecule, it can react with the cationic dye DMMB used in the GAG
assay. To overcome this interference, this study used acidic DMMB219 and digests from cell‐
free beads for background subtraction. Alternative methods such as radiolabelled sulphur
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(35S) incorporation or an enzyme‐linked lectin assay (ELLA) could produce more robust data,
being more sensitive to small differences in GAG production in the MNP cells. Alternatively,
using a different scaffold material such as agarose would have eliminated the problem of
interference.
Nevertheless, the increase in GAG/DNA ratio for the NC cells fraction was substantial (30
µg/ng) from day 1 to day 7, supporting the hypothesis that NC cells are responsible for
proteoglycan‐rich ECM associated with a healthy NP.
A different culture/ scaffold material may have altered how the cells responded to pressure,
as it has been reported that mesenchymal cells encapsulated in fibrin hydrogels increased
GAG production in respond to high hydrostatic pressure, while those encapsulated in
agarose showed no changed in GAG198. These findings indicate that cell attachment and
interactions can modulate the response to mechanical stimuli 198. The complex modulus of a
healthy (Thompson grade 1) human disc is between 7‐21 kPa 220. While the specific modulus
of NC–rich nucleus pulposus is currently unknown, substrate stiffness below 1 kPa has been
shown to promote cell clustering and GAG synthesis in NC cells

221

. This relationship is

further modulated by substrate composition, laminin has been shown to promote a NC
phenotype whereas collagen promotes a more fibroblastic / AF phenotype 221. Alginate gel
at concentrations of 1‐2 % has a complex modulus between 1‐ 50 kPa depending on
polymerisation conditions; making it a suitable match for in situ NP substrate stiffness.
However cell attachment to alginate is poor 222, thus enriching the alginate gel with laminin
may improve the phenotypic stability of both cell types and provide a more physiological
microenvironment in which to assess the cellular response to mechanical stimuli.
6.4.2 Cell populations and phenotypic markers
The two cell populations generated by the isolation procedure were not 100% pure;
therefore some of the gene expression observed in this study could have originated from
the contaminating cells. In particular, the low level of brachyury expression in the MNP
fraction could indicate that they are of NC lineage as proposed by Minogue et al 131, or may
be from contaminating NC cells in the preparation. In situ hybridisation would allow a
thorough investigation into MNP cell brachyury expression in their native environment

223

.

In the present study, CK8 (ICC) and brachyury (gene expression) were used as phenotypic
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markers of NC cells. However there are a number of other markers which could have been
investigated, including HIF 1‐α, and CD24179. CK8 was selected since it is a cytoskeletal
protein that is more abundant and therefore yielded more robust and reliable staining than
CD24 receptor staining (data not shown).
Similarly, we focused on aggrecan, collagen I, collagen II, Link protein N, TIMP 1, ADAMTS 5,
and MMP 3, as key anabolic and catabolic components of the ECM based on previous
literature.

However, the use of methods such as cDNA microarray analysis or next

generation sequencing, would have allowed the examination of the complete expression
profile of each cell‐rich fraction131. Unfortunately budget constraints prohibited the use of
this approach.
6.4.3 Oxygen
While the oxygen concentration in the disc at rest is low, in vivo changes in disc pressure
that occur during daily activity would alter oxygen diffusion into the disc. Increasing
pressure increases the level of dissolved oxygen in the disc tissue

58

. The pressure vessel

used in the present study was a sealed hydraulic system, therefore no gas exchange with
the atmosphere was possible during the experiment. The oxygen concentration in the water
of pressure vessel and the control vessel was consistent at 6 mg/L (Appendix E). This is
equivalent to the dissolved oxygen in water with 20% atmospheric oxygen at 0.1 MPa or 1%
atmospheric oxygen under 2 MPa pressure (calculation details in Appendix E). In the current
study, the oxygen concentrations were the same in the control and pressurized groups and
therefore were not considered to be an additional variable.
To investigate the effect of oxygen on cell behaviour combined with pressurisation, one
would need to use a gas‐filled pressurisation vessel, such as used by Hutton et al.81
However, due to the potential energy stored in compressed gas, such a system is potentially
more dangerous than the system used in this study. Alternatively, the amount of dissolved
oxygen could be depleted from a water‐filled vessel by nitrogen displacement; however, this
would potentially introduce gas pockets (bubbles) into the vessel, which would prevent
pressure generation in the hydraulic system.
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6.4.4 Length of experiment
In the current study, we exposed cells to dynamic hydrostatic pressure for 24 hours. This
was a longer treatment than in other in vitro hydrostatic pressure studies in which cells
were loaded for 30 min86,194 or 2 hours84. However it is much shorter than most in vivo disc
clamp‐type experiments, with typical experiment length of 28 days. While Purmessur et al.
reported some evidence of differentiation of NC’s to MNP’s after 2 hours of pressurisation83,
24 hours is still a relatively short time in which to see changes in protein expression or cell
differentiation31,224,225. Longer culture times under high pressure and glucose deprivation
may have revealed chronic effects that would occur in vivo, such as more cell death or
evidence of NC cell differentiation.

However, long term culture in a closed vessel is

technically very challenging. In the current study, there was a decrease in media pH in the
MNP cell‐rich fractions following just 24 hours of treatment; with longer experiments, this is
likely to become significant. Therefore, media would need to be changed frequently, which
would require the vessel to be depressurised to be opened, thus disrupting the loading
regime. The pouches would need to be cut open to replace media and then resealed,
increasing the chance of infection. Additionally, the alginate beads are fragile and frequent
handling can destroy them. Therefore, longer term culture would require a redesign of the
current system to accommodate media changes.
However, the current system is suitable for studying pathways of mechanotransduction and
the acute effects of mechanical stimulation. Additionally, the current system would be
suited to studying the effect of impact loading/acute trauma on cells, to mimic impacts that
occur in car accidents or falls.
6.5

Future directions

The present study has revealed functional differences between MNP and NC cells which are
cell‐type dependent and are not due to species or age variation. While the findings are in
line with past literature for MNP cells 86, the findings in this thesis relating to NC cells are
not. The literature suggests that high pressure should result in NC cell death or
differentiation into MNP cells80,83, yet the current study found no evidence to support this
hypothesis. However the experimental time course was short, and longer experiments may
reveal changes in cell viability or phenotype. Additionally, there are a number of different
avenues which could be explored to further our understanding of the role of NC cells in the
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adult disc, including mechanisms of mechanotransduction, the characteristics of the NC
pericellular matrix, the role of other nutrients in NC viability, and the bidirectional signalling
between NC and MNP cells.
6.5.1 Mechanical stimuli
Hydrostatic pressure is the predominant ,but not the only, mechanical stimulus which NP
cells are exposed to in vivo. Wang et al. have proposed that NC cells may respond to fluid
shear rather than pressure as they found the rat NP (NC‐rich) cells responded to unconfined
but not confined compression226. Confined compression is equivalent to pressure, while
unconfined compression has a component of fluid shear. This hypothesis could be
investigated by using the cell model developed in this study and comparing paired cell
cultures exposed to hydrostatic pressure and fluid shear in a flow chamber.
6.5.1.1 Mechanisms of mechotransduction
The mechanisms by which cells sense mechanical stimuli are only partially understood. In
chondrocytes, a number of receptors and cell surface proteins have been proposed as
mechanosensors, including the transient receptor potential vanilloid channel (TRPV) family,
connexin 43227, P2 receptors228 and integrins229. Additionally, the cytoskeleton itself is
believed to play a role, with both the microtubular network
shown to be mechanosensitive

231‐234

230

and the primary cilium

. Primary cilia are to be involved in the sensing of

compression and fluid flow across a number of cell types235. In the trabecular meshwork of
the eye, the TRPV4 channels localised to the primary cilia are responsible for sensing
pressure236. TRPV4 has also been shown to mediate chondrocyte response to swelling and
compression237,238. The distribution of TRPV4 receptors and primary cilia in the nucleus
pulposus is currently unknown.
The presence of functional mechano‐receptors on NC cells is currently unknown. Hunter et
al. showed that NC cells are connected by functional gap‐junctions (Cx43), however the
presence of the mechanosensitive Cx 43 hemichannel was not described167.

Integrin

receptors have been shown to be important in NP mechanosensation, specifically the α5β1
receptor239. Blocking the α5β1 receptor with RGD (arg‐Gly‐Asp) peptide attenuated
compression‐induced catabolic gene expression

239

. However, not all NP cells express the

α5β1 receptor. Nettles et al. 240 and Chen et al.

241

reported differences in integrin subunit
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expression between human and porcine NP tissue, with human (MNP‐rich) tissue being rich
in α5 subunits, while porcine NP tissue (NC cell‐rich) expressed α6 subunits 240,241. Since α6
subunits are not known to be mechanosensitive, the difference in integrin expression may
be responsible for the absence of NC cell mechanosensation.
Since the integrin expression profile in bovine discs is currently unknown, the model
developed in this thesis would be an excellent model to test whether integrin subunit
expression is cell‐type or species‐dependent.
6.5.2 The pericellular matrix
The pericellular matrix (PCM) may play multiple roles in NC and MNP cell behaviour. The
PCM has been reported to protect chondrocytes from strain218. To examine the role of the
PCM on MNP cells, cells could be cultured for several days to regenerate their PCM and then
examined for their response to pressure. Alternatively, enzymatically digesting the PCM of
the NC cell clusters may make them more susceptible to mechanical stress.
The NC cell matrix has been shown to be important for maintaining the NC phenotype.
Spillekom et al. 72 and Rastogi et al. 172 cultured NC cell clusters for 28 days and found that
the phenotype was stable in culture. Potier et al. 242 used singular NC cells and found a loss
of phenotype with time in culture. Together this data suggests that both maintenance of cell
clusters and culturing in isosmotic conditions (400 mOsm media) is important for NC
phenotype stability. However, little is known about the protein composition of the NC PCM.
Laminins are emerging as an important component of the NP matrix and particularly the NC
PCM, supporting NC cell‐matrix attachment and cell proliferation241,243. Understanding the
composition of the PCM could lead to the development of new tissue culture materials
capable of maintaining the NC phenotype in monolayer culture, or the development of
scaffolds for tissue engineering approaches. The PCM could be analysed using matrix‐
assisted laser desorption ionization (MALDI) as a mass spectrometry imaging technology to
enable visualization of the spatial distribution and concentration of proteins 244.
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6.5.3 Nutrition
6.5.3.1 Porosity across the endplate
Guehring et al. reported that porcine and bovine cartilaginous endplates differ in porosity,
with porcine discs having larger pores204. They hypothesised that larger pores sustain the NC
cells which consume more glucose than the MNP cells204. However, Guehring et al. only
showed a small area of each endplate, while a recent study by Boubriack et al. indicates that
larger pores were found in the centre of the bovine endplate compared to the peripheral NP
region245. Since the NC cells that remain in the bovine disc are localised to the centre of NP,
it would interesting to study if there is a correlation between endplate porosity and
adjacent cell type. This could explain why NC cells persist in the centre of the bovine (and
potentially the human) disc but are lost from the periphery of the NP with age.
6.5.3.2 Glucose
The current study investigated the effect of glucose deprivation on NC and MNP cell
function, since several other studies have shown that NC cells are susceptible to apoptosis
under low and high glucose conditions246‐249. While diabetes is a condition characterised by
high blood glucose, in vivo the it ultimately causes nutrition restriction. Initially the rise in
blood glucose increases glucose levels in the disc. This has been shown indirectly by the
detection of Advanced Glycation End products (AGEs) in discs of diabetic animals

250

.

However, over time, diabetes causes microangiopathy (damage/loss of endplate blood
vessels) which decreases solute transport into the disc251. Therefore, diabetic patients have
lower levels of glucose in their discs 67. Alternatively, high levels of glucose in the disc could
occur in trauma situations if the endplates are fractured. The role of glucose levels in disc
physiology and pathophysiology is currently poorly understood. Many in vitro studies use
traditional cell culture media with glucose concentrations between 20 ‐ 25 mM glucose
(Hams‐F12 DMEM and high glucose DMEM respectively), which exposes cells to
supraphysiological glucose concentrations, (since normal blood glucose should be 5‐7 mM).
This hyperglycaemic environment could severely affect the outcome of experiments.
6.5.3.3 Other nutrients
While the nutrient deprivation hypothesis of disc degeneration has focused on glucose,
there are other nutrients that could affect cell viability and metabolism in vivo, such as
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glutamine which has been shown to been important in the survival and differentiation of
other cell types252,253. Additionally, growth factors diffusing from bone into the IVD may
affect cell viability and differentiation status. In vivo nutrient deprivation is coupled with
decreased pH, and pH has also been shown to affect NP cell metabolism63; whether this
effect differs between NC and MNP cells is currently unknown.
6.5.4 Co‐culture
While this thesis examined the differences between isolated NC and MNP cell populations, it
must be acknowledged that in situ, NC and MNP cells co‐exist. Therefore, future work will
examine how NC and MNP cells function together in order to fully understand the role of
each cell type in disc physiology and pathology.
While the predominant view is that NC cells are signalling cells that influence the behaviour
of MNP cells, it is likely that signalling is bidirectional. Gantenbein‐Ritter et al. cultured
porcine NC cells and bovine MNP cells separated by a membrane and found that in a 50:50
NC:MNP ratio, NC cells stimulated MNP cells to increase GAG production147. Conversely,
MNP cells stimulated NC cells to increase aggrecan and collagen II expression at ratios of 25,
50 and 75 %, indicating strong MNP to NC signalling. A recent study by Arkesteijn et al.
combined cultured NC cells with MNP cells, articular chondrocytes or mesenchymal cells
from different breeds of dogs254. They reported an increase in GAG production in NC+MNP
cultures, however since the cells were combined in the same alginate beads they could not
determine which cells were responsible for the effect.
To better understand the relationship between the cell types, these experiments could be
repeated using membrane‐separated cultures of cells isolated by the method developed in
this thesis, in order to determine which cells increase their GAG production.
6.5.5 Notochord conditioned media (NCCM) from adult NC cells
NCCM has been shown to be protective; preventing Fas‐ligand mediated apoptosis in MNP
cells and promoting proteoglycan production 146. However, NCCM experiments to date have
used cells from juvenile animals and/or animals of a different species to the MNP cells. To
establish whether the protective properties of NCCM are age‐dependent, the protective
properties of NCCM from adult NC cells needs to be tested. In particular, connective tissue
growth factor is hypothesised to be the key protective factor in the NCCM 190. Currently it is
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unknown if this is produced by all species at all ages. It should be noted that the first NCCM
paper by Aguiar et al. found that adult canine NC cells stimulated GAG production in bovine
MNP cells while foetal bovine cells did not stimulate increased GAG production in the
bovine MNP cells140. Therefore it is possible that this effect is limited to a few species such
as non‐ chondrodystrophoid dogs and pigs, and isolating CTGF from these specific cells or
synthetically producing it may be a more reliable therapeutic strategy.
6.5.6 Human tissue
The present study used bovine tissue as a model since they are similar to human discs in size
and they are predominately MNP cell‐rich with only a small population of NC cells. The next
step is to validate these results using human tissue, as genetic and epigenetic factors may
influence cell function.
6.5.7 Future therapeutic strategies
The results of the present study indicate that MNP cells are negatively affected by the
application of hydrostatic pressure. While further studies are needed to identify the
receptors/mechanism by which these cells sense pressure, a potential therapeutic avenue
would be to block mechanosensation in the MNP cells to disrupt the negative feedback
loop.
Alternatively, the negative effects of high pressure could be attenuated by the protective
effects of molecules such as connective tissue growth factor (CTGF )

143

or growth and

differentiation factor‐5 (GDF 5) 255 .
In the current study both cells types were, to some extent, negatively influenced by the low
glucose environment. Therefore, a possible therapeutic avenue would be to increase
glucose availability to the disc. A possible method to do this would be to inhibit the
calcification of the endplates by modulating the endochondral mineralisation pathway
256,257

.

The resistance of NC cells to mechanical stress seen in the current study highlights them as
the ideal cell to use in cell replacement therapy. However, finding a suitable source of NC
cells for cell replacement therapy is limited as NC cells do not persist anywhere else in the
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body. Notochordal cells are derived from the axial mesodermal not the paraxial mesoderm,
which forms the somites and later the bone and cartilage of the vertebral bodies.
An alternative approach would be to use induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs). Recent
studies have shown that mouse and human iPSCs are capable of differentiating into NP‐like
cells, expressing notochordal markers, brachyury and CK8 and producing abundant aggrecan
and collagen type II258,259. Culture conditions of laminin rich matrigel

259

or decellularised

porcine NP tissue258 were required for the differentiation, once again highlighting the
importance of the NC cell matrix. Findings to date suggest that iPSCs are a potential cell
source for NC cell replacement therapy; however, the response of induced NC cells
pathological stimulation such as high pressure or glucose deprivation has not yet been
investigated.
6.6

Conclusions

This study developed a novel in vitro model to study the functional differences between NC
cells and MNP cells from the same animal in 3D culture. Both cell types maintained their
phenotype for up to 7 days in culture. NC cells produced more proteoglycans relative to
MNP cells.
A hydrostatic pressure vessel was custom built to culture cells under physiologically relevant
dynamic hydrostatic pressure. MNP cells were negatively affected by high hydrostatic
pressure and this response was increased under low glucose conditions. NC cells were
unaffected by hydrostatic pressure and largely unaffected by glucose deprivation.
Together these results suggest that NC cells are more resistant than MNP cells to common
pathological stimuli and therefore are potential candidates for cell replacement therapy in
disc degeneration.
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Appendix A: Media, reagents, buffers and solutions

This appendix includes the source details of the chemical reagents used throughout the
thesis as well as recipes for buffers and solutions.
All reagents were source from New Zealand companies unless otherwise stated.

Table A 1: Reagent catalogue numbers and source companies
Reagent

Catalogue number

Company

Cell culture media components
Dulbecco's Modified Eagle Medium

D2902

Sigma‐Aldrich

D5030

Sigma‐Aldrich

12203C

Sigma‐Aldrich

(DMEM) Low Glucose
Dulbecco's Modified Eagle Medium
(DMEM) No Glucose
Foetal bovine serum (FBS)
Fungizone Antimyotic

15290‐026

GIBCO Life Technologies

Penicillin/ streptomycin

15240‐062

Life Technologies

Penicillin/ streptomycin/ glutamine

10378‐016

GIBCO Life Technologies

850‐3080 IN

GIBCO Life Technologies,

(PSG )
Ascorbic acid

USA
Mannitol

M9546

Sigma‐Aldrich

D‐glucose

G 7021

Sigma‐Aldrich

Enzymes
Pronase (Protease from

P5147‐1G

Sigma‐Aldrich

17101‐015

GIBCO Life Technologies

Streptomyces griseus Type XIV,
≥3.5 units/mg powder )
Collagenase type II
Hyaluronidase from bovine testes

H3506

Sigma‐Aldrich

P4762

Sigma‐Aldrich

Type I‐S
Papain from papaya latex
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Chemicals
Alginic acid (sodium salt)

A‐0682

Sigma‐Aldrich

Ascorbic acid

850‐3080IN

GIBCO Laboratories USA

Trypan Blue

15250

GIBCO Life Technologies

S090806

Riedel‐de Haen, Germany

Paraformaldehyde (PFA)
Bovine serum albumin (BSA)

A13910100

AppliChem

1, 9‐dimethylmethylene blue (DMMB)

341088

Sigma‐Aldrich

Chondroitin sulfate (A sodium salt

C9819

Sigma‐Aldrich

from bovine trachea)
Sodium bicarbonate
Sodium chloride

11‐810‐025

GIBCO Life Technologies

3C12375

BDH Laboratory Supplies,
England

Sodium citrate

S1804

May & Barker, England

Ethylenediame tetraacetic acid (EDTA)

60 00 4

Sigma‐Aldrich

Triton X‐100

T9284

Sigma‐Aldrich

Cysteine hydrochloride

WA22850

Fluka Germany

Calcium chloride (CaCl2 )

C7902

Sigma‐Aldrich

Barium chloride (BaCl2)

31125

Riedel‐de Haen, Germany

Tris HCL

A1086 1000

AppliChem

Phosphate Buffered Saline (PBS)

14190‐250

GIBCO Life Technologies

Antibodies
Cytokeratin 8 mouse monoclonal

SM3079P

Acris, Germany

antibody
Vimentin Goat polyclonal antibody
Dylight 594 Goat anti‐mouse IgG (H+L)

SC 7557

Santa Cruz Biotechnologies

115‐515‐003

Jackson Immuno Research,

Antibody
Alexa Fluor® 488 Donkey Anti‐goat IgG

USA
A‐11055

(H+L) Antibody
Hoechst 33258

Molecular Probes
Life Technologies

H1398

Molecular Probes
Life Technologies
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Cell culture media
Base medium powder:
1) Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s Medium (DMEM) ‐ low glucose with 100 mg/L glucose
and 0.584 g/L L‐glutamine
2) Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s Medium (DMEM) – no glucose.
All media was syringe filtered through a 0.22μm pore size cellulose acetate filter for
sterilization and stored at ‐20 °C in 40mL aliquots.
Physiological media
Used for all overnight culture and 7 day phenotypic stability experiment (Chapter2.3.4)
Component
DMEM powder (1)
D‐Mannitol
Ascorbic acid
NaHCO3
Fungizone

Amount in 1 L
10g
20g
0.150g
3.7g
2mL

Final Conc.
NA
110 mM
85 µM
44 mM
0.5 mg/mL

Catalogue number
D2902
M4125

Penicillin /Streptomycin

10mL

15240‐062

Foetal calf serum

100mL

100units/ mL
Penicillin 100μg/ mL
Streptomycin
10% v/v

15290‐026

12203C

Serum‐free Buffered
Used for enzymatic solutions (Chapter 2.3.5)
Component
DMEM powder (1)
D‐Mannitol
Ascorbic acid
NaHCO3
Fungizone
Penicillin Streptomycin

Amount in 1 L
10g
20g
0.150g
3.7g
2mL
10mL

Final Conc.
NA
110 mM
85 µM
44 mM
0.5 mg/mL
100units/ ml Penicillin
100μg/ ml Streptomycin
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Serum‐free, buffer‐free
Used for no‐gas exchange experimental conditions Chapter 4.4.1.2
Component
DMEM powder (1)
D‐Mannitol
Ascorbic acid
Fungizone
Antimycotic
Penicillin Streptomycin

Amount in 1 L
10g
20g
0.150g
2mL

Final Conc.
NA
110 mM
85 µM
0.5 mg/mL

Catalogue number
D2902
M4125
850‐3080IN
15290‐026

10mL

100units/ ml Penicillin
100μg/ ml Streptomycin

15240‐062

Glucose‐deprived (0.55 mM), serum‐free, buffer‐free
Used for no‐gas exchange experimental conditions Chapter 5.3.1
Component
DMEM powder (2)
D‐Mannitol
Ascorbic acid
Fungizone
Antimycotic
PSG Penicillin
Streptomycin
Glutamine

Amount in 1 L
10g
20g
0.150g
2mL
10mL

Final Conc.
NA
110 mM
85 µM
0.5 mg/mL
100units/ ml Penicillin

Catalogue number
D5030
M4125
850‐3080IN
15290‐026
10378‐016

100μg/ ml Streptomycin
0.292 mg/mL L‐Glutamine

Control (5.5mM) glucose media for Chapter 5
Used for no‐gas exchange experimental conditions Chapter 5.3.1
Component
DMEM powder (2)
D‐Mannitol
Ascorbic acid
Fungizone
Antimycotic
PSG Penicillin
Streptomycin
Glutamine

Amount in 1 L
10g
20g
0.150g
2mL
10mL

Final Conc.
NA
110 mM
85 µM
0.5 mg/mL
100units/ mL

Catalogue number
D5030
M4125
850‐3080IN
15290‐026
10378‐016

Penicillian ,100μg/ mL
Streptomycin, 0.292
mg/mL L‐Glutamine

Glucose

100mg

5.5mM
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Buffers and solutions
Physiological saline
0.15 M NaCl in Milli Q H20

Phosphate buffered saline (PBS)
137 mM NaCl, 2.7 mM KCl, 10 mM Na2HPO4, 1.8 mM KH2PO4 in Milli Q H20, adjusted to pH
7.4 with HCl.
Tris EDTA (TE)
100 mM Tris‐HCL and 10 mM EDTA dissolved in H20
Tris EDTA + Triton
100 mM Tris‐HCL and 10 mM EDTA solution with 10 % v/v Triton 100.
Alginate stock solution
Alginic acid sodium salt was dissolved 2.5% w/v in PBS. The solution was then autoclaved at
121°C for 15 minutes. The solution was then aliquoted and stored at ‐20°C.
Table A 7: Calcium Buffers for alginate beads
CaCl2 buffer

Concentration CaCl2

Solvent

Alginate‐bead setting

100 mM

Physiological saline

Wash buffer

10 mM

Physiological saline

Immunostaining wash buffer

10 mM

PBS + 0.1% BSA

Alginate cross‐linking solution
100 mM BaCl2 dissolved in PBS

Fixative for immunocytochemistry
4% w/v paraformaldehyde (PFA) dissolved in PBS adjusted to pH 6.8 with NaOH
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Tissue digest buffers

Pronase E solution: Protease from Streptomyces griseus, type XIV (≥3.5 units/mg ) powder

was dissolved in serum‐free media at a concentration of ≥ 8.75 units per mL (2.5mg/mL).
The solution was then syringe filtered through a 0.22 μm pore size cellulose acetate filter.
Collagenase solution: Type II collagenase from Clostridium histolyticum (245 units per mg) was

dissolved in serum‐free media to a concentration of 245 units/mL (1 mg/ mL). The solution
was then was then syringe filtered through a 0.22 μm pore size cellulose acetate filter.
Alginate bead digest buffers

Digest buffer for RNA extraction: 55 mM sodium citrate, 30 mM EDTA, 0.15 M NaCl in milli Q

water and adjusted to pH 6.0 with NaOH, syringe filtered and stored at ‐20°C.
Digest buffer for GAG and DNA assays: 150 mM sodium chloride, 55 mM sodium citrate, 5 mM

EDTA, 5 mM cysteine hydrochloride and 0.56 units/ml papain, were dissolved in PBS. The
solution was adjusted to pH 6.0 with NaOH, aliquoted and stored at ‐20°C.
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Appendix B. Additional statistical data
This appendix lists tables of all p‐values calculated in statistical analysis of data from
chapters 2‐5.
Significance level denoted as:
* p ≤ 0.05
** p ≤ 0.01
*** p ≤ 0.0001
ns = not significant

B.2 Tables of additional p –values for Chapter 2
Table 2.1: Comparison of cell yield from the ccy3‐4 and ccy4‐5 by t‐test. (Chapter 2.4.3)
Group
Total NP cells

P value
0.501812

Level of significance
ns

MNP cells

0.59858

ns

NC cells

> 0.9999

ns

Table 2.2: Comparison of NC cell yield in Percoll assisted separation analysed by one‐way
ANOVA (Chapter 2.4.5)
Comparison

P value

Level of significance

0.0026

**

Cell yield
Top vs middle vs bottom

Table 2.3 Comparison of NC cell fraction purity in Percoll assisted separation analysed by
one‐way ANOVA (Chapter 2.4.5)
Comparison
Percentage CK8 positive cells

P value

Level of significance

Top vs middle vs bottom

0.0501

ns
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Appendix B.3: P value tables for Chapter 3
Statistical significance within and between cell types was determined using two tailed t‐tests
with Holm‐Sidak multiple comparison correction.
Table 3.1 Comparison of MNP and NC cell viability after 1 & 7 days in vitro (Chapter 3.4.1)
Comparison

P value

Level of significance

On day 1

0.0963

ns

On day 7

0.3337

ns

MNP cells day 1 vs day 7

0.7285

ns

NC cells day 1 vs. day 7

0.9187

ns

P value

Level of significance

MNP cells

0.1953

ns

NC cells

0.8354

ns

MNP vs. NC

Effect of time

Table 3.2 Cell density (Chapter 3.4.2)
Comparison
Day 1 vs. Day 7

Table 3.3 GAG/DNA ratios (Chapter 3.4.3 )
Comparison

P value

Level of significance

Day 1

0.0027

**

Day 7

0.0008

***

MNP cells : Day 1 vs Day 7

0.6841

ns

NC cells : Day 1 vs Day 7

0.0311

*

Differences between cell types
MNP vs NC cells

Effect of time with in cell type
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Table 3.4 Gene expression (Chapter 3.3.5 )
Comparison

P value

Level of significance

Col2α1

0.3936

ns

ACAN

0.0036

**

ADAMTS5

0.8421

ns

MMP3

0.7500

ns

T (Brachyury)

0.0016

**

Col2α1

0.189813

ns

ACAN

0.189813

ns

ADAMTS5

0.0830635

ns

MMP3

0.00443438

**

T (Brachyury)

0.0148028

*

Col2α1

0.174379

ns

ACAN

0.0102476

*

ADAMTS5

0.0759182

ns

MMP3

0.448416

ns

T (Brachyury)

0.0878635

ns

Col2α1

0.975658

ns

ACAN

0.0216697

*

ADAMTS5

0.291831

ns

MMP3

0.214345

ns

T (Brachyury)

0.226329

ns

Differences between cell types
MNP vs NC cells
Day 1

Day 7

Effect of time with in cell type
MNP cells : Day 1 vs Day 7

NC cells : Day 1 vs Day 7
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Appendix B.4: P value tables for Chapter 4
Differences between control and pressurised groups within and across cell type were
analysed using Tukey’s multiple comparison test for cell viability, type of cell death, cell
density and CK8 expression data sets. GAG/ DNA ratios and gene expression data was
analysed as changed from control and statistical significance was determined using a one‐
sample t‐test. Differences between treatment groups were compared using Sidak’s multiple
comparisons test.
Table 4.1 Media pH (Chapter 4.5.1 )
Comparison
Compared to cell‐free control
MNP Atmospheric

p value

Level of significance
0.0325

*

MNP Low pressure

0.0766

ns

MNP High pressure

0.3689

ns

NC Atmospheric

0.8467

ns

NC Low pressure

0.9131

ns

NC High pressure

0.3689

ns

Table 4.2 Cell viability

(Chapter 4.5.2 )

Comparison
MNP
Control vs Low pressure
Control vs High pressure
Low Pressure vs High Pressure
MNP vs NC
Control
Low Pressure
High Pressure
NC
Control vs Low pressure
Control vs High pressure
Low Pressure vs High Pressure

p value

Level of significance

0.999
0.4429
0.641

ns
ns
ns

0.470
0.777
0.368

ns
ns
ns

0.999
0.405
0.499

ns
ns
ns
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Table 4.2 Apoptotic cell death (Chapter 4.5.3 )
Comparison
MNP
Control vs Low pressure
Control vs High pressure
Low Pressure vs High Pressure
MNP vs NC
Control
Low Pressure
High Pressure
NC
Control vs Low pressure
Control vs High pressure
Low Pressure vs High Pressure

p value

Level of significance

> 0.9999
> 0.9999
> 0.9999

ns
ns
ns

0.9899
> 0.9999
0.8746

ns
ns
ns

> 0.9999
0.9877
0.9988

ns
ns
ns

Table 4.3 Necrotic cell death (Chapter 4.5.3 )
Comparison
MNP
Control vs Low pressure
Control vs High pressure
Low Pressure vs High Pressure
MNP vs NC
Control
Low Pressure
High Pressure
NC
Control vs Low pressure
Control vs High pressure
Low Pressure vs High Pressure

p value

Level of significance

0.9997
0.0241
0.1690

ns
*
ns

0.0495
0.2334
0.2809

#
ns
ns

0.9994
0.5464
0.3740

ns
ns
ns
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Table 4.4 Cell density (Chapter 4.5.4 )
Comparison
MNP
Control vs low pressure
Control vs high pressure
Low Pressure vs High
Pressure
NC
Control vs low pressure
Control vs high pressure
Low Pressure vs High
Pressure

p value

Level of significance

0.8232
0.9669
0.9997

ns
ns
ns

>0.9999
>0.9999
>0.9999

ns
ns
ns

Table 4.5 GAG/DNA ( Chapter 4.5.5 )
Comparison
MNP
Control vs Low pressure
Control vs High pressure
Low vs High pressure
NC
Control vs Low pressure
Control vs High pressure
Low vs High pressure

p value

Level of significance

0.0250

*
ns

0.1686
0.2794
0.4069
0.4915
0.2709

ns
ns
ns
ns

Table 4.6 Cytokeratin 8 expression (Chapter 4.5.6 )
Comparison
MNP
Control vs Low pressure
Control vs High pressure
NC
Control vs Low pressure
Control vs High pressure

p value

Level of significance

0.7418
0.4226

ns
ns

0.3892
0.2785

ns
ns
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Table 4.7 Statistical summary of MNP cell gene expression data (Chapter 4.5.7 )
Comparison
Col1α1
Low pressure vs. control
High pressure versus control
Low vs. High pressure
Col2α1
Low pressure vs. control
High pressure versus control
Low vs. High pressure
ACAN
Low pressure vs. control
High pressure versus control
Low vs. High pressure
HAPLN1
Low pressure vs. control
High pressure versus control
Low vs. High pressure
TIMP1
Low pressure vs. control
High pressure versus control
Low vs. High pressure
ADAMTS5
Low pressure vs. control
High pressure versus control
Low vs. High pressure
MMP3
Low pressure vs. control
High pressure versus control
Low vs. High pressure
T
Low pressure vs. control
High pressure versus control
Low vs. High pressure
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p value

Level of significance

0.1707
0.8970
0.1037

ns
ns
ns

0.3173
0.0600
0.3638

ns
ns
ns

0.3030
0.0478
0.1677

ns
*
ns

0.2582
0.2805
0.1494

ns
ns
ns

0.2557
0.1785
0.1748

ns
ns
ns

0.1967
0.1383
0.8339

ns
ns
ns

0.5041
0.2248
0.4083

ns
ns
ns

0.2751
0.7431
0.1996

ns
ns
ns
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Table 4.8 Statistical summary of NC cell gene expression data (Chapter 4.5.7 )
Comparison
Col1α1
Low pressure vs. control
High pressure versus control
Low vs. High pressure
Col2α1
Low pressure vs. control
High pressure versus control
Low vs. High pressure
ACAN
Low pressure vs. control
High pressure versus control
Low vs. High pressure
HAPLN1
Low pressure vs. control
High pressure versus control
Low vs. High pressure
TIMP1
Low pressure vs. control
High pressure versus control
Low vs. High pressure
ADAMTS5
Low pressure vs. control
High pressure versus control
Low vs. High pressure
MMP3
Low pressure vs. control
High pressure versus control
Low vs. High pressure
T
Low pressure vs. control
High pressure versus control
Low vs. High pressure
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p value

Level of significance

0.5732
0.0994
0.0586

ns
ns
ns

0.4276
0.3511
0.2135

ns
ns
ns

0.6447
0.7377
0.5463

ns
ns
ns

0.8904
0.3365
0.2773

ns
ns
ns

0.3058
0.9175
0.6392

ns
ns
ns

0.3358
0.4305
0.8645

ns
ns
ns

0.4016
0.6902
0.5632

ns
ns
ns

0.4790
0.7431
0.4025

ns
ns
ns
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Appendix B.5: P value tables for Chapter 5
The effects of glucose deprivation and pressure within and across cell type were analysed
using Two‐way ANOVA and Tukey’s multiple comparison test for cell viability, type of cell
death, cell density and CK8 expression data sets. GAG/ DNA ratios and gene expression data
was analysed as changed from control and statistical significance was determined using a
one‐sample t‐test. Differences between treatment groups were compared using Sidak’s
multiple comparisons test.
Table 4.1 Media pH (Chapter 4.5.1 )
Comparison
Compared to cell‐free control
MNP
5.5 mM glucose
Atmospheric pressure
0.55 mM glucose
Atmospheric pressure
5.5 mM glucose
High pressure
0.55 mM glucose
High PPressure
NC
5.5 mM glucose
Atmospheric pressure
0.55 mM glucose
Atmospheric pressure
5.5 mM glucose
High pressure
0.55 mM glucose

p value

0.0144
0.0144
0.3926
0.3926

Level of significance

*
*
ns
ns

ns
> 0.9999
0.9283
0.3926
0.9283
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Table 5.1: Cell viability (Chapter 5.4.2 )
Comparison
MNP
Effect of Glucose conc.
5.5 mM vs 0.55 mM
5.5mM + HP vs. 0.55 mM + HP
Effect of Pressure
5.5 mM vs 5.5 mM + HP
0.55 mM vs 0.55 mM + HP
Interaction
NC
Effect of Glucose conc.
5.5 mM vs 0.55 mM
5.5mM + HP vs. 0.55 mM + HP
Effect of Pressure
5.5 mM vs 5.5 mM + HP
0.55 mM vs 0.55 mM + HP
Interaction

p value

Significance

0.9195
0.4351

ns
ns

0.2716
0.9536
0.4363

ns
ns
ns

0.0943
0.6361

ns
ns

0.8249
0.4508
0.5533

ns
ns
ns

p value

Significance

0.9755
0.9986

ns
ns

0.9999
0.9995
0.8881

ns
ns
ns

0.0897
0.9984

ns
ns

0.9999
0.1595
0.0913

ns
ns
ns

Table 5.2 Apoptosis (Chapter 5.4.3 )
Comparison
MNP
Effect of Glucose conc.
5.5 mM vs 0.55 mM
5.5mM + HP vs. 0.55 mM + HP
Effect of Pressure
5.5 mM vs 5.5 mM + HP
0.55 mM vs 0.55 mM + HP
Interaction
NC
Effect of Glucose conc.
5.5 mM vs 0.55 mM
5.5mM + HP vs. 0.55 mM + HP
Effect of Pressure
5.5 mM vs 5.5 mM + HP
0.55 mM vs 0.55 mM + HP
Interaction
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Table 5.3. Necrosis ( Chapter 5.4.3 )
Comparison
MNP
Effect of Glucose conc.
5.5 mM vs 0.55 mM
5.5mM + HP vs. 0.55 mM + HP
Effect of Pressure
5.5 mM vs 5.5 mM + HP
0.55 mM vs 0.55 mM + HP
Interaction
NC
Effect of Glucose conc.
5.5 mM vs 0.55 mM
5.5mM + HP vs. 0.55 mM + HP
Effect of Pressure
5.5 mM vs 5.5 mM + HP
0.55 mM vs 0.55 mM + HP
Interaction

p value

Significance

0.9992
0.6497

ns
ns

0.4762
0.9997
0.4192

ns
ns
ns

0.1463
0.9441

ns
ns

0.9753
0.2009
0.0701

ns
ns
ns

Table 5.4 Cell density (5.4.4 )
Comparison
MNP
Effect of Glucose conc.
5.5 mM vs 0.55 mM
5.5mM + HP vs. 0.55 mM + HP
Effect of Pressure
5.5 mM vs 5.5 mM + HP
0.55 mM vs 0.55 mM + HP
Interaction
NC
Effect of Glucose conc.
5.5 mM vs 0.55 mM
5.5mM + HP vs. 0.55 mM + HP
Effect of Pressure
5.5 mM vs 5.5 mM + HP
0.55 mM vs 0.55 mM + HP
Interaction

p value

Significance

0.9606
0.9979

ns
ns

0.9820
0.9933
0.5596

ns
ns
ns

0.9936
0.9994

ns
ns

0.9987
0.9971
0.9390

ns
ns
ns
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Table 5.5 GAG/ DNA (Chapter 5.4.5 )
Comparison
MNP
Compared to paired control
5.5 mM vs. 0.55 mM
5.5 mM vs. 5.5 mM +HP
5.5 mM vs. 0.5 mM +HP
Between groups
5.5 mM HP vs. 0.55 mM + HP
0.55 mM vs 0.55 mM +HP
NC
Compared to paired control
5.5 mM vs. 0.55 mM
5.5 mM vs. 5.5 mM +HP
5.5 mM vs. 0.5 mM +HP
Between groups
5.5 mM HP vs. 0.55 mM + HP
0.55 mM vs 0.55 mM +HP

p value

Significance

0.1686
0.5534
0.1569

ns
ns
ns

0.1783
0.4326

ns
ns

0.7372
0.7411
0.4915

ns
ns
ns

0.7815
0.9337

ns
ns

Table 5.6: Percentage cytokeratin 8 positive cells (Chapter 5.4.6)
Comparison
MNP
Effect of Glucose conc.
5.5 mM vs 0.55 mM
5.5mM + HP vs. 0.55 mM + HP
Effect of Pressure
5.5 mM vs 5.5 mM + HP
0.55 mM vs 0.55 mM + HP
Interaction
NC
Effect of Glucose conc.
5.5 mM vs 0.55 mM
5.5mM + HP vs. 0.55 mM + HP
Effect of Pressure
5.5 mM vs 5.5 mM + HP
0.55 mM vs 0.55 mM + HP
Interaction

p value

Significance

> 0.9999
0.9998

ns
ns

> 0.9999
> 0.9999
0.9569

ns
ns
ns

0.4807
0.8206

ns
ns

0.7307
0.6902
0.8365

ns
ns
ns
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Table 5.7: MNP gene expression (Chapter 5.4.7 )
Comparison

p value

Level of significance

0.55 mM

0.2342

ns

0.55 mM + HP

0.2456

ns

5.5 mM + HP

0.8970

ns

0.1011
0.9139

ns
ns

0.55 mM

0.3840

ns

0.55 mM + HP

0.0274

*

5.5 mM + HP

0.0600

ns

0.55 mM vs. 0.55 mM +HP

0.0279

*

5.5 mM + HP vs. 0.55 mM + HP

0.8245

ns

0.55 mM

0.2233

ns

0.55 mM + HP

0.0251

*

5.5 mM + HP

0.0478

*

0.55 mM vs. 0.55 mM +HP
5.5 mM + HP vs. 0.55 mM + HP

0.0692
0.9767

ns
ns

0.55 mM

0.1393

ns

0.55 mM + HP

0.3191

ns

5.5 mM + HP

0.2805

ns

0.55 mM vs. 0.55 mM +HP

0.5030

ns

5.5 mM + HP vs. 0.55 mM + HP

0.2818

ns

Col1α1
Change from control

Between groups
0.55 mM vs. 0.55 mM +HP
5.5 mM + HP vs. 0.55 mM + HP
Col2α1
Change from control

Between groups

ACAN
Change from control

Between groups

HAPLN1
Change from control

Between groups
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TIMP1
Change from control
0.55 mM

0.2051

ns

0.55 mM + HP

0.5184

ns

5.5 mM + HP

0.1785

ns

0.55 mM vs. 0.55 mM +HP

0.1860

ns

55 mM + HP vs. 0.55 mM + HP

0.9370

ns

0.55 mM

0.1509

ns

0.55 mM + HP

0.0087

**

5.5 mM + HP

0.1383

ns

0.55 mM vs. 0.55 mM +HP

0.0197

*

55 mM + HP vs. 0.55 mM + HP

0.9245

ns

0.55 mM

0.3673

ns

0.55 mM + HP

0.2884

ns

5.5 mM + HP

0.2248

ns

0.55 mM vs. 0.55 mM +HP

0.8737

ns

55 mM + HP vs. 0.55 mM + HP

0.3713

ns

0.55 mM

0.3240

ns

0.55 mM + HP

0.1104

ns

5.5 mM + HP

0.7431

ns

0.9984
0.3254

ns
ns

Between groups

ADAMTS5
Change from control

Between groups

MMP3
Change from control

Between groups

T
Change from control

Between groups
0.55 mM vs. 0.55 mM +HP
55 mM + HP vs. 0.55 mM + HP
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Table 5.8: NC gene expression (Chapter 5.4.7)
Comparison

p value

Level of significance

0.55 mM

0.5226

ns

0.55 mM + HP
5.5 mM + HP

0.6009
0.0994

ns
ns

0.5349
0.3975

ns
ns

0.55 mM

0.5876

ns

0.55 mM + HP
5.5 mM + HP

0.5053
0.3511

ns
ns

0.55 mM vs. 0.55 mM +HP

0.6406

ns

5.5 mM + HP vs. 0.55 mM + HP

0.5057

ns

0.55 mM

0.0715

ns

0.55 mM + HP

0.4439

ns

5.5 mM + HP

0.7377

0.55 mM vs. 0.55 mM +HP

0.5616

ns

5.5 mM + HP vs. 0.55 mM + HP

0.9946

ns

0.55 mM

0.5786

ns

0.55 mM + HP

0.4237

ns

5.5 mM + HP

0.3365

ns

0.55 mM vs. 0.55 mM +HP

0.9882

ns

5.5 mM + HP vs. 0.55 mM + HP

0.8340

ns

Col1α1
Change from control

Between groups
0.55 mM vs. 0.55 mM +HP
5.5 mM + HP vs. 0.55 mM + HP
Col2α1
Change from control

Between groups

ACAN
Change from control

Between groups

HAPLN1
Change from control

Between groups
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TIMP1
Change from control
0.55 mM

0.0198

*

0.55 mM + HP

0.9770

ns

5.5 mM + HP

0.9175

ns

0.55 mM vs. 0.55 mM +HP

0.3789

ns

55 mM + HP vs. 0.55 mM + HP

0.9958

ns

0.55 mM

0.5786

ns

0.55 mM + HP

0.4237

ns

5.5 mM + HP

0.4305

ns

0.55 mM vs. 0.55 mM +HP
55 mM + HP vs. 0.55 mM + HP

0.9904
0.8727

ns
ns

0.55 mM

0.1047

ns

0.55 mM + HP

0.5895

ns

5.5 mM + HP

0.6902

ns

0.3659

ns

0.8949

ns

0.55 mM

0.7972

ns

0.55 mM + HP

0.4645

ns

5.5 mM + HP

0.7431

ns

0.55 mM vs. 0.55 mM +HP

0.5621

ns

55 mM + HP vs. 0.55 mM + HP

0.7525

ns

Between groups

ADAMTS5
Change from control

Between groups

MMP3
Change from control

Between groups
0.55 mM vs. 0.55 mM +HP
55 mM + HP vs. 0.55 mM + HP
T
Change from control

Between groups
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Appendix C: Optimisation of RNA extraction
C.1 Introduction
Since this study used primary cells with no monolayer expansion phase, there was a limited
number of cells in each experiment available for RNA extraction and subsequent gene
expression analysis. This section describes the optimisation experiments used to maximise
RNA extraction. Since the current study used an alginate 3D culture model, the first
objective was to test whether RNA could be extracted directly from alginate beads or
whether the beads required depolymerisation. The efficacy of TRIzol®‐chloroform and
TRIzol® based column extraction methods were also compared. The alginate‐digest buffer
contains EDTA which could interfere with cDNA synthesis therefore 3 RNA “clean‐up”
protocols were also tested.
RNA yield varies widely across cell types, species and physiological state, e.g. cultured
fibroblasts typically yield between 5‐7 µg per million cells (TRIzol® reagent manual, Life
Technologies). For reproducibility, initial optimisation experiments used passaged
(monolayer expanded to passage 3) MNP cells then the procedure was test on passaged NC
and finally validated using primary MNP and cells.
Optimisation experiments
Experiment A


Dissolved versus whole beads using both column and phase‐separation methods

Experiment B


RNA clean‐up using glycogen co‐precipitation or columns methods

Experiment C


Passaged cells compared to primary cells



Increased lysis time for primary cells
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C.2 Methods
C.2.1 2D cell culture of MNP and NC cells
Two bovine caudal discs were removed under aseptic conditions, the NP tissue was finely
minced, then mechanically digested separated and enzymatically digested according to
methods described in chapter 2.3.5. The cell suspensions was then diluted to 10 mL in
physiological media (Appendix A.) and placed into 75 cm2 flask. MNP cells were allowed to
attach for 36 hours, then the media was changed. Once the cells had reached ~ 80%
confluence (approximately 3 days), the cells were sub‐cultured with a split ratio of 1:2; this
was repeated until cells reached passage 3. At passage 3, cells were seeded into alginate.
For initial optimisation experiments, MNP cells were used at a mid‐range seeding density of
2 x 106 cells mL (20,000 cells per bead). Alginate beads were formed according to methods
described in Chapter 2.3.8. Cells were cultured in alginate for 24 h at 37°C, 5% CO2 to
equilibrate. NC cells took 3‐4 days to attach, after which the media was changed. The NC
cells took a further 7 days to reach 80 % confluence. Only MNP cells were used part A
optimisation experiments.
Starting material for RNA extraction: 25 beads ≈ 5 x 105 MNP cells (P3)
C.2.2. Alginate bead depolymerisation
Beads were placed in a 15 mL falcon tube containing 9.5 mL of ice cold alginate‐buffer
(Appendix A). Tubes were mixed by inversion on a rotator at 4°C for 10 min. Tubes were
then centrifuged at 2000g for 10 min to pellet the cells. The supernatant was removed and
10 mL ice cold PBS was added. Tubes were mixed by inversion to wash the cell pellet. Tubes
were then centrifuged at 500g for 5 min to re‐pellet the cells. All PBS was removed and cell
pellets were homogenised in TRIzol® according to both i) Zymo Research and ii) Life
Technologies protocols.
i)

Zymo Direct–zol column

RNA extraction was performed according to manufacturer’s instructions. Briefly, 500 µL
TRIzol® was added to each tube and the cell pellet was homogenised using a 22G needle
and 5 mL syringe, then the solution was briefly vortexed to ensure adequate
homogenisation. For whole beads, the homogenised samples were centrifuged at 12000g
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for 5 min to pellet solid material. The supernatant was transferred to an RNase‐free 2 mL
Eppendorf tube. To each 500 µL TRIzol® sample, 500µL of 95% ethanol was added, then the
samples were mixed by vortexing. Samples were transferred into a Zymo‐Spin™ II Column
with a collection tube, then centrifuged for 30 sec at 12000g. The collection tube and flow‐
through were discarded and a new collection tube was placed under the column. The
column was then washed by adding 400 µL Direct‐zol RNA PreWash buffer and centrifuged
for 30 sec at 12000g. The flow‐through was discarded and the wash step was repeated. 700
µL RNA Wash Buffer was added to the column and samples were centrifuged for 2 min to
ensure complete removal of the wash buffer. The column was then transferred to an RNase‐
free tube and 50 µL of DNase/RNase‐free water was added directly to the column matrix.
The columns were then centrifuged for 30 seconds 12000g to elute the RNA.
ii) Life Technologies standard chloroform phase separation
RNA extraction was performed according to manufacturer’s instructions. Briefly, 1 mL of
TRIzol® was added to each tube and the cell pellet was homogenised using a 22G needle
and 5 mL syringe, then briefly vortexed. For whole beads, the homogenised samples were
centrifuged at 12000g for 5 min to pellet solid material. The supernatant was transferred to
an RNAse‐free 2 mL Eppendorf tube. 200 µL of chloroform added to each tube, the lids
securely closed and samples were shaken vigorously for 30 sec followed by 4 min incubation
at room temperature. Samples were centrifuged at 12000g for 15 min at 4°C, to separate
aqueous and organic phases. The aqueous phase was transferred to an RNase‐free 1.5 mL
tube. To precipitate the RNA, 500 μL of ice‐cold isopropanol was added to each sample.
Samples were mixed by gentle inversion and incubated on ice for 1 h. Samples were
centrifuged at 12000g for 10 min to pellet the RNA. The supernatant was removed and the
pellet washed twice in ice‐cold 75% ethanol, centrifuging at 7500g for 5 min between
washes. The ethanol was then aspirated off and the RNA pellet was air‐dried for 10‐15 min.
The RNA was re‐suspended in 25 μL RNAse free water.
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C.2.3 Clean‐up columns on TRIzol® extracted RNA
C.2.3.1 Zymo RNA clean and concentrator
RNA clean‐up was performed according to manufacturer’s instructions. Briefly, 50 µL of RNA
Binding Buffer was added to each 25 µL RNA sample and mixed by gentle pipetting.
Then 75 µL ethanol (95‐100%) was added and samples mixed again. Samples were then
transferred to the Zymo‐Spin™ IIC Column in a Collection Tube and centrifuged for 30 sec at
12000g. The flow‐through was discarded and 400 µL RNA Prep Buffer was added to the
columns and the samples again centrifuged for 30 seconds at 12000g. The flow‐through was
discarded and 700 µL RNA Wash Buffer was added to the column before centrifuging for 30
seconds and again discarding the flow‐through. 400 µL RNA Wash Buffer was added to the
column and centrifuged for 2 min to ensure complete removal of the wash buffer. The
column was then transferred into a 1.5 mL RNase‐free Eppendorf tube and 15 µL
DNase/RNase‐Free water was added directly to the column matrix and centrifuged for 30
sec at 12000g to elute the RNA.
C.2.3.2 Macherey‐ Nagel NucleoSpin® RNA Clean‐up column
RNA clean‐up was performed according to manufacturer’s instructions. Briefly, each RNA
sample was brought to 50 µL with RNAse‐free water. Then 50 µL of Buffer RCU was added to
each sample, mixed, then transferred to NucleoSpin RNA XS column with a collection tube
and centrifuged for 30 sec at 11000g. The column was transferred to a new collection tube
and 400 µL of Buffer RA3 was added to the column, before it was centrifuged at 1000g for
30 sec. The flow‐through was discarded and 200 µL of Buffer RA3 was added to the column
and centrifuged for 2 min at 11000g. The column was then transferred to a nuclease‐free
1.5 mL Eppendorf tube and 25 µL of RNAse‐free water was added to the column and it was
centrifuged for 30 sec at 11000g to elute the RNA.
C.2.3.3 Glycogen co‐precipitation
Standard TRIzol®‐chloroform phase separation procedure was performed, with the addition
of 2.5 μL of glycogen (5 mg/mL) was added to the collected aqueous phase (just prior to the
addition of isopropanol).
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C.2.4 Primary vs passaged cells
Primary MNP and NC cells were isolated and seeded into alginate as described in Chapter
2.3. To match the primary cell sample seeding density, MNP (P3) cells were seeded into
alginate at 4 x 106 cells/mL and NC (P3) cells were seeded at 3 x 105 cells/mL. Alginate beads
were cultured overnight in physiological media at 37°C, 5% CO2.
Extended cell lysis for primary cells
Starting material


MNP samples = 10 beads (400 x 103 cells)



NC samples = 25 beads (75 x 103 cells)

Following 24 hours in culture, beads were depolymerised in alginate digest buffer and
homogenised in TRIzol® as C.2.2.ii above. Samples were then frozen at ‐80°C for 24 h then
defrosted on ice. Once defrosted, the samples were each vortexed 3 x 3 sec, to ensure cell
lysis. RNA was then extracted using the chloroform phase separation with glycogen co‐
precipitation C.2.3.3.
RNA quantity and quality from all samples was assessed immediately following isolation,
from a minimum of 2 repeats (N=2) using a Nanodrop 2000 (Thermo Scientific).

Results
2D culturing of MNP and NC cells
MNP cells attached to the cell culture flask within 24 h. After approximately 72 h in culture
they had reached 80% confluence and had adopted a fibroblast‐like /spindle morphology
(Figure C1). The NC cell clusters attached within 4 days and after additional 7‐8 days reached
80% confluence. NC cells had an epithelial‐like / polygonal morphology. Figure C1 illustrates
how the NC cells grow out from their clusters to eventually form a monolayer of cells.
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Figure C.1. Phase contrast images of primary MNP and NC cells after 72 h in 2D culture. Scale bar = 50 µm.

Experiment A: RNA extraction from polymerised and depolymerised beads
TRIzol® homogenisation of the alginate beads resulted in a very viscous solution. Following
centrifugation the alginate solidified at the bottom of each tube. Table C1 shows that low
amounts of RNA were isolated from whole (polymerised) beads using either TRIzol‐
chloroform or column extraction methods. Depolymerising the beads increased both the
yield and quality of the RNA. Chloroform phase separation produced substantially more RNA
than the Direct–zol column. Therefore, the TRIzol–chloroform extraction from
depolymerised beads protocol was carried forward for further optimisation.
Table C1: Mean RNA yield and quality from polymerised and depolymerised samples (N=2).
Protocol
Ideal

RNA Yield (µg/million cells)

260/280

260/230

5‐7ug

1.8‐2.0

2.0‐2.2

Direct‐zol column

0.4 ± 0.4

0.8 ± 0.2

0.5 ± 0.2

Chloroform phase separation

0.4 ± 0.1

0.3 ± 0.1

0.3 ± 0.1

Direct‐zol column

1.4 ± 0.6

1.7 ± 0.3

1.6 ± 0.2

Chloroform phase separation

4.2 ± 1.0

1.7 ± 0.2

1.6 ±0.1

Polymerised beads

Depolymerised beads
(cell pellet)
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Experiment B: Increasing RNA quality
Glycogen co‐precipitation was the most successful method to increase RNA yield and quality
(Table C2). The Macherey‐ Nagel and Zymo clean‐up columns both reduced the RNA yield
compared to starting concentration of 4 µg / million cells. Therefore the glycogen co‐
precipitation protocol was carried forward.
Table C2: RNA yield and quality after “clean up” procedures. (Mean ± SD N=2).
Protocol
Macherey‐ Nagel NucleoSpin

RNA Yield (µg/million cells)

260/280

260/230

2.1 ± 0.9

1.7 ± 0.4

1.7 ± 0.2

Zymo clean up column

1.1 ± 0.3

1.6 ± 0.2

1.8 ± 0.3

Glycogen co‐precipitation

9.3 ± 1.1

1.8 ± 0.1

2.1 ±0.2

clean‐up column

Experiment C: Passage versus primary cell RNA yield
Finally the effect of cell type and passage number on RNA yield was examined. Table C3
shows that NC (P3) cells yielded less RNA than MNP (P3) cells and primary NC cells yielded
substantially less RNA than primary MNP. This difference was greater in the primary cells.
Since primary NC cells retain some pericellular matrix, an extended cell lysis adaption was
tested to improve RNA yield. Extended cell lysis increased the yield from primary NC cells
but did not significantly alter the yield between primary or passaged MNP cells (Table C3).
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Table C3: Primary vs passaged cells; extended TRIzol ® digestion (freeze thaw)
Cell type

RNA Yield (µg/million cells)

260/280

260/230

MNP (P3)

9.7 ± 1.2

1.8 ± 0.2

1.9 ± 0.1

NC (P3)

7.4 ± 1.1

1.7 ± 0.1

2.0 ± 0.2

Primary MNP

8.8 ± 1.3

1.8 ± 0.2

2.0 ± 0.1

Primary NC

5.2 ± 1.0

1.7 ± 0.2

1.9 ±0.2

MNP (P3)

9.1 ± 0.9

1.9 ± 0.2

2.1 ± 0.2

NC (P3)

7.5 ± 0.9

1.8 ± 0.3

2.0 ± 0.2

Primary MNP

9.2 ± 0.8

1.8 ± 0.1

1.9 ± 0.1

Primary NC

6.9 ± 1.0

1.7 ± 0.1

1.9 ± 0.2

Extended digestion

While the extended cell lysis protocol improved the RNA yield from primary NC cells,
primary NC cells still have a lower yield per million cells than the MNP cells. This was a
consistent finding across all experimental samples. Whether this is a reflection of cell type
or a result of impaired RNA extraction is currently unknown.
Conclusions
Optimisation experiment A found that RNA could not be extracted from whole beads and
that TRIzol‐chloroform phase separation was the most successful extraction method for
depolymerised beads. Experiment B found that glycogen co‐precipitation greatly improve
RNA yield, while clean‐up columns were ineffective. Optimisation experiment C found that
primary cells required extended cell lysis necessary to improve RNA yield. In light of these
results the following protocol was adopted for all RNA extraction in this thesis.
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Standardised protocol
Starting material: 25 alginate beads containing ≥ 75000 cells
Bead digestion:


Add up to 10 mL of ice‐cold “alginate digest buffer”, mix for 10 min, on rotator, at 4°C to
dissolve beads.



Centrifuge at 2000g for 10 min to pellet cells, discard supernant.



Wash in 10 mL ice‐cold dPBS, centrifuge at 2000g for 5 min to pellet cells, discard supernant.



Add 1 mL Trizol to each tube, homogenise cell pellet with a 22G needle and syringe.



Transfer sample to a 2mL Eppendorf tube, cap securely and vortex to mix.



Freeze at ‐80°C for at least 3hr (usually overnight) *note: can be stored for up to 1 year

RNA extraction:


Remove samples from ‐80°C freezer place on ice to defrost, once fully defrosted, shake to
mix then leave for 10 min at room temperature.



Add 200µL of chloroform to each tube, close tube cap securely, and shake vigorously for 20
sec (do not vortex). Incubate at room temp for 3 min.



Centrifuge at 12000g for 15 min at 4°C.



While the sample is spinning, place 1.5 mL eppendorf tubes on ice and add 2.5 µL glycogen
to each tube.



Aspirate off aqueous phase from the Trizol sample, (~500 µL clear liquid in 100 or 200 µL
increments) transferring this to the cold tube. ** Do not disrupt interphase**



Add 500 µL ice‐cold isopropanol, invert to mix, incubate for 40min at 4°C to precipitate RNA.



Centrifuge at 12000g for 15 min to pellet RNA.



Aspirate off IPA.



Wash in 500 µL 75% molecular grade ethanol.



Spin down at 7500g at 4°C to pellet, and then wash in ethanol again.



Aspirate of all ethanol (re‐spin if necessary) and air‐dry RNA pellet for 10 min or till pellet is
translucent.



Re‐suspend pellet in 20 µl molecular grade water.



Place on ice, till samples can be nanodropped (store at ‐20°C overnight or ‐80°C if longer
than 24hrs)

* Digest buffer: 55mM sodium citrate, 30mM EDTA, 150mM NaCl in dH20 and pH 6.0.
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Real‐time PCR and Reference gene optimisation
Four reference genes, r18s, YWHAZ, PPIA/cycloA and HRT, were selected based on the
literature and there stability under pressurisation was tested. The expression levels of the
genes between control and pressurised samples where compare and 18s and YWHAZ were
the most stable as summarized in in the table below.
Gene

Mean ΔCt

Std

r18s

0.4

0.2

YWHAZ

0.2

0.1

PPIA /Cyclo A

0.7

0.5

HRT

0.5

0.3

The efficiency of the Taqman primer probe sets were estimated by serially diluting cDNA 1:2
then plotting the Ct values for the dilution series against cDNA concentration and the slope
(m) of the linear regression was used to calculate the efficiency.
Efficiency = 2(‐1/m)‐1
Gene

% efficiency

r18s

101

YWHAZ

101

ACAN

96

Col2a1

101

Col1a1

102

HAPLN1

97

TIMP1

100

AD5

91

MMP3

109

MMP13

70

Brachyury

94
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RNA Product information and manufacturers manuals:


Life Technologies TRizol reagent manual (2012 revision):
https://tools.lifetechnologies.com/content/sfs/manuals/trizol_reagent.pdf



Zymo Research Direct‐zol™ RNA MiniPrep Instruction manual:
http://www.zymoresearch.com/downloads/dl/file/id/467/r2050i.pdf



Zymo Research RNA Clean‐up and concentrator ‐5 Instruction manual:
http://www.zymoresearch.com/downloads/dl/file/id/141/r1013i.pdf



Macherey‐ Nagel NucleoSpin® RNA Clean‐up column:



http://www.mn‐
net.com/Portals/8/attachments/Redakteure_Bio/Protocols/RNA%20and%20mRNA/UM_RN
ACleanUp_NSXS.pdf
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Appendix D: Additional day 1 gene expression data
Additional gene expression targets, Collagen type I, Link protein 1 and TIMP 1 were added to
the ECM gene analysis for Chapters 4 and 5, see Table D1 for TaqMan® assay references. To
determine whether these genes were expressed by both cell types, gene expression was
initially analysed in day 1 MNP and NC cell‐rich fractions. Primary cells were isolated as
described in Chapter 2.3.5. The cells from two caudal discs from three tails were pooled for
each experiment (i.e. n = 6 discs per experiment). Each experiment was repeated on at least
three separate occasions (N = 3). Following isolation primary cells were seeded in alginate
beads. Beads were cultured in physiological media and cultured overnight (~14h) at 37°C
and 5% CO2. Beads were then transferred to a 15 mL tube containing 9.5 mL of alginate
digest buffer. The beads were dissolved and the RNA extracted. RNA was converted to cDNA
and real –time PCR was performed using the methods described in Chapter 3.3.5.
Table D.1: Additional Taqman primers and probes
Protein

Gene

TaqMan assay gene reference

Collagen type I

Col 1a1

Bt03225322_m1

Hyaluronan and proteoglycan

HAPLN 1

Bt03213713_m1

TIMP 1

Bt03223720_m1

link protein 1
Tissue inhibitor of metalloproteinases 1

Figure D1 illustrates the expression of each of these in MNP and NC cells relative to average
housekeeping gene expression ((18s+ YWHAZ)/2). Statistical significance between cell types
was determined using two tailed t‐tests with Holm‐Sidak multiple comparison post‐hoc
correction and a p‐value of < 0.05 was considered significant
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Figure D1: Expression of Col1a1, HAPLN1 and TIMP 1 relative to housekeeping genes, for
MNP and NC cells on day 1 of culture.
Data represent as mean ± standard deviation N= 3 biological repeats.
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MNP and NC cells both expressed low levels of collagen type I and there was no significant
differences between the cell types. Link protein was significantly higher in MNP cells
compared to NC cells (p = 0.0203). TIMP 1 expression was variable between biological
repeats and non‐significantly greater in NC cells. Details of p‐value are presented in Table
D.2.

Table D.2 Out of statistical comparisons between MNP and NC cells.
Comparison

P value

MNP vs NC cells day 1
Col1α1

0.4518

HAPLN1

0.0203 *

TIMP1

0.1237
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Appendix E Oxygen concentration in sealed culture system
The pressurisation experiments in this thesis were conducted in an air‐tight water‐filled
pressure vessel. Therefore there would have been limited oxygen available to the cells
under these conditions. The following section describes how much oxygen would have been
available to the cell in the pressure vessel and how this relates to the oxygen concentrations
these cells experience in vivo.
Henry's law states, that for a constant temperature, the amount of gas (c) that dissolves in a
given liquid is directly proportional to the partial pressure (p) of that gas. Therefore, the
equilibrium constant (K) is given by
Oxygen tension is a measure of amount of oxygen in a liquid which corresponds to the
partial pressure of oxygen in a gas. The partial pressure of oxygen is defined as the pressure
which oxygen in a mixture of gases would exert if it were on its own260‐262.
At sea level the oxygen tension or partial pressure of oxygen in air is 21.2kPa calculated
from: 0.209 (percentage of oxygen in air) x 101.3 kPa (pressure at sea level).
The solubility of oxygen in fresh water, at 101.3 kPa and 37°C is ~ 6.7 mg/L, giving a
solubility constant of 3.2 260‐262.
Rearranging Henry’s law
Therefore, O2 conc water = pp O2 x solubility (K)
O2 conc water = (% O2 air x pressure) X 3.2

Oxygen tension in the NP is between 0.5 and 5 kPa (0.5‐5%)

58,200,263

. Assuming a

temperature of 37°C and pressure of 0.2 MPa, this equates to a concentration range of 0.64
‐ 3.2 mg/L.
Assuming free gas exchange in vivo; with increasing pressure, the oxygen concentration in
the disc would be expected to increase in accordance with Henrys law. If the NP tissue had
the same oxygen solubility as water, then the O2 concentration (mg/L) would change with
pressure according to the values present in Table E1.
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Table E.1: Oxygen concentration (mg /L) in water as a function of percentage oxygen and
applied pressure.

% O2 in air

0.1

0.2

0.5

Pressure (MPa)
0.7
1
1.5

21

6.72

13.44

33.6

47.04

67.2

100.8

134.4

168

8

2.56

5.12

12.8

17.92

25.6

38.4

51.2

64

5

1.6

3.2

8

11.2

16

24

32

40

2

0.64

1.28

3.2

4.48

6.4

9.6

12.8

16

1

0.32

0.64

1.6

2.24

3.2

4.8

6.4

8

2

2.5

In a system open to atmospheric air, oxygen concentration varies with pressure in
accordance to Henry’s law, however, in a closed system (i.e. the air tight sealed pressure
vessel), oxygen concentration cannot increase with pressure as there is no surrounding
gaseous oxygen available to dissolve into the water.
In this study a Neofox oxygen sensing probe (Ocean Optics, USA) was used to measure the
oxygen concentration within the water of the hydrostatic pressure vessel, the control vessel
and in the culture media. Oxygen measurements could not be taken under pressure, since
there was no way of inserting the probe into the sealed vessel. The Neofox oxygen sensing
probe gives a continuous read‐out; Table E2 details the range of oxygen readings in the
water of the pressure vessel, control vessel (glass bottle) and the culture media from a cell
culture pouch after 24h at 37°C.
Table E2: Oxygen concentration range in pressure and control vessel
Location

Oxygen concentration range (mg/L)

Water within pressure vessel before

5.5 ‐ 6.5

pressurisation
Water within pressure vessel after

5‐6

pressurisation
Water within control vessel

5 ‐ 6.5

Media, initial

6 ‐7

Media following pressurisation

6‐7
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Both the water in the pressure vessel and control bottle had an oxygen concentration of
between 5‐ 6 mg/L. This is slightly less that the theorised 6.7mg/L for fresh water, indicating
that the water in the current study was not fully saturated, possibly due to impurities
associated with tap water.
The sealed pressure vessel and hydraulic pump system prevented any gas exchange
occurring during the pressure experiments. Therefore, the oxygen concentration would
have been 6 mg/L for all loading and control conditions. Consequently, changes in O2
concentration were not a confounding variable across pressurised and control groups.
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